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Abstract Non-degenerate stars of essentially all spectral classes are soft X-ray sources.
Their X-ray spectra have been important in constraining physical processes that heat plasma
in stellar environments to temperatures exceeding one million degree. Low-mass stars on
the cooler part of the main sequence and their pre-main sequence predecessors define the
dominant stellar population in the galaxy by number. Their X-ray spectra are reminiscent, in
the broadest sense, of X-ray spectra from the solar corona. The Sun itself as a typical exam-
ple of a main-sequence cool star has been a pivotal testbed for physical models to be applied
to cool stars. X-ray emission from cool stars is indeed ascribed to magnetically trapped hot
gas analogous to the solar coronal plasma, although plasma parameters such as temperature,
density, and element abundances vary widely. Coronal structure, its thermal stratification and
geometric extent can also be interpreted based on various spectral diagnostics. New features
have been identified in pre-main sequence stars; some of these may be related to accretion
shocks on the stellar surface, fluorescence on circumstellar disks due to X-ray irradiation,
or shock heating in stellar outflows. Massive, hot stars clearly dominate the interaction with
the galactic interstellar medium: they are the main sourcesof ionizing radiation, mechan-
ical energy and chemical enrichment in galaxies. High-energy emission permits to probe
some of the most important processes at work in these stars, and put constraints on their
most peculiar feature: the stellar wind. Medium and high-resolution spectroscopy have shed
new light on these objects as well. Here, we review recent advances in our understanding of
cool and hot stars through the study of X-ray spectra, in particular high-resolution spectra
now available from XMM-Newtonand CHANDRA. We address issues related to coronal
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structure, flares, the composition of coronal plasma, X-rayproduction in accretion streams
and outflows, X-rays from single OB-type stars, massive binaries, magnetic hot objects and
evolved WR stars.

Keywords X-rays: stars· Stars: early-type· Stars: late-type
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1 Introduction

Stars are among the most prominent sources accessible to modern X-ray telescopes. In fact,
stars located across almost all regions of a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram have been identified
as X-ray sources, with only a few exceptions, most notably A-type stars and the coolest
giants of spectral type M. But even for those two classes, important exceptions exist. X-rays
have been identified from the most massive and hottest stars,i.e., O-type and Wolf-Rayet
stars, for which shocks forming in unstable winds are held responsible for the production
of million-degree plasma and the ensuing X-rays. X-rays aretherefore tracers of stellar
mass loss and sensitive diagnostics of stellar-wind physics. In hot star binaries, winds may
collide, thus forming very hot plasma in the wind collision region. The X-ray emission and
its modulation with orbital phase then provide precise constraints on the colliding wind
region, and hence the wind properties of each star.

In cooler stars of spectral classes F to M, magnetic coronae,overall analogous to the
solar corona, are at the origin of X-rays, enriched by flares in which unstable magnetic
fields reconnect and release enormous amounts of energy in a matter of minutes to hours.
The presence of coronae in these stars testifies to the operation of an internal dynamo that
generates the magnetic fields. Although X-rays provide easydiagnostics for such fields in
the corona, the coronal phenomenon is by no means restrictedto X-ray sources but should
rather be understood as the ensemble of closedmagnetic field structuresanchored in the
stellar photosphere. Some of these magnetic loops may be in the process of being heated,
thus filling up with hot plasma, while others are not.

X-rays have also been detected from brown dwarfs; again, theemission mechanism is
supposedly coronal. Similarly, in low-mass pre-main sequence stars, i.e., T Tauri stars (TTS)
or (low-mass) protostars, intense steady and flaring X-ray radiation is also thought to orig-
inate predominantly in hot coronal plasma although the complex environment of such stars
allows, in principle, additional X-ray sources to be present. Shocks forming at the photo-
spheric footpoints of disk-to-star accretion flows have been proposed to generate detectable
X-ray emission, and high-resolution X-ray spectra indeed seem to provide the correspond-
ing diagnostics. Further, outflows and jets form X-rays in internal shocks and shocks with
the interstellar medium (Herbig-Haro objects).

X-rays not only provide invaluable diagnostics for winds, magnetic fields, accretion and
outflow physics. They can become key players in their own right. In young stellar environ-
ments, for example, they act as ionizing and heating agents in circumstellar disks which
then grow unstable to accretion instabilities in the presence of magnetic fields. Also, X-rays
are well known to drive a complex chemistry in molecular environments such as circumstel-
lar disks and envelopes. Once planets have formed, X-rays and the lower-energy extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) radiation may heat and evaporate significant fractions of their outer atmo-
spheres, contributing to the loss of water and therefore playing a key role in determining the
“habitability” of a planet.

Many of these topics have been addressed during the past three to four decades of stellar
X-ray astronomy. A decisive boost came, however, with the introduction of high-resolution
X-ray spectroscopy. While familiar to solar coronal physics for many years, high-resolution
X-ray spectroscopy was the poor cousin of X-ray photometry (possibly with some low en-
ergy resolution) until recently, even though a few notable experiments like crystal spectrom-
eters or gratings were carried on early satellites (e.g., Einstein, EXOSAT). These, however,
required exceptionally bright X-ray sources. The Extreme-Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE)
gave a first taste of routine high-resolution spectroscopy in the high-energy domain, con-
centrating mostly on the 90–300̊A spectral region that contains many spectral lines of
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highly ionized species formed in million-degree plasmas. Given the large attenuation of
EUV photons by the interstellar medium, only EUV bright, mostly nearby sources (predom-
inantly cool stars) were the subject of spectroscopic observations. A summary is given by
Bowyer et al (2000).

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy has been provided by grating instruments on the
XMM -Newtonand CHANDRA X-ray observatories which both were launched in 1999.
Their broad wavelength coverage (0.07-15 keV), effective areas (up to≈ 200 cm2) and
their impressive spectral resolving power (up to≈ 1000) have for the first time allowed
many spectral lines to be separated, line multiplets to be resolved, and in some cases line
profiles and line shifts to be measured. Suchspectroscopicmeasurements have opened the
window to stellar coronal and stellar wind physics, including pinpointing the location of
X-ray emitting sources, determining densities of hot plasmas, measuring their composition
or assessing X-ray ionization physics in stellar environments.

These topics define the main focus of the present review. We aim at summarizing our un-
derstanding of cool and hot star physics contributed by X-ray spectroscopy. Naturally, there-
fore, we will focus on observations and interpretations that the XMM-Newtonand CHAN -
DRA high-resolution spectrometers have made possible for now almost a decade. Older,
complementary results from EUVE will occasionally be mentioned. However, understand-
ing cosmic sources cannot and should not be restricted to theuse of spectroscopic data alone.
Although spectroscopy provides unprecedented richness ofphysical information, comple-
mentary results from, e.g., X-ray photometric variabilitystudies or thermal source charac-
terization based on low-resolution spectroscopy are invaluable in many cases. We highlight,
in particular, the much higher effective areas of present-day CCD detectors that permit a
rough characterization of large samples of stars inaccessible to current grating spectroscopy.
A particularly important example is the study of the 6.4-7 keV line complex due to highly
ionized iron in extremely hot gas on the one hand and to fluorescent emission from “cold”
iron at low ionization stages on the other hand. This featureis presently best studied using
CCD spectra with resolving powers of≈ 50, in full analogy to line features at lower energies
preferentially investigated with gratings.

We will, however, not concentrate on issues predominantly derived from light curve
monitoring, potentially important for the localization ofX-ray sources in the stellar envi-
ronments or the study of flares; we will also not focus on the thermal characterization of
X-ray sources based on low-resolution spectroscopy available before the advent of XMM-
Newtonand CHANDRA; further, the many specific subclasses forming a zoo of variations
of our themes, such as rapidly rotating giants, giants beyond the corona-wind dividing line,
Ap stars, “Luminous Blue Variables” and others will not be treated individually as we wish
to emphasize common physics related to coronae, winds, and accretion/outflow systems.
Finally, this review is not concerned with evolutionary andpopulation studies, for example
in star-forming regions, in stellar clusters, or in stellarassociations. These topics, equally
important for a comprehensive picture of stellar physics and stellar evolution, have been
reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Favata and Micela 2003; Güdel 2004).

We have structured our article as follows. The first chapter (Sect. 2) addresses X-ray
spectroscopy of cool stars, focusing on the thermal and geometric coronal structure, coronal
composition, and flare physics. We then turn to new features (Sect. 3) found in pre-main
sequence stars with accretion and outflows. Finally, Sect. 4reviews results from X-ray spec-
troscopy of massive, hot stars.
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2 X-rays from cool stars

2.1 Coronal X-ray luminosities and temperatures

The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram rightward of spectral class A is dominated by stars with
outer convection zones, and many of these also have inner radiative zones. In these stars,
an interaction of convection with rotation produces a magnetic dynamo at the base of the
convection zone, responsible for a plethora of magnetic phenomena in or above the stel-
lar photosphere (e.g., magnetic spots, a thin chromosphere, magnetically confined coronal
plasma occasionally undergoing flares, etc.).

The study of our nearby example of a cool star, the Sun, has provided a solid framework
within which to interpret X-ray emission from cool stars. Indeed, essentially every type of
cool star except late-type giants has meanwhile been identified in X-rays with characteris-
tics grossly similar to what we know from the Sun. This includes objects as diverse as G-
and K-type “solar-like” main-sequence stars, late-M dwarf“flare stars” and brown dwarfs
(which are, however, fully convective and for which different dynamos may operate), pro-
tostars and accreting or non-accreting TTS (many of which are again fully convective),
intermediate-mass A-type and pre-main-sequence Herbig Ae/Be stars, post-main sequence
active binaries, and F–K-type giants. Most of these stars show variable X-ray emission at
temperatures of at least 1–2 MK and occasional flaring.

As we expect from a rotation-induced internal dynamo, the luminosity level is funda-
mentally correlated with rotation, as was shown in the earlyseminal studies based on the
Einsteinstellar survey (Pallavicini et al, 1981; Walter, 1981); theX-ray luminosity (LX ), the
projected rotation period (vsini; in a statistical sense), the rotation period (P), the rotation
rate (Ω ), and the Rossby number (Ro= P/τc, τc being the convective turnover time) are
related by the following equations,

LX ≈ 1027(vsini)2 [erg s−1], (1)

LX ∝ Ω 2 ∝ P−2, (2)

FX ,
LX

Lbol
∝ Ro−2 (3)

(see Pizzolato et al 2003 for further details). These trends, however, saturate at levels of
LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3. At this point, a further increase of the rotation rate does not changeLX

anymore. This break occurs at somewhat different rotation periods depending on spectral
type but is typically located atP ≈ 1.5−4 d, increasing toward later main-sequence spec-
tral types (Pizzolato et al 2003; a description in terms of Rossby number provides a more
unified picture). The Sun withLX ≈ 1027 erg s−1 is located at the lower end of the activ-
ity distribution, withLX/Lbol ≈ 10−7...−6 and therefore far from any saturation effects. It is
presently unclear why X-ray emission saturates. Possibilities include a physical saturation
of the dynamo, or a complete filling of the surface with X-ray strong active regions. For
the fastest rotators (v greater than about 100 km s−1), LX tends to slightly decrease again, a
regime known as “supersaturation” (Randich et al, 1996).

There are some variations of the theme also for pre-main-sequence stars. Given their
much deeper convective zones and ensuing longer convectiveturnover times, the saturation
regime for typical TTS reaches up to about 30 d; almost all pre-main sequence stars may
therefore be X-ray saturated (Flaccomio et al, 2003; Preibisch et al, 2005). For TTS sam-
ples,LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3.5, although there is a large scatter around this saturation value, and the
subsample of accreting TTS (“classical T Tauri” stars or CTTS) reveals ratios on average
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about a factor of 2 lower than non-accreting TTS (“weak-lined T Tauri” stars or WTTS;
Preibisch et al 2005; Telleschi et al 2007a).

The second fundamental parameter of cool-star X-ray sources is the characteristic or
“average” coronal temperature. Again, the Sun is located atthe lower end of the range of
coronal temperatures, showingTav ≈ 1.5−3 MK, somewhat depending on the activity level
(of course, individual features will reveal considerable variation around such averages at any
instance). An important although unexpected finding from early surveys was a correlation
betweenTav andLX (e.g., Schrijver et al 1984; Schmitt et al 1990; see Telleschi et al 2005
for a recent investigation of solar analogs with similar spectral types and masses). Roughly,
one finds

LX ∝ T4.5±0.3 (4)

although the origin of this relation is unclear. It may involve more frequent magnetic inter-
actions between the more numerous and more densely packed active regions on more active
stars, leading to higher rates of magnetic energy release (flares) that heat the corona to higher
temperatures (we will return to this point in Sect. 2.2 and 2.4).

2.2 The thermal structure of coronae, and the coronal heating problem

Understanding the thermal coronal structure requires spectroscopic data of a number of lines
forming at different temperatures. The advent of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy pro-
vided by XMM-Newtonand CHANDRA has opened a new window to coronal structure, as
summarized below. Examples of solar analog stars with different ages and therefore activity
levels are shown in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 14 for further examples of very active and inactive
stars). As judged from the pattern of emission lines and the strength of the continuum, the
spectra show that the dominant temperatures in the coronal plasma decrease with increasing
age (from top to bottom).

Observed X-ray line fluxes as well as the continuum scale withthe emission measure,
EM = nenHV at a given temperature, wherene andnH (≈ 0.85ne for a fully ionized plasma)
are the number densities of electrons and hydrogen ions (protons), respectively, andV is
the emitting volume. For a distribution of emission measurein temperature, the relevant
quantity is the differential emission measure (DEM),Q(T) = nenHdV(T)/dlnT that gives
the emission measure per unit interval in lnT. Clearly, the DEM provides only a degenerate
description of a complex corona, but it nevertheless contains statistical information on the
average distribution of volumes in temperature and therefore - indirectly through modeling
- also on the operation of heating and cooling mechanisms.

Deriving the thermal structure of an optically thin stellarcorona is a problem ofspec-
tral inversion, using temperature-sensitive information available in spectral lines and the
continuum. Many inversion methods have been designed, but regardless of the method-
ology, spectral inversion is an ill-conditioned problem and allows for a large number of
significantly different but nevertheless “numerically correct” solutions (in the sense of re-
producing a specified portion of the spectrum sufficiently well). The non-uniqueness of the
inversion problem is rooted in the broad temperature range over which a given line forms,
combined with the discretization of the problem (e.g., on a temperature grid) and uncertain-
ties in the calibration, the tabulated atomic physics parameters, and even counting statistics
(Craig and Brown, 1976). This limitation of spectral inversion is fundamentally mathemati-
cal and cannot be removed even if data with perfect spectral resolution and perfect precision
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Fig. 1 XMM -NewtonX-ray grating spectra of solar analogs at different activity levels. From top to bottom,
age increases, while the overall activity level and the characteristic coronal temperatures decrease. (From
Telleschi et al 2005, reproduced by permission of the AAS.)

are at hand. In this sense, any inversion of a spectrum -regardless of the inversion method-
ology - is as good as any other if it reproduces the observed spectrum similarly well.1 The

1 Coronal research has developed several classes of inversion techniques, best separated intodiscrete in-
version techniquesthat reconstruct the emission measure distribution from measured and extracted flux values
of selected emission lines, andcontinuous inversion techniquesthat treat the spectrum as a function to be fit-
ted with a superposition of synthetic template spectra. Theoften used expressions “line-based analysis” and
“global fit”, respectively, miss the essence of these techniques, as all methods ideally use a large fraction or
the entirety of the available spectrum in which the relevantinformation is provided mostly by line flux ratios.
Basically, equivalent solutions can be found from both classes of inversion techniques (Telleschi et al, 2005).
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discrimination between “physically acceptable” and “physically unacceptable” solutions re-
quires thatadditional conditionsbe imposed on the emission measure distribution, which are
in fact constraining the “physics” of the problem (e.g., smoothness of the emission measure
distribution as required by thermal conduction for typicalcoronal features). These physi-
cal constraints obviouslycannotbe identified by any mathematical inversion technique. For
further comments on this problem, see Güdel (2004).

Understanding emission measure distributions, but also reasonably constraining the spec-
tral inversion process, requires theoretical models that link the coronal thermal structure
with the DEM. We first summarize model predictions for non-flaring magnetic loops, and
then address flaring sources.

Under the conditions of negligible gravity, i.e., constantpressure, and negligible thermal
conduction at the footpoints, a hydrostatic loop (Rosner etal, 1978; Vesecky et al, 1979;
Antiochos and Noci, 1986) reveals a DEM given by

Q(T) ∝ pT3/4−γ/2+δ 1
(

1− [T/Ta]
2−γ+β

)1/2
(5)

(Bray et al, 1991). Here,Ta is the loop apex temperature, andδ andβ are power-law indices
of, respectively, the loop cross section areaS and the heating powerq as a function ofT:
S(T) = S0Tδ , q(T) = q0Tβ , andγ is the exponent in the cooling function over the relevant
temperature range:Λ(T) ∝ Tγ . If T is not close toTa, then constant cross-section loops
(δ = 0) haveQ(T) ∝ T3/4−γ/2, i.e., under typical coronal conditions for non-flaring loops
(T < 10 MK, γ ≈−0.5), the DEM slope is near unity (Antiochos and Noci, 1986). Ifstrong
thermal conduction is included at the footpoints, then the slope changes to +3/2 if not too
close toTa (van den Oord et al, 1997). For a distribution of loops with different temperatures,
the descending, high-T slope of the DEM is obviously related to the statistical distribution
of the loops inTa; a sharp decrease of the DEM then indicates that only few loops are present
with a temperature exceeding the temperature of the DEM peak(Peres et al, 2001).

Antiochos (1980) (see also references therein) discussed DEMs of flaring loops that cool
by i) static conduction (without flows), or ii) evaporative conduction (including flows), or
iii) radiation. The DEMs for these three cases scale like (inthe above order)

Qcond∝ T1.5, Qevap∝ T0.5, Qrad ∝ T−γ+1. (6)

Note thatγ ≈ 0± 0.5 in the range typically of interest for stellar flares (5−50 MK). All
above DEMs are therefore relatively flat (slope 1±0.5).

For stellar flares that are too faint for time-resolved spectroscopy, the time-integrated
DEM for a “quasi-statically” decaying flare is

Q ∝ T19/8 (7)

up to a maximumT that is equal to the temperature at the start of the decay phase (Mewe et al,
1997).

In the case of episodic flare heating (i.e., a corona that is heated by a large number of
stochastically occurring flares), the average, time-integrated DEM of coronal X-ray emis-
sion is determined not by the internal thermal structure of magnetic loops but by the time
evolution of the emission measure and the dominant temperature of the flaring region. In
the case of dominant radiative cooling, the DEM at a given temperature is roughly inversely
proportional to the radiative decay time, which implies

Q(T) ∝ T−γ+1 (8)
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up to a maximumTm, and a factor ofT1/2 less if subsonic draining of the cooling loop
is allowed (Cargill, 1994). Because the cooling function drops rapidly between 1 MK and

∼< 10 MK, the DEM in this region should be steep,Q(T) ∝ T4.
An analytic model of a stochastically flaring corona poweredby simple flares rising

instantly to a peak and then cooling exponentially was presented by Güdel et al (2003). As-
suming a flare distribution in energy that follows a power law(dN/dE ∝ E−α , see Sect. 2.4.2),
and making use of a relation between flare peak temperature,Tp, and peak emission measure
EMp (Sect. 2.4.2), the DEM is

Q(T) ∝
{

T2/ζ ,a f Tb+γ ≤ Lmin

T−(b+γ)(α−2β )/(1−β )+2b+γ ,a f Tb+γ > Lmin
(9)

whereζ relates temperature and density during the flare decay,T ∝ nζ ; from the run of
flare temperature and emission measure in stellar flares, oneusually finds 0.5∼< ζ ∼< 1. The
parameterb follows from the relation between flare peak temperature andemission measure,
EMp = aTb

p , whereb≈ 4.3 (see Sect. 2.4.2; Güdel 2004);γ determines the plasma cooling
functionΛ as above,Λ(T) = f Tγ (for typical stellar coronal abundances,γ ≈ −0.3 below
10 MK, γ ≈ 0 in the vicinity of 10 MK, andγ ≈ 0.25 above 20 MK). Further,β describes
a possible relation between flare decay timeτ and the integrated radiative energy of the
flare,E, τ ∝ Eβ , with 0≤ β ∼< 0.25 (see Güdel 2004 for further details);Lmin is the peak
luminosity of the smallest flares contributing to the DEM. For a flare-heated corona, this
DEM model can in principle be used to assess the cooling behavior of flares (i.e., throughζ
from the low-temperature DEM slope) and to derive the stochastic occurrence rate of flares
(i.e., throughα from the high-temperature DEM slope).

The above relations can easily be applied to DEMs reconstructed from observed spectra
provided that DEM slopes have not been imposed as constraints for the inversion process. In
fact, DEMs derived from stellar coronal spectra almost invariably show a relatively simple
shape, namely an increasing power-law on the low-temperature side up to a peak, followed
by a decreasing power-law up to a maximum temperature (Fig. 2). The DEM peak may
itself be a function of activity in the sense that it shifts tohigher temperatures in more active
stars, often leaving very little EM at modest temperatures and correspondingly weak spectral
lines of C, N, and O (see, e.g., Drake et al 2000; Telleschi et al 2005; Scelsi et al 2005;
Fig. 2). This behavior of course reflects the by now classic result that “stars at higher activity
levels show higher average coronal temperatures” (e.g., Schmitt et al 1990). Given the ill-
conditioned inversion problem, many additional features turn up in reconstructed DEMs,
such as local maxima or minima, but their reality is often difficult to assess.

Despite the models now available for a description of DEMs, we do not clearly under-
stand which stellar parameters shape an emission measure distribution. The trend mentioned
above, a correlation between average coronal temperature and “activity level”, is reminis-
cent of a similar relation for individual stellar flares (“more-energetic flares are hotter”;
Sect. 2.4.2), perhaps suggesting a connection between continuous flaring and overall coro-
nal heating. Other parameters are less relevant. For example, active G stars at very different
evolutionary stages (e.g., giants, main-sequence stars, pre-main sequence stars), with differ-
ent coronal abundances and surface gravities may reveal very similar DEMs (Scelsi et al,
2005).

A principal finding of major interest are the unusually steeplow-T sides of DEMs of ac-
tive stars, with slopes in the range of 2–5 (Drake et al, 2000;Behar et al, 2001; Mewe et al,
2001; Argiroffi et al, 2003; Güdel et al, 2003; Telleschi et al, 2005; Scelsi et al, 2005). There
is evidence that the slopes increase with increasing activity, as again illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 DEMs derived from spectra of stars at different activity levels. The black histogram refers to the solar
corona. Note the steeply increasing distributions for stars at higher activity levels. (Adapted from Scelsi et al
2005.)

Such slopes clearly exceed values expected from hydrostatic loops (1–1.5). Numerical sim-
ulations of loops undergoing repeated pulse heating at their footpoints do produce DEMs
much steeper than the canonical values (Testa et al, 2005). An alternative solution may be
loops with an expanding cross section from the base to the apex. In that case, there is com-
paratively more hot plasma, namely the plasma located around the loop apex, than cooler
plasma. The DEM would consequently steepen.

Steep DEMs have also been interpreted in terms of continual flaring using Eq. 9 (Güdel et al,
2003; Audard et al, 2004; Maggio et al, 2004; Telleschi et al,2005). For solar analog stars
at different activity levels, Telleschi et al (2005) used the high-T slope of the DEMs to infer
α = 2.1−2.8 for the flare energy distribution (Sect. 2.4.2), suggesting that the ensemble of
“weak”, unresolved flares may generate the observed X-ray emission. Radiative flare ener-
gies in the range of 1025−1030 erg s−1 would be required. From the DEM of the rapidly
rotating giant FK Com, Audard et al (2004) inferred a steep flare energy distribution with
α = 2.6− 2.7; such distributions produce relatively flat light curves in which individual,
strong flares are rare, compatible with the observations.

2.3 Coronal structure from X-ray spectroscopy

Understanding stellar coronal structure goes a long way in understanding stellar magnetism
and dynamos. The distribution of magnetic fields near the stellar surface diagnoses type
and operation of the internal magnetic dynamo; the structure of coronal magnetic fields is
relevant for the energy release mechanism and determines the thermal structure of trapped
hot plasma. Further, extended magnetic fields may connect tothe companion star in close
binaries, or the inner border of circumstellar disks in TTS or protostars; additional physical
processes such as angular momentum transfer or mass flows areimportant consequences.

Despite a suite of methods to infersomeproperties of coronal structure, all available
methods are strongly affected by observational bias. This is principally due to the fact that
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the defining constituent of a corona, themagnetic fielditself, is extremely difficult to mea-
sure; coronal structure is mostly inferred from observablesignatures of magnetically con-
fined, hot plasma (as seen in the EUV or X-ray range) or trappedenergetic particles (as seen
in the radio range). Considering the complexity of the solarmagnetic corona, its large range
of size scales, and the important role that coronalfine-structureplays, we should not be sur-
prised that presently available methods provide some limited qualitative sketches of what is
a much more complex, highly dynamic system driven by continuous release and transfor-
mation of energy, coupled with mass motions and cooling processes. Before concentrating
on high-resolution spectroscopic techniques, we briefly summarize alternative methods and
results derived from them (see Güdel 2004 for more details).

2.3.1 Summary of low-resolution spectroscopic and non-spectroscopic X-ray studies

Hydrostatic loop models(Rosner et al, 1978; Vesecky et al, 1979; Serio et al, 1981) have
been extensively used in solar and stellar X-ray astronomy to relate pressure, apex (peak)
temperature, heating rate, and length of simple, static coronal magnetic loops anchored in the
photosphere. In its simplest form, a half-circular loop of semi-lengthL (footpoint to apex),
pressurep, apex temperatureTa, and heating rateε follows the two relations (Rosner et al,
1978).

Ta = 1400(pL)1/3 ε = 9.8×104p7/6L−5/6. (10)

Measuring, e.g.,Ta and relating the observedLX to ε , the loop length can be inferred, de-
pending on a surface filling factorf for the loops filled with the observed plasma. Judged
from such assessments, magnetically active stars require very large, moderate-pressure loops
with a large surface filling factor, or alternatively more solar-sized high-pressure compact
loops with very small filling factors (<1%, e.g., Schrijver et al 1989; Giampapa et al 1996).

Synthetic emission spectra fromloop-structure modelsof this kind have been applied to
observed spectra of active stars. One typically finds mixtures of magnetic loops ranging from
cool (1.5–5 MK), moderate-pressure (2–100 dyn cm−2) loops to hot (10–30 MK) extreme-
pressure (102 −104 dyn cm−2) loops reminiscent of flaring loops (Ventura et al 1998). We
need to keep in mind, however, that model solutions are degenerate in the productpL (see
Eq. 10), potentially resulting in multiple solutions. Caution should therefore be applied when
interpreting “best-fit” results based on the assumption of one family of identical magnetic
loops.

Coronal imaging bylight-curve inversionmakes use of the fortuitous arrangement of
components in binary stars producingcoronal eclipses, or a large inclination of the rotation
axis of a single star resulting inself-eclipses(“rotational modulation”). Image reconstruc-
tion from light curves is generally non-unique but can, in many cases, be constrained to
reasonable and representative solutions. In the simplest case,active region modeling, sim-
ilar to surface spot modeling, provides information on the location and size of the domi-
nant coronal features (e.g., White et al 1990). More advanced image reconstruction meth-
ods (maximum-entropy-based methods, backprojection/clean methods, etc.) provide entire
maps of coronal emission (e.g., Siarkowski et al 1996). Again, a mixture of compact, high-
pressure active regions and much more extended (≈ R∗), lower-pressure magnetic features
have been suggested for RS CVn-type binaries (Walter et al, 1983; White et al, 1990). Light
curves also provide important information on inhomogeneities and the global distribution
of emitting material; X-ray bright features have been located on the leading hemispheres
in binaries (Walter et al, 1983; Ottmann et al, 1993), or on hemispheres that face the com-
panion (e.g., White et al 1990; Siarkowski et al 1996), perhaps suggesting some role for
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intrabinary magnetic fields. Such results indicate that even the most active stars are not en-
tirely filled by X-ray or radio emitting active regions, as surface filling factors reach values
of sometimes no more than 5–25% (e.g., White et al 1990; Ottmann et al 1993). In a few
special cases, flares have been mapped using the fortuitous eclipsing by a close companion
star. Such observations have located the flaring structure either at the pole or near the equa-
tor and have constrained the size of the flaring magnetic fields to typically a few tenths of
R∗ (for examples, see Choi and Dotani 1998; Schmitt and Favata 1999; Schmitt et al 2003;
Sanz-Forcada et al 2007). As a by-product, characteristic electron densities of the flaring
plasma can be inferred to be of order 1011 cm−3, exceeding, as expected, typical non-flaring
coronal densities (Sect. 2.3.3).

Magnetic field extrapolationusing surface Doppler (or Zeeman Doppler) imaging of
magnetic spots has been used in conjunction with X-ray rotational modulation observations
to study distribution and radial extent of coronal magneticfields (e.g., Jardine et al 2002a,b;
Hussain et al 2002, 2007). Although permitting a 3-D view of astellar corona, the method
has its limitations as part of the surface is usually not accessible to Doppler imaging, and
small-scale magnetic structure on the surface is not resolved. The type of field extrapolation
(potential, force-free, etc) must be assumed, but on the other hand, the 3-D coronal model
can be verified if suitable rotational modulation data are available (Gregory et al, 2006).

2.3.2 Coronal structure from spectroscopic line shifts andbroadening

Doppler information in X-ray spectral lines may open up new ways of imaging coronae of
stars as they rotate, or as they orbit around the center of gravity in binaries. In principle, this
method can be used to pinpoint the surface locations, heights, and sizes of coronal features.
Applications are very limited at the present time given the available X-ray spectral resolving
power of ∼< 1000. Shifts corresponding to 100 km s−1 correspond to less than the instru-
mental resolution, but such surface (or orbital) velocities are attained only in exceptional
cases of young, very rapidly rotating stars or rotationallylocked, very close binaries. We
summarize a few exemplary studies.

Amplitudes of≈ 50 km s−1 and phases of Doppler shifts measured in the RS CVn
binary HR 1099 agree well with the line-of-sight orbital velocity of the subgiant K star,
thus locating the bulk of the X-ray emitting plasma on this star, rather than in the intrabinary
region (Ayres et al, 2001a). In contrast, periodic linebroadeningin the dMe binary YY Gem,
consisting of two nearly identical M dwarfs, indicates, as expected, that both components are
similarly X-ray luminous (Güdel et al, 2001). Doppler shifts in the RS CVn binary AR Lac
(Huenemoerder et al, 2003) are compatible with coronae on both companions if the plasma
is close to the photospheric level. For the contact binary 44i Boo, Brickhouse et al (2001)
reported periodic line shifts corresponding to a total net velocity change over the full orbit
of 180 km s−1. From the amplitudes and the phase of the rotational modulation, the authors
concluded that two dominant X-ray sources were present, onebeing very compact and the
other being extended, but both being located close to the stellar pole of the larger companion.
Similar results have been obtained for another contact binary, VW Cep (Huenemoerder et al,
2006), revealing that almost all X-rays are emitted by a relatively compact corona (height
0.06-0.2R∗) almost entirely located on the primary star.

Applications are more challenging for rapidly rotating single stars. Hussain et al (2005)
did find periodic line shifts in the spectrum of the young AB Dor which, together with
light curve modulation, suggested a coronal model consisting of a relatively low-lying dis-
tributed corona (height∼< 0.5 R∗) and several more compact (height< 0.3 R∗) active re-
gions. This result, when combined with coronal extrapolations from surface Doppler imag-
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ing and spectroscopic coronal density measurements, further constrains the corona to heights
of 0.3− 0.4 R∗, and reasonable 3-D models of the coronal structure can be recovered
(Hussain et al, 2007).

A comprehensive study of line shifts and line broadening hasbeen presented for the
Algol binary (Chung et al, 2004). Periodic line shifts corresponding to a quadrature radial
velocity of 150 km s−1 clearly prove that the X-rays are related to the K subgiant. However,
the amplitude of the shifts indicates that the source is slightly displaced toward the B star,
which may be the result of tidal distortions by the latter. Excess line broadening (above
thermal and rotational broadening) can be ascribed to a radially extended corona, with a
coronal scale height of order one stellar radius, consistent with expected scale heights of hot
coronal plasma on this star.

A rather predestined group of stars for this type of study arethe rapidly rotating single gi-
ants of the FK Com class, thought to have resulted from a binary merger (Bopp and Stencel,
1981). With surface velocities of order 100 km s−1, shifts or broadening of bright lines
can be measured. Audard et al (2004) found significant line broadening corresponding to
velocities of about 100–200 km s−1 in the K1 III giant YY Men; the broadening could in
principle be attributed to rotational broadening of a coronal source above the equator, con-
fined to a height of about a pressure scale height (≈ 3R∗). YY Men’s extremely hot corona
(T ≈ 40 MK), however, makes Doppler thermal broadening of the lines a more plausible
alternative (Audard et al, 2004). The prototype of the class, FK Com, also shows indica-
tions of line shifts (of order 50–150 km s−1) and marginal suggestions for line broadening.
The X-ray evidence combined with contemporaneous surface Doppler imaging suggests the
presence of near-polar active regions with a height of≈ 1R∗ (Drake et al, 2008a). Taken
together with other observations, there is now tentative evidence for X-ray coronae around
active giants being more extended (relative to the stellar radius) than main-sequence coro-
nae, which are predominantly compact (height∼< 0.4R∗, Drake et al 2008a).

2.3.3 Inferences from coronal densities

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy has opened a window to coronal densities because the
X-ray range contains a series of density-sensitive lines; they happen to be sensitive to ex-
pected coronal and flare plasma densities. Electron densities have mostly been inferred from
line triplets of He-like ions on the one hand and lines of Fe onthe other hand. We briefly
review results from these in turn, and then summarize implications for coronal structure.

Coronal densities from He-like tripletsHe-like triplets of CV, N VI , OVII , NeIX , Mg XI ,
and SiXIII show, in order of increasing wavelength, a resonance (r , 1s2 1S0 − 1s2p 1P1),
an intercombination (i, 1s2 1S0−1s2p 3P1,2), and a forbidden (f , 1s2 1S0−1s2s 3S1) line
(Fig. 3). The ratio between thef and i fluxes is sensitive to density (Gabriel and Jordan,
1969) for the following reason: if the electron collision rate is sufficiently high, ions in the
upper level of the forbidden transition, 1s2s 3S1, do not return to the ground level, 1s2 1S0,
instead the ions are collisionally excited to the upper level of the intercombination tran-
sitions, 1s2p 3P1,2, from where they decay radiatively to the ground state (for agraphical
presentation, see Fig. 4).

The measured ratioR = f /i of the forbidden to the intercombination line fluxes can be
approximated by

R =
R0

1+ne/Nc
=

f
i

(11)
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Fig. 3 He-like triplets of SiXIII (upper left), MgXI (upper right), NeIX (lower left), and OVII (lower right)
extracted from the CHANDRA LETGS spectrum of Capella. Multi-line fits are also shown. The horizontal
lines indicate the continuum level. (From Argiroffi et al 2003.)

Table 1 Density-sensitive He-like tripletsa

Ion λ(r, i, f ) (Å) R0 Nc logne rangeb T rangec (MK)

C V 40.28/40.71/41.46 11.4 6×108 7.7–10 0.5–2
N VI 28.79/29.07/29.53 5.3 5.3×109 8.7–10.7 0.7–3
O VII 21.60/21.80/22.10 3.74 3.5×1010 9.5–11.5 1.0–4.0
Ne IX 13.45/13.55/13.70 3.08 8.3×1011 11.0–13.0 2.0–8.0
Mg XI 9.17/9.23/9.31 2.66d 1.0×1013 12.0–14.0 3.3–13
Si XIII 6.65/6.68/6.74 2.33d 8.6×1013 13.0–15.0 5.0–20
adata derived from Porquet et al (2001) at maximum formation temperature of ion
brange whereR is within approximately [0.1,0.9] timesR0
crange of 0.5–2 times maximum formation temperature of ion
dfor measurement with CHANDRA HETGS-MEG spectral resolution

whereR0 is the limiting flux ratio at low densities andNc is the critical density at whichR
drops toR0/2 (we ignore the influence of the photospheric ultraviolet radiation field for the
time being; see Sect. 3.6 and 4.2.1 below). Table 1 contains relevant parameters for triplets
interesting for coronal studies; they refer to the case of a plasma that is at the maximum
formation temperature of the respective ion (for detailed tabulations, see Porquet et al 2001).
A systematic problem with He-like triplets is that the critical densityNc increases with the
formation temperature of the ion, i.e., higher-Z ions measure only high densities at highT,
while the lower-density analysis based on CV, N VI , OVII , and NeIX is applicable only to
cool plasma.
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram showing the origin of thefir lines in a He-like ion.

He-like triplets are usually bright in coronal spectra and have therefore been used ex-
tensively for density estimates (e.g., Mewe et al 2001; Nesset al 2001). Large samples of
coronal stars were surveyed by Ness et al (2004) and Testa et al (2004a). Although density
estimates are roughly in line with experience from the solarcorona (at least as far as analy-
sis of the OVII triplet forming at temperatures of≈2 MK is concerned), several systematic
features have become apparent. The following trends predominantly apply to OVII derived
densities:

– Low-activity stars tend to show low densities (often represented by upper limits), i.e.,
logne < 10 (Ness et al, 2001; Raassen et al, 2003b).

– Higher densities significantly measured by the OVII triplet, i.e., logne = 10−11, are
only reported from magnetically active stars, many of whichare located on the main
sequence. Examples include very active solar analogs, veryyoung K dwarfs such as AB
Dor, or active M dwarfs (even higher densities have been reported for accreting TTS;
see Sect. 3.2).

– For evolved active binaries (RS CVn binaries, contact binaries), both density ranges are
relevant.

Higher-Z triplets are more difficult to interpret, in particular because the range of sensitivity
shifts to higher density values that may exceed coronal values. These triplets are also sub-
ject to more problematic blending, which is in particular true for the NeIX triplet that suffers
from extensive blending by line of Fe, specifically FeXIX (Ness et al, 2003a). Mewe et al
(2001) foundne > 3× 1012 cm−3 for Capella from an analysis of MgXI and SiXIII , but
the results disagree with measurements using lines of FeXX -XXII (Mewe et al, 2001). Sim-
ilarly, Osten et al (2003), Argiroffi et al (2003), and Maggioet al (2004) found sharply in-
creasing densities moving from cooler to hotter plasma, with densities reaching up to order
1012 cm−3. But the trend reported by Osten et al (2003) is contradictedby the analysis of
Si XIII that indicatesne < 1011 cm−3 despite its similar formation temperature as MgXI . The
high-density results have been questioned altogether fromdetailed analyses of the Capella
and II Peg spectra, for which upper limits to electron densities have been derived from Ne,
Mg, and Si triplets (Canizares et al, 2000; Ayres et al, 2001a; Huenemoerder et al, 2001;
Phillips et al, 2001).

The most detailed analyses of the higher-Z triplets are those by Ness et al (2004) and
Testa et al (2004a). NeIX density measurements are typically higher than those usingO VII ,
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covering the range of logne = 11−12 despite the significant temperature overlap between
the two ions (Ness et al, 2004). Unrecognized blends in the NeIX triplet may still be prob-
lematic. MgXI and SiXIII systematically yield even higher densities for various types of
active stars. Testa et al (2004a) report Mg-derived densities of a few times 1012 cm−3, with
a trend for stars with higherLX/Lbol to show higher densities, a trend paralleling suggestions
from OVII (see above) albeit for much higher densities. The situationis less clear for SiXIII

as most measuredf /i flux ratiosexceedthe theoretical upper limit.

Coronal densities from Fe linesMany transitions of Fe ions are sensitive to density as well
(Brickhouse et al, 1995). Line ratios of FeXIX -XXII in the EUV range have frequently been
used for density estimates (Dupree et al, 1993; Schrijver etal, 1995; Sanz-Forcada et al,
2002), resulting in relatively high densities in magnetically active stars. Given the forma-
tion temperatures of the respective Fe ions, reported densities in the range of 1012 cm−3-
1013 cm−3 are, however, in agreement with densities inferred from MgXI (see above).

For inactive and intermediately active stars such as Procyon, α Cen,ε Eri, or ξ Boo
A, much lower densities,ne < 1010 cm−3, are inferred from lower ionization stages of
Fe (e.g., FeX-XIV ; Mewe et al 1995; Schmitt et al 1994, 1996; Schrijver and Haisch 1996;
Laming et al 1996; Laming and Drake 1999).

A number of conflicting measurements are worthwhile to mention, however. Measure-
ments using CHANDRA spectroscopy have shown systematic deviations from earlier EUVE
measurements, perhaps due to blending affecting EUVE spectroscopy (Mewe et al, 2001).
For the active Algol, Ness et al (2002) report rather low densities of logne ∼< 11.5 from
FeXXI . Similarly, Phillips et al (2001) concluded that FeXXI line ratios indicate densities
below the low-density limits for the respective ratios (logne < 12). Ayres et al (2001b) found
contradicting results from various line ratios for the giant β Cet, suggesting that densities
are in fact low. Further conflicting measurements of this kind have been summarized by
Testa et al (2004a), and a systematic consideration of Fe-based density measurements was
presented by Ness et al (2004). The latter authors found thatall Fe line ratios are above the
low-density limit, but by an approximately constant factor, suggesting that all densities are
compatible with the low-density limit after potential correction for systematic but unrecog-
nized blends or inaccuracies in the atomic databases.

The present situation is certainly unsatisfactory. Contradictory measurements based on
different density diagnostics or extremely (perhaps implausibly) high densities inferred from
some line ratios make a reconsideration of blending and the atomic databases necessary. Bias
is also introduced by high low-density limits; any deviation of flux ratios into the density-
sensitive range, perhaps by slight blending, by necessity results in “high densities” while
lower densities are, by definition, inaccessible.

Coronal structure from density measurementsDensity measurements in conjunction with
emission measure analysis provide an order-of-magnitude estimate of coronal volumesV
(because EM= nenHV for a plasma with uniform density). Taken at face value, the very
high densities sometimes inferred for hot plasma require compact sources and imply small
surface filling factors. For example, Mewe et al (2001) estimated that the hotter plasma com-
ponent in Capella is confined in magnetic loops with a semi-length of onlyL ∼< 5×107 cm,
covering a fraction off ≈ 10−6 − 10−4 of the total surface area. Confinement of such
high-pressure plasma would then require coronal magnetic field strengths of order 1 kG
(Brickhouse and Dupree, 1998). In that case, the typical magnetic dissipation time is only
a few seconds forne ≈ 1013 cm−3 if the energy is derived from the same magnetic fields,
suggesting that the small, bright loops light up only briefly. In other words, the stellar corona
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would be made up of numerous ephemeral loop sources that cannot be treated as being in
quasi-static equilibrium (van den Oord et al, 1997).

Both Ness et al (2004) and Testa et al (2004a) calculated coronal filling factors f for
plasma emitting various He-like triplets. The total “available” volume,Vavail, for coronal
loops of a given temperature depends on a corresponding “characteristic height” for which
the height of a hydrostatic loop (Eq. 10) can be assumed. The volume filling factor thus
derived,V/Vavail, is surprisingly small for cool plasma detected in OVII and NeIX , namely
of order a few percent and increasing with increasing activity level. The emission supposedly
originates in solar-like active regions that cover part of the surface, but never entirely fill the
available volume. With increasing magnetic activity, a hotter component appears (recall the
general correlation between average coronal temperature and activity level, Sect. 2.1). This
component seems to fill in the volume between the cooler active regions and contributes the
bulk part of the emission measure in very active stars although the high densities suggest
very small loop structures and filling factors (L ∼< 10−2 R∗ resp. f ≪ 1% for AD Leo;
Maggio et al 2004). Hotter plasma could thus be a natural result of increased flaring in the
interaction zones between cooler regions. This provides support for flare-inducedcoronal
heating in particular in magnetically active stars. The higher densities in the hotter plasma
components are then also naturally explained as a consequence of flaring (see Sect. 2.4.5).
Explicit support for this picture comes fromf /i ratios in the active M dwarf AD Leo that
vary between observations separated by more than a year, higher densities being inferred for
the more active states; the overall flaring contribution mayhave changed between the two
epochs, although a different configuration of active regions with different average electron
densities cannot be excluded (Maggio and Ness, 2005).

At this point, a word of caution is in order. There is no doubt (cf. the solar corona!)
that coronal plasma comes in various structures covering a wide range of densities. Because
the emissivity of a coronal plasma scales withn2

e, any X-ray observation is biased toward
detections of structures at high densities (and sufficiently large volumes). The observedf /i
line flux ratios may therefore be a consequence of thedensity distributionand may not
represent any existing, let alone dominant, electron density in the corona. Rather, they are
dependent on the steepness of the density distribution, butbecause of then2

e dependence,
they do not even correspond to a linear average of thef /i ratio across all coronal volume
elements. A calculated example is given in Güdel (2004).

2.3.4 Inferences from coronal opacities

Emission lines in coronal spectra may be suppressed by optical depth effects due to res-
onance scattering in the corona. This effect was discussed in the context of “anomalously
faint” EUV lines (Schrijver et al, 1994, 1995), now mostly recognized to be a consequence
of sub-solar element abundances. Resonance scattering requires optical depths in the line
centers ofτ ∼> 1, andτ is essentially proportional toneℓ/T1/2 (Mewe et al, 1995) whereℓ
is the path length. For static coronal loops, this impliesτ ∝ T3/2 (Schrijver et al 1994; e.g.,
along a loop or for a sample of nested loops in a coronal volume).

Optical depth effects due to scattering are marginal in stellar coronae; initial attempts to
identify scattering losses in the FeXVII λ15.01 were negative (Ness et al, 2001; Mewe et al,
2001; Phillips et al, 2001; Huenemoerder et al, 2001; Ness etal, 2002; Audard et al, 2003),
regardless of the magnetic activity level of the consideredstars. Larger survey work by
Ness et al (2003b) again reported no significant optical depth for strong FeXVII lines and for
f /r ratios in He-like triplets, after carefully correcting foreffects due to line blending. Al-
though FeXVII line ratios, taken at face value, do suggest the presence of line opacities, the
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deviations turned out to be similar forall stars, suggesting absence of line scattering while
the deviations should be ascribed to systematic problems inthe atomic physics databases.
Similar conclusions were reached in work by Huenemoerder etal (2001) and Osten et al
(2003) using the Lyman series for OVIII , NeX, or SiXIV .

More recent survey work by Testa et al (2004b) and Testa et al (2007) supports the above
overall findings although significant (at the 4–5σ level) optical depths were reported for two
RS CVn-type binaries and one active M dwarf based on Lyα /Lyβ line-flux ratios of OVIII

and NeX. Moreover, the optical depth was found to be variable in one of the binaries. The
path length was estimated atℓ ≈ 2×10−4R∗−4×10−2R∗, with very small corresponding
surface filling factors,f ≈ 3× 10−4 − 2× 10−2. Although rather small, these scattering
source sizes exceed the heights of corresponding hydrostatic loops estimated from measured
densities and temperatures. Alternatively, active regions predominantly located close to the
stellar limb may produce an effective, non-zero optical depth as well.

We note here that upper limits to optical depth by resonance scattering were also used
to assess upper limits to source sizes based on simple escapeprobability estimates (e.g.,
Phillips et al 2001; Mewe et al 2001), but caution that, as detailed by Testa et al (2007), due
to potential scattering of photonsinto the line of sight these estimates in fact provide upper
limits to lower limits, i.e., no constraint. We should also emphasize that the absence of
optical depth effects due to resonance scattering does not imply the absence of scattering in
individual stellar active regions. The question is simply whether there is a net loss or gain of
scattered photons along the line of sight, and for most coronal sources such an effect is not
present for the (disk-integrated) emission.

2.3.5 Summary: Trends and limitations

Despite a panoply of methods and numerous observed examples, it appears difficult to con-
clude on how stellar coronae are structured. There is mixed evidence for compact coronae,
coronae predominantly located at the pole but also distributed coronae covering lower lati-
tudes. Filling factors appear to be surprisingly small evenin saturated stars, as derived from
rotational modulation but also from spectroscopic modeling, in particular based on measure-
ments that indicate very high densities. Larger structuresmay be inferred from X-ray flares
(see Güdel 2004 for a summary).

We should however keep in mind that strong bias is expected from X-ray observations.
There is little doubt - judging from the solar example - that coronae are considerably struc-
tured and come in packets with largely differing temperatures, size scales, and densities.
Because the X-ray emissivity of a piece of volume scales withn2

e, the observed X-ray light
is inevitably dominated by dense regions that occupy sufficiently large volumes. Regions of
very low density may remain undetected despite large volumes (as an example we mention
the solar wind!).

Keeping with our definition of coronae as the ensemble of closed stellar magnetic fields
containing heated gas and plasma or accelerated, high-energy particles, X-ray observations
miss those portions of the corona into which hot plasma has not been evaporated, and it
is likely to miss very extended structures. The latter are favorable places for high-energy
electrons, and radio interferometry has indeed shown extended radio coronae reaching out
to several stellar radii (e.g., Mutel et al 1985).
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2.4 X-ray flares

2.4.1 Introduction

A flare is a manifestation of a sudden release of magnetic energy in the solar or in a stellar
corona. Observationally, flares reveal themselves across the electromagnetic spectrum, usu-
ally sowing a relatively rapid (minutes to hours) increase of radiation up to the “flare peak”
that may occur at somewhat different times in different wavelength bands, followed by a
more gradual decay (lasting up to several hours). Solar X-ray flare classification schemes
(Pallavicini et al, 1977) distinguish betweencompactflares in which a small number of mag-
netic loops lighten up on time scales of minutes, andlong-duration(also “2-Ribbon”) flares
evolving on time scales of up to several hours. The latter class involves complex loop ar-
cades anchored in two roughly parallel chromospheric Hα ribbons. These ribbons define the
footpoint regions of the loop arcade. Such flares are energized by continuous reconnection
of initially open magnetic fields above a neutral line at progressively larger heights, so that
nested magnetic “loops” lighten up sequentially, and possibly also at different times along
the entire arcade. The largest solar flares are usually of this type.

Transferring solar flare classification schemes to the stellar case is problematic; most
stellar flares reported in the literature reveal extreme luminosities and radiative energies,
some exceeding even the largest solar flares by several orders of magnitude. This suggests,
together with the often reported time scales in excess of onehour, that most stellar flares
interpreted in the literature belong to the class of “2-Ribbon” or arcade flares involving con-
siderable magnetic complexity. We caution, however, that additional flare types not known
on the Sun may exist, such as flares in magnetic fields connecting the components of close
binary systems, flares occurring in dense magnetic fields concentrated at the stellar poles,
reconnection events on a global scale in large stellar “magnetospheres”, or flares occurring
in magnetic fields connecting a young star and its circumstellar disk.

In a standard model developed for solar flares, a flare event begins with a magnetic insta-
bility that eventually leads to magnetic reconnection in tangled magnetic fields in the corona.
In the reconnection region, heating, particle acceleration, and some bulk mass acceleration
takes place. The energized particles (e.g., electrons) travel along closed magnetic fields to-
ward the stellar surface; as they reach denser layers in the chromosphere, they deposit their
energy by collisions, heating the ambient plasma explosively to millions of K. The ensu-
ing overpressure drives the hot plasma into coronal loops, at which point the “X-ray flare”
becomes manifest.

Clearly, understanding the physical processes that lead toa flare, and in particular inter-
preting the microphysics of plasma heating, is mostly a taskfor the solar coronal physics
domain. Nevertheless, stellar flare observations have largely extended the parameter range
of flares, have added new features not seen in solar flares, andhave helped understand the
structure of stellar magnetic fields in various systems. Most of the information required for
an interpretation of coronal flares is extracted from “lightcurve analysis”, most importantly
including the evolution of the characteristic temperatures that relate to heating and cooling
processes in the plasma. A summary of the methodology has been given in Güdel (2004)
and will not be addressed further here. High-resolution spectroscopy, ideally obtained in a
time-resolved manner, adds important information on stellar flares; specifically, it provides
information for which spatially resolved imaging would otherwise be needed (as in the solar
case), namely clues on densities in the flaring hot plasma, opacities, and signatures of fluo-
rescence that all provide information on the size of flaring regions. Furthermore, line shifts
may be sufficiently large to measure plasma flows in flares.
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Fig. 5 Flare peak emission measure as a function of flare peak temperature for solar and stellar flares. Note
the similar trends for solar and stellar flares although there is an offset between the regression lines. (From
Aschwanden et al 2008, reproduced by permission of the AAS.)

2.4.2 An overview of stellar flares

A vast amount of literature on flares is available from the past three decades of stellar X-ray
astronomy. A collection of results from flare interpretation studies until 2004 is given in
tabular form in Güdel (2004). Here, we summarize the basic findings.

Increased temperatures during flares are a consequence of efficient heating mechanisms.
Spectral observations of large stellar flares have consistently shown electron temperatures
up to 100 MK, in some cases even more (Tsuboi et al, 1998; Favata and Schmitt, 1999;
Osten et al, 2005, 2007), much beyond typical solar-flare peak temperatures (20–30 MK).
Somewhat unexpectedly, the flare peak temperature,Tp, correlates with the peak emission
measure, EMp (or, by implication, the peak X-ray luminosity), roughly as

EMp ∝ T4.30±0.35
p (12)

(Güdel, 2004) although observational bias may influence the precise power-law index. For
solar flares, a similar trend holds with a normalization (EM)offset between solar and stel-
lar flares - again perhaps involving observational bias (Aschwanden et al 2008; Fig. 5). The
EMp-Tp relation was interpreted based on MHD flare modeling (Shibata and Yokoyama,
1999, 2002), with the result that larger flares require larger flaring sources (of order 1011 cm
for the most active stars) while magnetic field strengths (B≈ 10−150 G) should be compa-
rable to solar flare values.

Following the standard flare scenario exposed above, we should expect that a flare re-
veals itself first in the radio regime through gyrosynchrotron emission from the injected,
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accelerated electron population, and also in the optical/UV as a result of prompt emission
from the heated chromospheric region at the loop footpoints. Further, as the electrons im-
pact in the denser layers, they promptly emit non-thermal hard X-rays (HXR,>10 keV)
that have indeed been of prime interest in solar flare research. These initial emission bursts
characterize and define theimpulsive phaseof the flare during which the principal energy
is released. The more extended phase of energy conversion, mass motion, and plasma cool-
ing characterizes thegradual phase. In particular, soft X-ray emission is a consequence of
plasma accumulation in the coronal loops, which roughly increases with the integral of the
deposited energy.2 A rough correlation is therefore expected between the time behavior of
the radio, optical/UV, and hard X-rays on the one hand and soft X-rays on the other hand,
such that the former bursts resemble the time derivative of the increasing soft X-ray light
curve,LR,O,UV,HXR(t) ∝ dLX(t)/dt, a relation known as the “Neupert Effect” (after Neupert
1968).

The Neupert effect has been observed in several stellar flares (e.g., Hawley et al 1995;
Güdel et al 2002; Osten et al 2004, 2007; Smith et al 2005; Mitra-Kraev et al 2005; see Fig. 8
in Sect. 2.4.5 below), in cases with emission characteristics very similar to the standard case
of solar flares. Such observations testify to the chromospheric evaporation scenario in many
classes of stars. Equally important is the lack of correlated behavior - also observed in an
appreciable fraction of solar flares - which provides important clues about “non-standard”
behavior. Examples of X-ray flares without accompanying radio bursts or radio bursts peak-
ing at the time of the X-rays or later were presented by Smith et al (2005). In a most out-
standing case, described by Osten et al (2005), a sequence ofvery strong X-ray, optical,
and radio flares occurring on an M dwarf show a complete breakdown of correlated be-
havior. While the presence of X-ray flares without accompanying signatures of high-energy
electrons can reasonably be understood (e.g., due to flares occurring in high-density envi-
ronments in which most of the energy is channeled into directheating), the reverse case,
radio and correlated U-band flares without any indication ofcoronal heating, is rather puz-
zling; this is especially true given that the non-thermal energy must eventually thermalize,
and the thermal plasma is located close to or between the non-thermal coronal radio source
and the footpoint U-band source. Possible explanations include an unusually low-density
environment, or heating occurring in the lower chromosphere or photosphere after deep
penetration of the accelerated electrons without appreciable evaporation at coronal tempera-
tures (Osten et al, 2005), but a full understanding of the energy transformation in such flares
is still missing.

Lastly, we mention the fundamental role that flares may play in the heating of entire stel-
lar coronae. The suggestion that stochastically occurringflares may be largely responsible
for coronal heating is known as the “microflare” or “nanoflare” hypothesis in solar physics
(Parker, 1988). Observationally, solar flares are distributed in energy following a power law,
dN/dE = kE−α where dN is the number of flares per unit time with a total energy in the in-
terval [E,E+dE], andk is a constant. Ifα ≥ 2, then the energy integration (for a given time
interval) diverges forEmin → 0, i.e., a lower energy cutoff is required, and depending on its
value, an arbitrarily large amount of energy could be related to flares. Solar studies indicate
α values of 1.6−1.8 for ordinary solar flares (Crosby et al, 1993), but some recent studies of
low-level flaring suggestα = 2.0−2.6 (Krucker and Benz, 1998; Parnell and Jupp, 2000).
Stellar studies have provided interesting evidence forα > 2 as well, for various classes of

2 Schmitt et al (2008) report the case of a strong flare on the M dwarf CN Leo in which an initial thermal
soft-Xray pulse was observed on time scales of a few seconds during the impulsive flare phase, coincident
with the optical flare peak. This radiation may originate from the initial plasma heating at the bottom of the
magnetic loops, at a time when evaporation only starts to fillthe loops.
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Fig. 6 Left (a): The observed spectrum of a large flare on the RS CVn binary II Peg is shown with a spectral fit
(consisting of two thermal components, a Gaussian for the 6.4 keV Fe Kα line, and a power law for the highest
energies). The spectrum was obtained by different detectors (above and below≈10 keV). The individual
contributions by the model components are shown dashed and dotted, or by a thin solid line (6.4 keV feature).
Fit residuals are shown in the bottom panel. – Right (b): Extract from (a), showing the region around the
6.4 keV Kα feature and the 6.7 keV FeXXV complex. (From Osten et al 2007, reproduced by permission of
the AAS.)

stars including TTS and G–M-type dwarf stars (Audard et al, 2000; Kashyap et al, 2002;
Güdel et al, 2003; Stelzer et al, 2007; Wargelin et al, 2008). There is considerable further
evidence that flares contribute fundamentally to coronal heating, such as correlations be-
tween average X-ray emission on the one hand and the observed(optical or X-ray) flare rate
or UV emission on the other hand. Continuous flaring activityin light curves, in some cases
with little evidence for a residual, truly constant baseline level, add to the picture. Evidence
reported in the literature has been more comprehensively summarized in Güdel (2004).

2.4.3 Non-thermal hard X-ray flares?

The X-ray spectrum of solar flares beyond approximately 15–20 keV is dominated bynon-
thermal hard X-rays. These photons are emitted when a non-thermal, high-energy popu-
lation of electrons initially accelerated in the coronal reconnection region collides in the
denser chromosphere and produce “thick-target” bremsstrahlung. The spectrum is typically
a power law, pointing to a power-law distribution of the accelerated electrons (Brown, 1971).
Detection of such emission in magnetically active stars would be of utmost importance as
it would provide information on the energetics of the initial energy release, the particle ac-
celeration process in magnetic field configurations different from the solar case, the relative
importance of particle acceleration and direct coronal heating, and possibly travel times and
therefore information on the size of flaring structures. Thepresence of high-energy electron
populations is not in doubt: they are regularly detected from their non-thermal gyrosyn-
chrotron radiation at radio wavelengths.

Detection of non-thermal hard X-rays is hampered by the low expected fluxes, but
also by the trend that large flares produce very hot plasma components that dominate the
bremsstrahlung spectrum up to very high photon energies (Eq. 12). This latter effect has
clearly been demonstrated in observations successfully recording X-ray photons up to about
100 keV from large stellar flares (Favata and Schmitt, 1999; Rodonò et al, 1999; Franciosini et al,
2001), the extended X-ray spectrum being compatible with anextrapolation of the thermal
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soft X-ray spectrum. The most promising case has been reported from a very large flare oc-
curring on the RS CVn binary II Peg in which activity was recorded up to 100 keV during the
entire flare episode (Osten et al 2007; Fig. 6). Although the spectrum could be interpreted
with bremsstrahlung from a very hot,≈300 MK component, Osten et al (2007) favored a
non-thermal interpretation, arguing that conductive losses would be excessive for a thermal
component; also, the concurrent Fe Kα 6.4 keV emission recorded during the flare may be
the result from non-thermal electron impact ionization rather than from photoionization flu-
orescence (Sect. 2.4.4), given the high hydrogen column densities required. However, while
suggestive, these arguments remain somewhat inconclusive; first, conductive losses across
extreme temperature gradients cannot exceed the free-streaming electron limit at which con-
duction saturates. Second, the hard component persists into the flare decay phase, at high
levels, unlike in solar flares. And third, recent detailed fluorescence calculations suggest that
the observed Fe Kα feature can in fact be explained as arising from photoionization, while
the impact ionization mechanism is inefficient (Drake et al,2008b; Ercolano et al, 2008;
Testa et al, 2008a). Unequivocal detection of non-thermal hard X-rays from stellar coronae
remains an important goal, in particular for future detectors providing high sensitivity and
low background up to at least 100 keV.

2.4.4 Fluorescence and resonance scattering during stellar flares

Photoionization of cool material by X-ray photons above theFe K edge at 7.11 keV produces
a prominent line feature at 6.4 keV (Fe Kα feature; see Sect. 3.9 for further details). This
feature is usually too faint to be detected in any stellar X-ray spectrum; exceptions include a
few TTS for which fluorescence on the circumstellar disk due to irradiation by stellar X-rays
has been proposed (Sect. 3.9). In more evolved stars, 6.4 keVKα emission would originate
from the stellarphotosphere, but has so far been detected in only two cases. Prominent Fe
Kα emission was recorded from a giant flare on the RS CVn binary IIPeg (Osten et al 2007;
Fig. 6b), although a model based on electron impact ionization was put forward, as discussed
above (Sect. 2.4.3). More recently, Testa et al (2008a) presented evidence for photospheric
fluorescence in the single G-type giant HR 9024, using detailed fluorescence calculations to
estimate a source height of∼< 0.3R∗ (R∗ = 13.6R⊙).

Resonance scattering (Sect. 2.3.4) is another potential method to measure the size of
flaring coronal structures. A suppression of the strong FeXVII λ15.01 line compared to
the FeXVII λ16.78 line was recorded during a flare on AB Dor (Fig. 7) and interpreted in
terms of an optical depth of 0.4 in the line center, implying apath length of order 8000 km
(Matranga et al, 2005).

2.4.5 Flare densities: Evidence for evaporation

According to the standard flare scenario, densities in flaring loops should largely increase as
a consequence of chromospheric evaporation. This is the essential cause of the large emis-
sion measure increase in the flaring corona. Spectroscopic density measurements insolar
flares using He-like triplets (Sect. 2.3.3) confirm this picture, suggesting density increases
to several times 1012 cm−3 (McKenzie et al, 1980; Doschek et al, 1981; Phillips et al, 1996;
Landi et al, 2003).

Stellar evidence is still limited given the high signal-to-noise ratio required for short
observing intervals. First significant spectral evidence for strong density increases were re-
ported for a large flare on Proxima Centauri (Güdel et al, 2002, 2004), both for the OVII
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Fig. 7 Evidence for optical depth effects due to resonance scattering. The plot shows the observed spectrum
(solid), the predicted spectrum (dashed, slightly shiftedin wavelength for clarity), and the continuum (dotted).
Although there are discrepancies for several lines, the model overprediction of the 15.01̊A line is significantly
larger than during quiescence. (From Matranga et al 2005, reproduced by permission of the AAS.)

and (more tentatively) for the NeIX triplet. The forbidden line in the OVII triplet nearly dis-
appeared during the flare peaks, while a strong intercombination line showed up (Fig. 8).
The derived densities rapidly increased from a pre-flare level of ne < 1010 cm−3 to ≈
4×1011 cm−3 at flare peak, then again rapidly decayed to≈ 2×1010 cm−3, to increase again
during a secondary peak, followed by a gradual decay. The instantaneous mass involved in
the cool, OVII emitting source was estimated at≈ 1015 g, suggesting similar (instantaneous)
potential and thermal energies in the cool plasma, both of which are much smaller than the
total radiated X-ray energy. It is therefore probable that the cool plasma is continuously
replenished by the large amount of material that is initially heated to higher temperatures
and subsequently cools to OVII forming temperatures and below. The measured densities
agree well with estimates from hydrodynamic simulations (Reale et al, 2004) and, together
with light curve analysis, provide convincing evidence forthe operation of chromospheric
evaporation in stellar flares.

Marginal signatures of increased densities during flares have been suggested from He-
like triplet flux ratios for several further stars, in particular for YY Gem (Stelzer et al, 2002),
σ 2 CrB (Osten et al, 2003), AD Leo (van den Besselaar et al, 2003), AT Mic (Raassen et al,
2003a), AU Mic (Magee et al, 2003), and CN Leo (Fuhrmeister etal, 2007).

2.5 The composition of stellar coronae

2.5.1 The FIP and IFIP effects

Studies of element abundances in stars are of fundamental interest as they contribute to our
understanding of galactic chemistry and its evolution as well as to refined models of stellar
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Fig. 8 Evolution of a large flare on Proxima Centauri. The upper panel shows the X-ray light curve together
with the short pulse in the U band peaking at about 17:05 UT. The large crosses show electron densities
during the intervals defined by the horizontal arms, derivedfrom the OVII line triplet fluxes (the density
scale is given on the right y axis). The triplets for the five intervals are shown in the bottom panel, marked
“Q” for quiescence and “1” – “4” for the four flare episodes. The three marks in the upper parts of the figures
show the locations of the resonance, intercombination, andforbidden lines (from left to right). (Adapted from
Güdel et al 2002.)

interiors. The composition of material available in young stellar environments is of course
also relevant for the planet-formation process.

The composition of stellar material could change as it is driven from the surface into
the corona or the stellar wind, owing to various fractionation processes. Specifically, el-
ements with a low first ionization potential (“low-FIP” elements Mg, Si, Ca, Fe, Ni) are
predominantly ionized at chromospheric levels, while high-FIP elements (C, N, O, Ne, Ar,
and marginally also S) are predominantly neutral. Ions and neutrals could then be affected
differently by electric and magnetic fields.

It is well known that the composition of the solar corona and the solar wind is indeed at
variance with the photospheric mixture; low-FIP elements are enhanced in the corona and
the wind by factors of a few, whereas high-FIP elements show photospheric abundances (this
is the essence of the ”FIP effect”; Feldman 1992). There are considerable variations between
different solar coronal features, e.g., active regions, quiet-Sun regions, old magnetic loop
systems, or flares. A discussion of the physics involved in this fractionation is beyond the
scope of this review, and in fact a universally accepted model does not yet exist; see, e.g.,
Hénoux (1995) and Drake (2003a) for a few selected model considerations.

Although a solar-like FIP effect could be identified in a couple of nearby stars based
on EUVE observations (Laming et al, 1996; Laming and Drake, 1999; Drake et al, 1997),
early observations of magnetically active stars started painting a different - and confusing
- picture when abundances were compared with standard solarphotospheric abundances
(assumed to be similar to the respective stellar composition). In many low-resolution spectra,
unusually weak line complexes required significantly subsolar abundances (e.g., White et al
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Fig. 9 Coronal abundances as a function of FIP, normalized to the coronal abundance of Fe. Left (a): AB Dor,
an example for an inverse-FIP effect (data from Garcı́a-Alvarez et al 2005). – Middle (b): EK Dra, an interme-
diate case, showing increasing abundances toward the lowest and highest FIP (data from Telleschi et al 2005).
– Right (c):π1 UMa, an intermediately active star showing a solar-like FIPeffect (data from Telleschi et al
2005).

1994; Antunes et al 1994; Gotthelf et al 1994 and many others)also confirmed by EUVE
observations (e.g., Stern et al 1995).

A proper derivation of abundances requires well-measured fluxes of lines from different
elements, and this derivation is obviously tangled with thedetermination of the emission
measure distribution. It is therefore little surprising that at least partial clarification came
only with the introduction of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy from XMM-Newtonand
CHANDRA. High-resolution X-ray spectra of magnetically active stars revealed a new trend
that runs opposite to the solar FIP effect and that has becomeknown as the “inverse FIP
(IFIP) effect”. Coronae expressing an IFIP effect show low-FIP abundances systematically
depleted with respect to high-FIP elements (Brinkman et al 2001; see example in Fig. 9).
As a consequence of this anomaly, the ratio between the abundances of Ne (highest FIP)
and Fe (low FIP) is unusually large, of order 10 in some cases,compared to solar photo-
spheric conditions (see also Drake et al 2001; Audard et al 2001). The IFIP effect has been
widely confirmed for many active stars or binaries (e.g., Huenemoerder et al 2001, 2003;
Garcı́a-Alvarez et al 2005). With respect to the hydrogen abundance, most elements in ac-
tive stars remain, however, depleted.

The FIP and IFIP effects in fact represent only two extremes in a bigger picture related
to coronal evolution. With decreasing activity (e.g., as parameterized by theLX/Lbol ratio, or
the average coronal temperature), the IFIP effect weakens until the abundance distribution
becomes flat (Audard et al, 2003; Ball et al, 2005), and eventually turns into solar-like FIP
trend for less active stars with logLX/Lbol ∼< −4 or an average coronal temperature∼< 7−
10 MK (Telleschi et al 2005; Güdel 2004; Fig. 9). At this critical activity level, we also
observe that the dominant very hot plasma component disappears. This trend is best seen in
the Ne/Fe abundance ratio (high-FIP vs. low-FIP) that decreases by an order of magnitude
from the most active to the least active coronae (Fig. 10a). On the high-activity side, the
trends continue into the “supersaturation regime” (Sect. 2.1) of the fastest rotators, where
LX/Lbol converges to≈ 10−3 and becomes unrelated to rotation; for these stars, the Fe
abundance continues to drop sharply, while the O abundance continues to increase, possibly
reaching a saturation level for the most active stars (Garc´ıa-Alvarez et al, 2008).
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Fig. 10 Left (a): Abundances of Fe and Ne, normalized to the solar photospheric values, for a sample of stars
at different activity levels as characterized by the average coronal temperature. – Right (b): Abundance ratios
of Me/Fe (both low-FIP elements) and O/Ne (both high-FIP elements), with respect to the solar photospheric
mixture. Lines connect different measurements for the samestar. (From Güdel 2004.)

While these trends have been well studied in main-sequence stars and subgiant RS CVn
binaries, similar trends apply to giant stars. A FIP effect is seen in giants evolving through
the Hertzsprung gap and into the red giant phase (Garcı́a-Alvarez et al, 2006), a transforma-
tion during which stars develop a deep convection zone anew,regenerate magnetic activity
and become subject to rapid braking. In contrast, strong enhancements of Ne but low abun-
dances of low-FIP elements characterize the class of extremely active, rapidly rotating FK
Com-type giants and active giants in tidally locked binaries (Gondoin et al, 2002; Gondoin,
2003; Audard et al, 2004).

Furthermore, the strength of the IFIP effect is also a function of the spectral type or
Teff of the star. As noted by Telleschi et al (2007b) based on studies of high-resolution X-ray
spectra, the IFIP trend is much more pronounced in active K and M type stars than in G stars,
the Fe/O and Fe/Ne abundance ratios indicating much stronger depletion of Fe in later-type
active stars. This trend is evident for young main-sequencestars and also for TTS regardless
of whether they are accreting or not. For TTS, the spectral-type dependent strength of the
IFIP effect has been confirmed from low-resolution spectroscopy (Scelsi et al, 2007).

Variations of these general abundance features have been noted. In some cases, the
lowest-FIP elements (such as Al, Na, and Ca, sometimes others) seem to show abundances
in excess of the IFIP trend in active stars, resulting in an abundance distribution with a mini-
mum around FIP≈10 eV and increasing trends to both lower and higher FIP (Sanz-Forcada et al
2003; Argiroffi et al 2004; Scelsi et al 2005; Maggio et al 2007; see Fig. 9). Some of these
element abundances are extremely difficult to assess, and conflicting results have been re-
ported (see, e.g. Garcı́a-Alvarez et al 2005).

Caution must be applied when interpreting stellar coronal abundances as derived from
high-resolution spectra. First, as we know from the Sun, coronal abundances vary from re-
gion to region, and they also evolve in time. A stellar spectrum represents a snapshot of
the integrated corona, averaging out all variations that might be present. Abundance mea-
surements therefore most likely represent weighted means,and the formal uncertainties do
not include the true variation in location and time. Extremeprecision in the abundance tab-
ulations may indeed be useless - the important information is in overall trends in stellar
samples.
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Significant differences have also been found among stars that share most of their funda-
mental properties; the primary of the intermediately active K star binary 70 Oph shows a dis-
tinct solar-like FIP effect, while such bias is absent in theotherwise very similar secondary
(Wood and Linsky, 2006). On the other hand, very similar coronal thermal and abundance
properties can be found in stars with similar properties butdifferent evolutionary histories;
examples include two rapidly rotating K stars, the younger of which (AB Dor) still keeps
its primordial angular momentum while the older (V471 Tau) is subject to tidal spin-up due
to a companion star (Garcı́a-Alvarez et al, 2005); and finally, the post-main-sequence active
binaries Algol and HR 1099 contain very similar K-type subgiants revealing very similar
X-ray spectra, a similar coronal thermal structure, and similar coronal abundance patterns
(except for mass-loss related abundances of C and N in Algol)despite their fundamentally
different evolutionary histories (Drake, 2003b).

Caution is in order also because the coronal material is processed gas from the stel-
lar photosphere, and appropriatestellar photospheric abundancesshould therefore be taken
as a reference. For most stars of interest such measurementsare not available, or are dif-
ficult to obtain due to, e.g., rapid rotation. Do the FIP and IFIP trends survive once the
coronal measurements are related to thestellar photospheric composition rather than the
standard solar mixture? Some reports suggest they do not. Studies of a few individual
examples with well-measured photospheric abundances (Drake et al, 1995; Raassen et al,
2002; Sanz-Forcada et al, 2004) as well as a larger sample of stars in the Orion Nebula
(Maggio et al, 2007) or a sample of M dwarfs (with relatively poorly known photospheric
metallicities; Robrade and Schmitt 2005) indicate that thecoronal abundances reflect the
photospheric mix, or at least the global photospheric metallicity, of the respective stars.
However, while suggestive, these observations must be contrasted with cases for which non-
photospheric coronal abundances are undisputed. Specifically, IFIP and FIP trends have been
identified in nearby stars with well-measured near-solar photospheric abundances such as
AB Dor or several solar analogs (Sanz-Forcada et al, 2003; Telleschi et al, 2005; Garcı́a-Alvarez et al,
2005); further, the similarity of the FIP or IFIP effects in stars with similar activity levels,
or the trends depending on activity would be difficult to explain as being due to the photo-
spheric mixture. Younger (and therefore more active) starswould be expected to be more
enhanced in metals, contrary to the observed trends. Also, the FIP and IFIP effects would
reflect a photospheric anomaly of apparently most stars whencompared with the Sun. But it
is the Sun itself that proves otherwise: the solar FIP effectis a true coronal property, suggest-
ing that equivalent trends observed in stars are, by analogy, coronal in origin as well. Solar
and stellar flares in which abundances change systematically compared to quiescence sup-
port this picture further, suggesting genuine FIP-relatedabundance biases in stellar coronae
(see Sect. 2.5.3).

Given the somewhat contradictory findings, it should then not be surprising that there
is also no fully accepted physical model explaining all types of FIP bias coherently. For
the normal FIP effect, solar physics has provided several valuable models. Ideas proposed
specifically for the stellar case involve stratification of the atmosphere, with different scale
heights for ions of different mass and charge (Mewe et al, 1997); enrichment of the coro-
nal plasma by some type of “anomalous flares” also seen on the Sun (e.g., Ne-rich flares;
Brinkman et al 2001); electric currents that affect diffusion of low-FIP elements into the
corona (Telleschi et al, 2005); or a recent model based on a resonance between chromo-
spheric Alfvén waves and a coronal loop, explaining eithera FIP or an IFIP effect (Laming,
2004). Given the present uncertainties, we do not elaboratefurther on any of these models
in the stellar context.
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2.5.2 The Ne/O abundance ratio: an indicator of magnetic activity?

Not only stellar photospheric abundances remain uncertainfor most stars commonly ob-
served in X-rays, but tabulations of the solar photosphericcomposition themselves have
seen various revisions in the recent past. The solar composition is a determining factor for
the depth of the solar convective zone, and the abundances given by Grevesse and Sauval
(1998), widely used in the stellar community, have led to an excellent agreement with the
“standard solar model” describing the solar interior. The latest revision, correcting solar C,
N, and O abundances downward (Asplund et al, 2005b), howeverled to serious disagree-
ment with the observed helioseismology results (Bahcall etal, 2005). Regardless of these
revisions, the absolute solar Ne/O abundance ratio remained at similar levels of 0.15–0.18.

The helioseismology problem could be solved by adopting a solar photospheric Ne
abundance higher by a factor of about 3–4, or somewhat less ifslight re-adjustments are
also made for CNO (Antia and Basu, 2005). There is freedom to do so as the photospheric
Ne abundance is not really well known, given the absence of strong photospheric Ne lines
in the optical spectrum.

Telleschi et al (2005) were the first to point out that the systematically non-solar coro-
nal Ne/O abundance ratios measured in several solar-analogstars (offset by similar factors)
may call for a revision of the adopted solar photospheric Ne abundance, thus at the same
time solving the solar helioseismology problem. Although X-rays measurecoronal abun-
dances, the derived stellar coronal Ne/O ratios indeed seemto be consistently high (by a
factor of 2–3) for stars of various activity levels when compared with the adopted solar pho-
tospheric value; given that both O and Ne are high-FIP elements, the assumption here is
that the coronal abundance ratio faithfully reflects the photospheric composition. This was
further elaborated in detail by Drake and Testa (2005) who suggested a factor of 2.7 upward
revision of the adopted solar Ne abundance. However, as partof a subsequent debate, anal-
ysis of solar active region X-ray spectra and of EUV spectra from transition-region levels
(Schmelz et al, 2005; Young, 2005) both reported robust Ne/Oabundance ratios in agree-
ment with the “standard” ratios, rejecting an upward correction of Ne.

A major problem may in fact be due to selection effects, as initially discussed by Asplund et al
(2005a). Most of the stars in the sample studied by Drake and Testa (2005) are magnetically
active stars with coronae unlike that of the Sun. The only stars considered with activity in-
dicatorsLX/Lbol in the solar range were subgiants or giants; in one case (Procyon) different
Ne/O abundance ratios, some in agreement with the solar value, can be found in the pub-
lished literature, and two further reports onα Cen andβ Com suggest values close to the
solar mix. Asplund et al (2005a) therefore proposed that theNe/O ratio isactivity depen-
dent, high values referring to magnetically active stars while lower, solar-like values refer to
inactive, “solar-like” stars. This echoes suggestions already made by Brinkman et al (2001)
for the high Ne abundance seen in a very active RS CVn-type binary to be possibly due to
flaring activity. The dependence of the Ne/O abundance ratioon activity is in fact fully re-
covered in a statistical compilation presented in Güdel (2004) (Fig. 10b). These suggestions
have meanwhile been confirmed from high-resolution spectroscopy of low-activity stars in
the solar neighborhood (including the above objects), indicating an abundance ratio of Ne/O
≈ 0.2±0.05 for the Sun and weakly active stars, increasing to Ne/O≈ 0.4−0.5 for mag-
netically active stars (Liefke and Schmitt, 2006; Robrade et al, 2008).

The solar Ne/O ratio is thus in line with coronal abundances of inactive stars, i.e., the
ratio is low as adopted by both the older and revised solar abundance lists. A selective
increase of the solar Ne abundance to reconcile measurements of solar composition with
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helioseismology results seems to be ruled out. The discrepancy with the solar model may
require other modifications yet to be identified.

2.5.3 Abundance changes in flares

The chromospheric evaporation scenario for flares predictsthat bulk mass motions emerg-
ing from the chromosphere fill coronal loops. One would therefore anticipate that any FIP
or IFIP effect becomes suppressed during large flares, as thecorona is replenished with
material of chromospheric/photospheric origin. This is indeed what has been derived from
X-ray spectroscopy of stellar flares. Given the commonly observed IFIP trend outside flares
in active stars, flares tend to enhance low-FIP elements morethan high-FIP elements, with
abundances eventually approaching the photospheric composition (e.g., Osten et al 2000;
Audard et al 2001), but such FIP-related abundance changes are not always observed (Osten et al,
2003; Güdel et al, 2004; Nordon et al, 2006).

The systematics in FIP-related abundance changes in flares was clarified considerably
by Nordon and Behar (2007) and Nordon and Behar (2008) who spectroscopically studied
14 flares observed with XMM-Newtonand CHANDRA. The analysis was performedrelative
to the quiescent emission, i.e., trends areindependent of the mostly unknown photospheric
abundances.The majority of the flares indeed showed a “relative” solar-like FIP effect (with
respect to quiescence), although relative IFIP effects andabsence of relative changes were
observed as well. The latter case can be explained by flares changing the total stellar emis-
sion measure only at high temperatures (above 10–20 MK; Fig 11), i.e., above limit of
significant line formation in the 5–20̊A range. While flare-induced abundance changes may
occur, they thus remain undetected as the observable lines are still generated by quiescent
plasma.

More interestingly, a clear correlation is apparent between quiescent and flaring com-
position in the sense that quiescent coronae with a FIP effect typically show a relative IFIP
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bias during flares, and quiescent IFIP-biased coronae change to a FIP effect (Fig. 12). This
relation leads to three significant conclusions: First, it confirms the chromospheric evapo-
ration scenario that posits that fresh, unfractionated chromospheric/photospheric material is
brought up into the corona; second, it suggests that the observed coronal (I)FIP biases are
genuine and are not a consequence of the photospheric composition. And third, if active
stellar coronae are generated by a large number of small-scale flares (Sect. 2.4.2), then these
should should enrich the corona with FIP-biased material, different from individual large
flares that reveal an opposite trend.

3 X-rays from young stellar objects and their environments

3.1 From protostars to T Tauri stars: coronal properties

X-ray observations of young, forming stars are ideal to address the question on the first
appearance of stellar magnetic fields. It is presently unknown whether such fields would
preferentially be fossil or are generated by emerging internal dynamos.

A rather comprehensive picture of the X-ray characteristics is available for the latest
stages of the star formation process, the T Tauri phase when stars are essentially formed
but may still be moderately accreting from a circumstellar disk. Significant information has
been collected from large recent surveys conducted with XMM-Newtonand CHANDRA

(Getman et al, 2005; Güdel et al, 2007a; Sciortino, 2008), but also from case studies of in-
dividual, close TTS. In short, as judged from the temperature structure, flaring behavior, or
rotational modulation, X-ray emission from TTS mostly originates from magnetic coronae,
with characteristics comparable to more evolved active main-sequence stars. X-rays from
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CTTS saturate at a level of log(LX/Lbol) ≈−3.5, again similar to main-sequence stars. Be-
cause for a typical pre-main sequence associationLbol roughly correlates with stellar mass
M∗, one also finds a distinct correlation betweenLX andM∗, LX ∝ M1.7±0.1

∗ (Telleschi et al,
2007a). Flaring is common in TTS (Stelzer et al, 2007), the most energetic examples reach-
ing temperatures of≈ 108 K (Imanishi et al, 2001).

Our view of X-ray production in younger phases, protostars of Class I (in which most of
the final mass has been accreted) and Class 0 (in which the bulkof the final mass is still to
be accreted) is much less complete owing to strong X-ray attenuation by the circumstellar
material. Non-thermal radio emission from Class I protostars suggests the presence not only
of magnetic fields but also accelerated particles in a stellar corona (e.g., Smith et al 2003).

Class I protostars have amply been detected in X-rays by XMM-Newtonand CHAN -
DRA although sample statistics are biased by the X-ray attenuation, favoring detection of
the most luminous and the hardest sources. Overall, X-ray characteristics are very similar
to TTS, confirming that magnetic coronae are present at theseearlier stages. A comprehen-
sive study is available for stars in the Orion region (Prisinzano et al, 2008). Here, the X-ray
luminosities increase from protostars to TTS by about an order of magnitude, although the
situation is unknown below 1–2 keV. No significant trend is found for the electron tem-
peratures, which are similarly high (≈1–3 keV) for all detected classes. Again, flaring is
common in Class I protostars (Imanishi et al, 2001).

For Class 0 objects, a few promising candidates but no definitive cases have been identi-
fied (e.g., Hamaguchi et al 2005). Giardino et al (2007a) reported several non-detections of
nearby Class 0 objects, with a “stacked Class 0 data set” corresponding to 540 ks of Chandra
ACIS-I exposure time still giving no indication for a detection. In the absence of detailed
information on the absorbing gas column densities or the intrinsic spectral properties, an
interpretation within an evolutionary scenario remains difficult.

3.2 X-rays from high-density accretion shocks?

Accretion streams falling from circumstellar disks towardthe central stars reach a maximum
velocity corresponding to the free-fall velocity,

vff =

(

2GM∗
R

)1/2

≈ 620

(

M
M⊙

)1/2(

R
R⊙

)−1/2
[

km s−1] . (13)

This velocity is an upper limit as the material starts only atthe inner border of the circum-
stellar disk, probably following curved magnetic field lines down toward the star; a more
realistic terminal speed isvm ≈ 0.8vff (Calvet and Gullbring, 1998). Upon braking at the
stellar surface, a shock develops which, according to the strong-shock theory, reaches a
temperature of

Ts =
3

16k
mpµv2

m ≈ 3.5×106 M
M⊙

(

R
R⊙

)−1

[K] (14)

(wheremp is the proton mass andµ is the mean molecular weight, i.e.,µ ≈ 0.62 for ionized
gas). For typical TTS,M = (0.1−1)M⊙, R= (0.5−2)R⊙, andM/R≈ (0.1−1)M⊙/R⊙ and
thereforeTs≈ (0.4−4)×106 MK. Such electron temperatures should therefore produce soft
X-ray radiation (Ulrich, 1976). The bulk of the ensuing X-rays is probably absorbed in the
shock, contributing to its heating, although part of the X-rays may escape and heat the pre-
shock gas (Calvet and Gullbring, 1998).
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The pre-shock electron density,n1, can be estimated from the mass accretion rate,Ṁacc,
and the surface filling factor of the accretion streams,f : using the strong-shock condition
for the post-shock density,n2 = 4n1, together withṀacc≈ 4πR2

∗ f vmn1mp one finds

n2 ≈
4×1011

f

(

Ṁacc

10−8 M⊙ yr−1

)(

R∗
R⊙

)−3/2(

M∗
M⊙

)−1/2
[

cm−3] (15)

which, for typical stellar parameters, accretion rates, and filling factors f ≈ 0.001− 0.1
(Calvet and Gullbring, 1998), predicts densities of order 1011−1013 cm−1. Given the ex-
pected shock temperatures and electron densities, X-ray grating spectroscopy of the density-
sensitive He-like CV, N VI , OVII , and NeIX line triplets should be ideal to detect accre-
tion shocks. We emphasize that in Eq. 15, the shock density isproportional toṀacc/ f , i.e.,
strongly dependent on the magnetic structure and the accretion rate, but it also depends on

the fundamental stellar properties viaR−3/2
∗ M−1/2

∗ (Telleschi et al, 2007b; Robrade and Schmitt,
2007).

The first suggestion for this mechanism to be at work was made by Kastner et al (2002),
based on grating spectroscopy of the nearby CTTS TW Hya. TW Hya’s spectrum shows
an unusually highf /i ratio for the NeIX triplet, pointing tone ≈ 1013 cm−3. Also, and
again at variance with the typical coronal properties of CTTS, the X-ray emitting plasma
of TW Hya is dominated by a cool component, with a temperatureof only T ≈ 2−3 MK.
Similarly high electron densities are suggested from the OVII triplet (Stelzer and Schmitt,
2004), and supporting albeit tentative evidence is also found from ratios of FeXVII line
fluxes (Ness and Schmitt, 2005). Simple 1-D plane-parallel shock models including ion-
ization and recombination physics can successfully explain the observed temperatures and
densities, resulting in rather compact accretion spots with a filling factor of≈ 0.3%, re-
quiring a mass accretion rate responsible for the X-ray production of 2× 10−10 M⊙ yr−1

(Günther et al, 2007).
Several further CTTS have been observed with X-ray gratings, although the moderate

spectral flux of CCTS and the modest effective areas of detectors presently available have
kept the number of well exposed spectra small (see examples in Fig. 13). In most cases,
high densities are present as judged from the OVII and NeIX triplets, but all spectra are
dominated by a hot, coronal component with the exception of TW Hya. X-ray emission
from CTTS may thus have at least two origins, namely magneticcoronae and accretion
flows. Table 2 summarizes published observations of OVII triplets in CTTS (and Herbig
stars, see Sect. 3.6) together with derived electron densities.

3.3 The “X-Ray Soft Excess” of classical T Tauri stars

Although TW Hya’s soft spectrum remains exceptional among CTTS, lines forming at tem-
peratures of only a few MK reveal another anomaly for seemingly all CTTS, illustrated in
Fig. 14. This figure compares XMM-NewtonRGS spectra of the active binary HR 1099 (X-
rays mostly from a K-type subgiant), the weakly absorbed WTTS V410 Tau, the CTTS T
Tau N, and the old F subgiant Procyon. HR 1099 and V410 Tau showthe typical signatures
of a hot, active corona such as a strong continuum, strong lines of NeX and highly-ionized
Fe but little flux in the OVII line triplet. In contrast, lines of C, N, and O dominate the
soft spectrum of Procyon, the OVII triplet exceeding the OVIII Lyα line in flux. T Tau re-
veals a “hybrid spectrum”: we see signatures of a very activecorona shortward of 19̊A but
also an unusually strong OVII triplet. Because T Tau’sNH is large (in contrast toNH of the
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Fig. 13 Three spectra from CTTS (from top to bottom, TW Hya, BP Tau, and V4046 Sgr). Note the strong
intercombination lines of NeIX (the middle line in the line triplet at 13.4–13.7Å). (From Günther et al 2006.)

other stars), the intrinsic behavior of the OVII line becomes only evident after correction
for absorption:TheO VII lines are in fact the strongest lines in the intrinsic X-ray spectrum,
reminiscent of the situation in the inactive Procyon.

While the OVII line triplet remains undetected in almost all WTTS grating spectra de-
spite the usually low absorption column densities toward WTTS, the same triplet is fre-
quently detected as an unusually strong feature in CTTS withtheir typically larger column
density. This reflects quantitatively in an anomalously large flux ratio,S, between the intrin-
sic (unabsorbed) OVII resonance (r) line and the OVIII Lyα line, defining theX-ray soft ex-
cessin CTTS (Güdel, 2006; Telleschi et al, 2007b; Güdel et al, 2007c; Güdel and Telleschi,
2007).

Figure 15a shows theS ratio as a function ofLX , comparing CTTS and WTTS with a
larger MS sample (from Ness et al 2004) and MS solar analogs (from Telleschi et al 2005).
The trend for MS stars (black crosses and triangles, cf. Eq. 4, Sect. 2.1) is evident: as the
coronae get hotter toward higherLX , the ratio of OVII r /OVIII Lyα line luminosities de-
creases. This trend is followed by the sample of WTTS, while CTTS show a systematic
excess. Interestingly, the excess emission itself seems tocorrelate with the stellar (coronal)
X-ray luminosity diagnosed by the OVIII Lyα flux (Fig. 15b). The soft excess appears to
depend on stellar coronal activity while it requires accretion.

The origin of the additional cool plasma is thus likely to be related to the (magnetic) ac-
cretion process. One possibility is shock-heated plasma atthe accretion funnel footpoints as
discussed in Sect. 3.2. Alternatively, the cool, infallingmaterial may partly cool pre-existing
heated coronal plasma, or reduce the efficiency of coronal heating in the regions of infall
(Preibisch et al, 2005; Telleschi et al, 2007b), which couldexplain the correlation between
the soft excess and the coronal luminosity. Such a model would at the same time explain
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Table 2 Density measurements in CTTS and Herbig stars based on OVII triplet line fluxesa

Star Spectral Mass OVII b Electron Reference
type (M⊙) R = f/i density

(cm−3)

Hen 6-300 M(3+3.5) ... 1.0(0.5) 6×1010 Huenemoerder et al (2007)
TW Hya K8 0.7c 0.054(0.045) 1.3×1012 Robrade and Schmitt (2006)
RU Lup K 0.8 0.26(0.23) 4.4×1011 Robrade and Schmitt (2007)
BP Tau K5-7 0.75d 0.37(0.16) 3×1011 Schmitt et al (2005)
V4046 Sgr K5+K7 0.86+0.69 0.33(0.28) 3×1011 Günther et al (2006)
CR Cha K2 ... 0.64(0.44) 1.6×1011 Robrade and Schmitt (2006)
MP Mus K1 1.2c 0.28(0.13) 5×1011 Argiroffi et al (2007)
T Tau K0 2.4d 4.0 ∼< 8×1010 Güdel et al (2007b)
HD 104237 A(7.5-8) 2.25 1.8+2 b

−0.9 6×1011 Testa et al (2008a)
HD 163296 A1 2.3 4.6;>2.6 ∼< 2.5×1010 Günther and Schmitt (2009)
AB Aur A0 2.7 ≈ 4 ∼< 1.3×1011 Telleschi et al (2007c)
avalues generally from references given in last column and further references therein
berrors in parentheses;
R for HD 104237 refers to the NeIX triplet, OVII being too weak for detection

cvalues from Robrade and Schmitt (2007)
dvalues from Güdel et al (2007a)

why CTTS are X-ray weaker than WTTS (Preibisch et al, 2005; Telleschi et al, 2007a). In
any case, it seems clear that the soft excess described here argues in favor of a substantial
influence of accretion on the X-ray production in pre-main sequence stars.

3.4 Abundance anomalies as tracers of the circumstellar environment?

Initial studies of a few accreting TTS, in particular the old(≈ 10 Myr) TW Hya, showed an
abundance pattern in the X-ray source similar to the IFIP effect although the Ne/Fe abun-
dance ratio is unusually high, of order 10 with respect to thesolar photospheric ratio, and
the N/O and N/Fe ratios are enhanced by a factor of≈3.

These anomalous abundance ratios have been suggested (Stelzer and Schmitt, 2004;
Drake et al, 2005) to reflect depletion of Fe and O in the accretion disk where almost all
elements condense into grains except for N and Ne that remainin the gas phase. If accretion
occurs predominantly from the gas phase in the higher layersof the disk while the grains
grow and/or settle at the disk midplane, then the observed abundance anomaly may be a
consequence.

Enlarging the sample of surveyed stars has made this pictureless clear, however. Several
CTTSand non-accreting WTTShave revealed large Ne/Fe ratios (≈4 or higher, Kastner et al
2004a; Argiroffi et al 2005, 2007; Telleschi et al 2005, 2007b; Günther et al 2006), suggest-
ing that accretion is not the determining factor for the abundance ratio. Similar ratios are
also found for evolved RS CVn binaries (Audard et al, 2003) for which the high Ne/Fe is
a consequence of the inverse FIP effect (Sect. 2.5). On the other hand, theaccretingCTTS
SU Aur reveals a low Ne/Fe abundance ratio of order unity (Robrade and Schmitt, 2006;
Telleschi et al, 2007b), similar to several other massive CTTS (Telleschi et al, 2007b).

Partial clarification of the systematics has been presentedby Telleschi et al (2007b) who
found that the abundance trends, and in particular the Ne/Feabundance ratios, do not de-
pend on the accretion status but seem to be a function of spectral type or surfaceTeff, the
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Fig. 14 Comparison of fluxed XMM-NewtonRGS X-ray photon spectra of (from top to bottom) the active
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tion (usingNH = 3×1021 cm−2), and the inactive MS star Procyon. Note the strong OVII line triplet in T Tau,
while the same lines are absent in the spectrum of the WTTS V410 Tau. (Adapted from Güdel and Telleschi
2007.)

later-type magnetically active stars showing a stronger IFIP effect (larger Ne/Fe abundance
ratios). The same trend is also seen in disk-less zero-age main-sequence stars. Further, the
same statistical study showed that the Ne/O abundance ratiois, within statistical uncertain-
ties, indistinguishable between WTTS and CTTS (excluding TW Hya, see below), arguing
against accretion of selectively depleted disk material inthese objects.

Anomalously high Ne/O abundance ratios remain, however, for TW Hya (Stelzer and Schmitt,
2004) and V4046 Sgr (Günther et al, 2006) when compared to the typical level seen in mag-
netically active stars or TTS. Drake et al (2005) proposed that the selective removal of some
elements (e.g., O) from the accretion streams should occur only in old accretion disks such
as that of TW Hya where coagulation of dust to larger bodies isongoing, whereas younger
TTS still accrete the entire gas and dust mix of the inner disk. However, the old CTTS
MP Mus does not show any anomaly in the Ne/O abundance ratio (Argiroffi et al, 2007).
Larger samples are needed for clarification.
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the variables is given in the upper left corner). – Right (b):Correlation betweenL(O VII r) andL(O VIII ).
Symbols are as in (a). (Adapted from Güdel and Telleschi 2007.)

3.5 Summary: Accretion-induced X-rays in T Tauri stars

The present status of the search for accretion-induced X-ray emission and current open
problems can be summarized as follows:

– Densities higher than typical for non-flaring coronal plasma, i.e.,ne ≥ 1011 cm−3, are
seen in the majority of CTTS. A clear exception is T Tau.

– Densities scatter over a wide range; this may be the result ofa variety of accretion
parameters (Günther et al, 2007; Robrade and Schmitt, 2007).

– While TW Hya’s X-ray emission is dominated by an unusually soft component, es-
sentially all other CTTS are dominated by much hotter plasma, with principal electron
temperatures mostly in the 5–30 MK range, similar to coronaltemperatures of mag-
netically active, young main-sequence stars. The presenceof flares is also indicative of
coronal emission dominating the X-ray spectrum.

– A “soft excess”, i.e., anomalously high fluxes observed in lines forming at low temper-
atures, e.g., the OVII line triplet, is seen only in accreting TTS and is therefore likely
to be related, in some way, to accretion. However, a correlation with the coronal lumi-
nosity points toward a relation with coronal heating as well. The two relations can be
reconciled if the soft excess is due to an interaction of the accretion streams with the
coronal magnetic field (Güdel and Telleschi, 2007).

– While TW Hya’s anomalously high Ne abundance (Drake and Testa, 2005) and the low
abundances of refractory elements (such as Fe or O, Stelzer and Schmitt 2004) may be
suggestive of heated accretion streams from a circumstellar disk, other CTTS do not
generally show abundance anomalies of this kind. Low abundances of low-FIP elements
are a general characteristic of magnetically active stars regardless of accretion. And
finally, element abundances appear to be a function of spectral type or photospheric
effective temperature in CTTS, WTTS, and young main-sequence stars while accretion
does not matter (Telleschi et al 2007b).
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– If accretion streams are non-steady, correlated X-ray and optical/ultraviolet time vari-
ability should be seen during “accretion events” when the mass accretion rate increases
for a short time. Despite detailed searches in long time series of many CTTS, no such
correlated events have been detected on time scales of minutes to hours (Audard et al,
2007) or hours to days (Stassun et al, 2006).

Accretion-induced X-ray radiation is clearly a promising mechanism deserving detailed fur-
ther study and theoretical modeling. Observationally, thesample accessible to grating ob-
servations remains very small, however.

3.6 X-rays from Herbig stars

Herbig Ae/Be stars are defined after Herbig (1960) as young intermediate-mass (≈ 2−
10M⊙) stars predominantly located near star-forming regions. They reveal emission lines in
their optical spectra, and their location in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram proves that they
are pre-main sequence stars. Herbig stars are therefore considered to be the intermediate-
mass analogs of TTS. This analogy extends to infrared emission indicative of circumstellar
disks.

Like their main-sequence descendants, B and A-type stars, Herbig stars are supposed to
have radiative interiors, lacking the convective envelopes responsible for theαω magnetic
dynamo in late-type stars. Fossil magnetic fields left over from the star formation process
may still be trapped in the stellar interior. Transient convection may, however, be present
during a short phase of the deuterium-burning phase in a shell (Palla and Stahler, 1993). A
dynamo powered by rotational shear energy may also produce some surface magnetic fields
(Tout and Pringle, 1995). Magnetic fields have indeed been detected on some Herbig stars
with longitudinal field strengths of up to a few 100 G (e.g., Donati et al 1997; Hubrig et al
2004; Wade et al 2005).

X-ray observations provide premium diagnostics for magnetic fields in Herbig stars
and their interaction with stellar winds and circumstellarmaterial. Surveys conducted with
low-resolution spectrometers remain, however, ambiguous. Many Herbig stars are X-ray
sources (Damiani et al, 1994; Zinnecker and Preibisch, 1994; Hamaguchi et al, 2005), with
LX/Lbol ≈ 10−7 − 10−4, i.e., ratios between those of TTS (10−4 − 10−3) and O stars (≈
10−7). This finding may suggest that undetected low-mass companions are at the origin of
the X-rays (e.g., Skinner et al 2004; the “companion hypothesis”). The companion hypoth-
esis is still favored for statistical samples of Herbig stars including multiple systems studied
with Chandra’shigh spatial resolution (Skinner et al, 2004; Stelzer et al,2006, 2009).

The X-ray spectra of Herbig stars are clearly thermal; intermediate-resolution CCD
spectra show the usual indications of emission lines, partly formed at rather high tempera-
tures (Skinner et al, 2004). High electron temperatures (> 10 MK) derived from spectral fits
as well as flares observed in light curves further support thecompanion hypothesis for Her-
big star samples, as both features are common to TTS (Giardino et al, 2004; Skinner et al,
2004; Hamaguchi et al, 2005; Stelzer et al, 2006). On the other hand,LX correlates with
wind properties such as wind velocity or wind momentum flux (but not with rotation param-
eters of the Herbig stars), perhaps pointing to shocks in unstable winds as a source of X-rays
(Damiani et al, 1994; Zinnecker and Preibisch, 1994).

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy has now started revealing new clues about the origin
of X-rays from Herbig stars. The first such spectrum, reported by Telleschi et al (2007c)
from AB Aur (Fig. 16), is at variance with X-ray spectra from CTTS in three respects:
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Fig. 16 XMM -Newtongrating spectrum of the Herbig star AB Aur (lower panel) compared with the spec-
trum of the CTTS SU Aur (upper panel). Note the softer appearance of the AB Aur spectrum (e.g., absence
of a strong continuum) and also the OVII triplet at 22Å indicating low densitiesand the absence of a strong
UV radiation field in the X-ray source. (Adapted from Telleschi et al 2007c.)

First, X-rays from AB Aur are unusually soft (compared to general Herbig X-ray samples
or TTS); electron temperatures are found in the range of 2–7 MK. Second, the X-ray flux
is modulated in time with a period consistent with periods measured in optical/UV lines
originating from the stellar wind. And third, the OVII line triplet indicates a highf /i flux
ratio (Sect. 2.3.3) in contrast to the usually low values seen in CTTS.

In the case of sufficiently hot stars (Teff ∼> 104 K), the f /i ratio of the X-ray source not
only depends on the electron density (Sect. 2.3.3) but also on the ambient UV radiation field.
In that case,

R =
f
i

=
R0

1+φ/φc +ne/Nc
(16)

whereR0 is the limiting flux ratio at low densities and negligible radiation fields,Nc is the
critical density at whichR drops toR0/2 (for negligible radiation fields), andφc is the crit-
ical photoexcitation rate for the3S1−3 P1,2 transition, whileφ characterizes the ambient UV
flux. The ratioφ/φc can be expressed usingTeff and fundamental atomic parameters (for ap-
plications to stellar spectra, see Ness et al 2002 and, specifically for AB Aur, Telleschi et al
2007c). A highf /i ratio thus not only requires the electron density to be low (∼< 1011 cm−3;
Table 2) but also the emitting plasma to be located sufficiently far away from the strong pho-
tospheric UV source. Considering all X-ray properties of ABAur, Telleschi et al (2007c)
suggested the presence of magnetically confined winds shocks. These shocks form in the
equatorial plane where stellar winds collide after flowing along the closed magnetic field
lines from different stellar hemispheres (see also Sect. 4.6). As this shock is located a few
stellar radii away from the photosphere, a highf /i ratio is easily explained.

HD 104237 is another Herbig star observed with X-ray gratings (Testa et al, 2008b).
This object is of slightly later spectral type (A7.5 Ve - A8 Ve) than the other Herbigs ob-
served with gratings, implying that the photospheric radiation field is irrelevant for thef /i
ratio of the He-like OVII , NeIX , Mg XI , and SiXIII triplets. At first sight, both the low-
resolution spectrum (Skinner et al, 2004) and the high-resolution grating spectrum (Testa et al,
2008b) indicate high temperatures similar to TTS, and indeed HD 104237 is accompanied
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by a close (0.15 AU), relatively massive K3-type companion (see Testa et al 2008b and ref-
erences therein). However, an anomalously cool component in the spectrum and rotational
modulation compatible with the measured rotation period ofthe Herbig star point to the
latter as the source of the softer emission (Testa et al, 2008b), while much of the harder
emission may originate from the K-type T Tauri companion. This interpretation fits well
into the emerging picture of Herbig X-ray emission sketchedabove although the origin of
the soft emission (magnetically confined winds, accretion shocks, jet shocks [see below],
cool coronae induced by shear dynamos) needs further investigation.

The third Herbig star observed at high resolution in X-rays,HD 163296, had previously
attracted attention as another unusually soft X-ray source(Swartz et al, 2005). Although
the latter authors suggested that the soft emission is due toaccretion shocks in analogy
to the mechanism proposed for CTTS, grating spectra paint a different picture: again, the
f /i flux ratio is high, requiring the X-ray source to be located atsome distance from the
stellar surface and to be of low density (Günther and Schmitt 2009; Table 2). Although a
similar model as for AB Aur may be applicable, HD 163296 is distinguished by driving a
prominent jet marginally indicated in an image taken by CHANDRA (Swartz et al, 2005). A
possible model therefore involves shock heating in jets, requiring an initial ejection velocity
of 750 km s−1, but shock heating at such velocities is required only for a fraction of≈1%
of the outflowing mass (Günther and Schmitt, 2009).

3.7 Two-Absorber X-ray spectra: evidence for X-ray jets

Shocks in outflows and jets may produce X-ray emission. Terminal shocks between jets
and the interstellar medium, forming “Herbig-Haro (HH) objects”, are obvious candidates.
Sensitive imaging observations have indeed detected faintX-ray sources at the shock fronts
of HH objects (e.g., Pravdo et al 2001). Shocks may also form internally to the jet, close to
the driving star. Such X-ray sources have been found close tothe class I protostar L1551
IRS5 (Favata et al, 2002; Bally et al, 2003) and the CTTS DG Tau(Güdel et al, 2008). The
faint low-resolution spectra are soft and indicate temperatures of a few million K, compatible
with shock velocities of a few 100 km s−1.

X-ray spectra of several very strongly accreting, jet-driving CTTS exhibit a new spectral
phenomenology (Fig. 17, Table 3): These “Two-Absorber X-ray” (TAX) spectra reveal a
cool component subject to very low absorption and a hot component subject to absorption
about one order of magnitude higher. The temperature of the cool component,T ≈ 3–6 MK,
is atypical for TTS.

The hard component of TAX sources requires an absorbing hydrogen column density
NH ∼> 1022 cm−2, higher by typically an order of magnitude than predicted from the visual
extinctionAV if standard gas-to-dust ratios are assumed (Güdel et al 2007c and references
therein). Because the hard component requires electron temperatures of tens of MK and
occasionally shows flares, it is likely to be of coronal origin. Theexcess absorptioncan
be generated by accretion streams falling down along the magnetic field lines and absorbing
the X-rays from the underlying corona. Theexcess absorption-to-extinction(or equivalently,
NH/AV ) ratio then is an indicator of dust sublimation:the accreting gas streams are dust-
depleted, which is to be expected given that dust is heated to sublimation temperatures (≈
1500 K) at distances of several stellar radii.

In contrast,NH of the soft component islower than suggested from the stellarAV .
A likely origin of these very soft X-rays isthe base of the jet(Güdel et al, 2007c), sug-
gested by i) the unusually soft emission compatible with thejet spectrum, ii) the lowNH
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Fig. 17 Left (a): Spectrum of the Two-Absorber X-ray source DG Tau. The soft and the hard components are
indicated. The solid histograms show model fits. (Adapted from Güdel et al 2007c.) – Right (b): Spectrum of
FU Ori. Note the essentially flat appearance between 0.6 keV and 7 keV, with two broad peaks related to two
different spectral components absorbed by different gas columns. (From Skinner et al 2006b, reproduced by
permission of the AAS).

Table 3 TAX sources: X-ray parameters and general propertiesa

Soft component Hard component

Star AV NH,s Ts Lb
X,s NH,h Th Lb

X,h
(mag) (1022 cm−2) (MK) (1029 erg s−1) (1022 cm−2) (MK) (1029 erg s−1)

DG Tau 1.5-3 0.11 3.7 0.96 1.8 69 5.1
GV Tau 3-5 0.12 5.8 0.54 4.1 80 10.2
DP Tau 1.2-1.5 ≈ 0 3.2 0.04 3.8 61 1.1
HN Tau 0.15 2.0, 6.6 1.46 1.1 62 3.5
CW Tau 2-3 ... ... ... ... ... ...
FU Ori 1.8-2.4 0.42 7.8 2.7 8.4 83 53
Beehive 0.08 6.6 ... 6.3 41 ...

a X-ray data andAV for Taurus sources from Güdel et al (2007a) and Güdel et al (2007c); for FU Ori, see
Skinner et al (2006b), and for Beehive, see Kastner et al (2005). Index “s” for soft component, “h” for
hard component.

b LX for 0.1–10 keV range (for FU Ori, 0.5-7.0 keV), in units of 1029 erg s−1

values, and iii) the explicit evidence of jets in CHANDRA imaging (Güdel et al, 2008).
Schneider and Schmitt (2008) supported this scenario by demonstrating that the soft compo-
nent is very slightly offset from the harder, coronal component in the direction of the optical
jet. We also note that some CCTS with jets show blueshifts in OVI and CIII lines (forming
at a few 105 K) as observed inFUSEspectra, again suggesting shock-heated hot material in
jets (Günther and Schmitt, 2008).

We should note here that one of the sources listed in Table 3, FU Ori, is an eruptive
variable presently still in its outburst stage (which has lasted for several decades). This object
is discussed in the context of eruptive variables below (Sect. 3.8).
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3.8 X-rays from eruptive variables: coronae, accretion, and winds

A small class of eruptive pre-main sequence stars deserves to be mentioned for their peculiar
X-ray spectral behavior, both during outbursts and during “quiescence”. They are roughly
classified into FU Orionis objects (FUors henceforth) and EXLupi objects (EXors). For
reviews, we refer to Herbig (1977) and Hartmann and Kenyon (1996).

The classical FUors show optical outbursts during which thesystems’ brightness in-
creases by several magnitudes on time scales of 1–10 yrs, andthen decays on time scales
of 20–100 yr. The presently favored model posits that the brightness rises owing to a strongly
increasing accretion rate through the circumstellar disk (from 10−7 M⊙ yr−1 to 10−4 M⊙ yr−1).
FUor outbursts may represent a recurrent but transient phase during the evolution of a TTS.
EXors show faster outbursts with time scales of a few months to a few years, smaller ampli-
tudes (2–3 mag) and higher repetition rates.

The first FUor X-ray spectrum, observed from the prototype FUOri itself, shows a phe-
nomenology akin to the TAX spectra discussed for the jet sources (Sect. 3.7; Fig. 17b),
but with notable deviations (Skinner et al 2006b; Table 3). First, the cooler and less ab-
sorbed spectral component shows a temperature (≈ 8 MK) characteristic ofcoronal emis-
sion from TTS, with an absorption column density compatiblewith the optical extinction.
An interpretation based on shocks in accretion flows or jets is thus unlikely, and jets have
not been detected for this object although it does shed a verystrong wind, with a mass loss
rate ofṀw ≈ 10−5 M⊙ yr−1. The hard spectral component shows very high temperatures
(T ≈ 65− 83 MK), but this is reminiscent of TAX sources. Possible models for the two-
absorber phenomenology include patchy absorption in whichemission from the cooler coro-
nal component suffers less absorption, while the dominant hotter component may be hidden
behind additional gas columns, e.g., dense accretion streams. Absorption by a strong, neutral
wind is an alternative, although this model requires an inhomogeneous, e.g., non-spherical
geometry to allow the soft emission to escape along a path with lower absorption.

The above X-ray peculiarity does not seem to be a defining property of FUors; X-ray
emission from the FUor V1735 Cyg does neither show TAX phenomenology nor anoma-
lous absorption but does reveal an extremely hard spectrum,reminiscent of the hard spec-
tral component of FU Ori (Skinner et al, 2009). It is also unclear whether the spectral phe-
nomenology is related with the outburst status of the stars;both FU Ori and V1735 Cyg
have undergone outbursts, starting about 70 years and 50 years ago (e.g., Skinner et al 2009
and references therein), and the former is still in its declining phase.

Two objects, both probably belonging to the EXor group, havebeen observed from
the early outburst phase into the late decay. The first, V1647Ori, revealed a rapid rise
in the X-ray flux by a factor of≈ 30, closely tracking the optical and near-infrared light
curves (Kastner et al, 2004b, 2006). The X-ray spectra revealed a hardening during the peak
emission, followed by a softening during the decay. The absorbing column density did not
change. Measured temperatures of order 6×107 K are much too high for accretion or out-
flow shocks; explosive magnetic reconnection in star-disk magnetic fields, induced by the
strong rise of the disk-star accretion rate, is a possibility, and such events may be at the ori-
gin of ejected jet blobs (Kastner et al, 2004b). The picture of enhanced winds or outflows is
supported by a gas-to-dust mass ratio enhanced by a factor oftwo during outburst, compared
to standard interstellar ratios (Grosso et al, 2005).

A very different picture arose from the EXor-type eruption of V1118 Ori (Audard et al,
2005; Lorenzetti et al, 2006). While the optical and near-infrared brightness increased by 1–
2 magnitudes on a time scale of 50 days, the X-rays varied slowly, by no more than a factor
of two; however, the X-ray emission clearlysoftenedduring the outburst, suggesting that
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the hot plasma component disappeared during that episode. Apossible model involves the
disruption of the outer, hot magnetospheric or coronal magnetic loops by a disk that closed
in as a consequence of the increased accretion rate (Audard et al, 2005).

3.9 X-rays from circumstellar environments: Fluorescence

X-rays from TTS and protostars surrounded by circumstellardisks (and possibly molecular
envelopes) inevitably interact with these environments. For the observer, this is most evi-
dent in increasingly large X-ray attenuation toward stars of earlier evolutionary stages. The
responsible photoelectric absorption mechanism ionizes disk surfaces or envelopes quite ef-
ficiently (Glassgold et al, 1997), which has important consequences for chemistry, heating,
or accretion mechanisms.

Here, we discuss direct evidence for disk ionization from fluorescent emission by “cold”
(weakly ionized) iron. In brief, energetic photons emittedby a hot coronal source eventually
hitting weakly ionized or neutral surfaces may eject an 1s electron from Fe atoms or ions.
This process is followed by fluorescent transitions, the most efficient of which is the 2s–1p
Fe Kα doublet at 6.4 keV, requiring irradiating photons with energies above the correspond-
ing photoionization edge at 7.11 keV. The transition is known from X-ray observations of
solar flares, in which case fluorescence is attributed to X-ray irradiation of the solar photo-
sphere (Bai, 1979). The physics of fluorescent emission is comparatively simple although
radiative transfer calculations are required for accuratemodeling (e.g., Drake et al 2008b).

The same radiation can also be generated by impact ionization due to a non-thermal
electron beam (Emslie et al, 1986), a mechanism that would beexpected in particular dur-
ing the early phases of a flare when high-energy electrons areabundant (Dennis, 1985).
Excitation by high-energy electrons is a rather inefficientprocess, however (Emslie et al,
1986; Ballantyne and Fabian, 2003).

Although fluorescent emission is prominent in accretion disks around compact objects,
detection around normal stars is relatively recent. Observations of the 6.4 keV Fe Kα line
require a spectral resolving power of≈ 50 in order to separate the line from the adjacent,
and often prominent, 6.7–7.0 keV FeXXV-XXVI line complex from hot plasma. An unam-
biguous detection was reported by Imanishi et al (2001) who found strong 6.4 keV line flux
during a giant flare in the Class I protostar YLW 16A (in theρ Oph dark cloud) and at-
tributed it to irradiation of the circumstellar disk by X-rays from hot coronal flaring loops.

Detectable Fe fluorescence has remained an exception among CTTS or protostars, but
a meaningful sample is now available (Tsujimoto et al 2005; Fig 18a), with several unex-
pected features deserving further study. Specifically, strong fluorescence in the Class I pro-
tostar Elias 29 (in theρ Oph region) appears to be quasi-steady rather than related to strong
X-ray flares (Favata et al, 2005); even more perplexing, the 6.4 keV line is modulated on
time scales of days regardless of the nearly constant stellar X-ray emission; it also does not
react to the occurrence of appreciable X-ray flares in the light curve (Giardino et al, 2007b).
The latter authors suggested that here we see 6.4 keV emission due to non-thermal electron
impact in relatively dense, accreting magnetic loops. Given the high density, the electrons
may not reach the stellar surface to produce evaporation andhence, an X-ray flare. The long
time scale of this radiation is, however, still challengingto explain.

Occasionally, the fluorescence line dominates the 6–7 keV region entirely. An example
is NGC 2071 IRS-1 in which a very broad and bright 6.4 keV feature (Fig. 18b) requires an
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Fig. 18 Left (a): Evidence for an Fe fluorescence line at 6.4 keV (leftarrow) next to the 6.7 keV feature of
highly ionized Fe (right arrow); best-fit models including anarrow line at 6.4 keV, as well as the residuals
(bottom panel) are also shown. (From Tsujimoto et al 2005, reproduced by permission of the AAS.) – Right
(b): Spectrum of the deeply embedded infrared source NGC 2071 IRS-1; note the flat spectrum. The 6–7 keV
region is entirely dominated by the 6.4 keV feature. (From Skinner et al 2007, reproduced by permission of
the AAS.)

Fig. 19 Left (a): Medium-resolution spectrum of the flaring protostar V1486 Ori showing a 6.4 keV iron line
with very little contribution from the 6.7 keV FeXXV feature (see also inset). – Right (b): The solid light curve
refers to the 6.1–6.7 keV spectral range during the same flare, while the dashed line shows the integrated 2–
9 keV light curve. Note that the≈6.4 keV emission peaks early in the flare. (From Czesla and Schmitt 2007.)

absorbing column density of≈ 1024 cm−2 for fluorescence, larger than the column density
absorbing the rest of the spectrum (Skinner et al, 2007).

A connection with the initial energy release in a protostellar flare is seen in the case of
the Class I star V1486 Ori in which strong 6.4 keV line flux is seen during the rise phase
of a large soft X-ray flare (Czesla and Schmitt 2007; Fig. 19; the average quiescent + flare
spectrum of this object is shown in Fig 18a). A relation with the electron beams usually
accelerated in the initial “impulsive” phase of a (solar) flare is suggestive, although this
same flare phase commonly also produces the hardest thermal X-ray spectra. In any case,
the extremely large equivalent width requires special conditions; detailed calculations by
Drake et al (2008b) suggest fluorescence by an X-ray flare partially obscured by the stellar
limb.
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4 X-rays from hot stars

In the Hertzprung-Russell diagram, the top of the main sequence harbours stars with spectral
types O and early B, which are the hottest objects of the stellar population (>20 kK). They
also are the most luminous (105 L⊙) and the most massive (M>10 M⊙) stellar objects. Early-
type stars emit copious amounts of UV radiation which, through resonance scattering of
these photons by metal ions, produce a strong outflow of material. Typically, the mass-loss
rate of this stellar wind is about 10−6 M⊙ yr−1 (i.e. 108 times the average solar value!) while
the terminal (i.e. final) wind velocity is about 2000 km s−1. Though rare and short-lived
(<10 Myr), hot stars have a profound impact on their host galaxies. Not only are they the
main contributors to the ionizing flux, mechanical input, and chemical enrichment but they
can also be the precursors/progenitors of supernovae, neutron stars, stellar black holes and
possibly gamma-ray bursts. Therefore, an improved understanding of these objects, notably
through the analysis of their high-energy properties, can lead to a better knowledge of several
galactic and extragalactic phenomena.

X-ray emission from hot stars was serendipitously discovered with the Einstein satellite
thirty years ago (Harnden et al, 1979). One month after Einstein’s launch, in mid-December
1978, calibration observations of Cyg X-3 revealed the presence of five additional sources to
the North of that source. Dithering exposures showed that these moderately bright sources
followed the motion of Cyg X-3, indicating that they were notdue to contamination of the
detector, as was first envisaged. A comparison with optical images finally unveiled the nature
of these sources: bright O-type stars from the Cyg OB2 association. This discovery was
soon confirmed by similar observations in the Orion and Carina nebulae (Ku and Chanan,
1979; Seward et al, 1979). The detection of high-energy emission associated with hot stars
confirmed the expectations published in the same year by Cassinelli and Olson (1979), who
showed that the “superionization” species (e.g. NV, OVI ) observed in the UV spectra could
be easily explained by the Auger effect in the presence of a significant X-ray flux.

Since then, hot stars have been regularly observed by the successive X-ray facilities:
indeed, only X-rays can probe the energetic phenomena at work in these objects. However,
the most critical information was only gained in the past tenyears thanks to the advent
of new observatories, XMM-Newtonand CHANDRA, which provided not only enhanced
sensitivity but also the capability of high-resolution spectroscopy.

4.1 Global properties

4.1.1 Nature of the emission

Medium and high-resolution spectroscopy (see Figs. 20 and 21) have now ascertained that
the X-ray spectrum of hot stars, single as well as binaries, is composed of discrete lines from
metals whose ionization stages correspond to a (relatively) narrow range of temperatures.
These lines can be superimposed on a (weak) continuum bremsstrahlung emission. The X-
ray spectrum thus appears mainly thermal in nature.

However, some hot, long-period binaries display non-thermal radio emission, which
clearly reveals the presence of a population of relativistic electrons in the winds of these
objects. Such relativistic electrons are likely accelerated by diffuse shock acceleration pro-
cesses taking place near hydrodynamic shocks inside or (most probably) between stellar
winds (for a review, see De Becker 2007). The possibility of ahigh-energy counterpart to
this radio emission was investigated by Chen and White (1991). In this domain, inverse
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Fig. 20 Medium and high-resolution X-ray spectra of the massive systemθ Car (B0.2V+ late B:), as observed
by XMM -Newton. The high-resolution spectrum distinctly shows lines fromH-like and He-like ions, as well
as lines associated with L shell transitions in iron ions (from Nazé and Rauw 2008).

Compton scattering is expected to boost a small fraction of the ample supply of stellar
UV photons to X-ray energies. To be detectable, such non-thermal X-ray emission needs
to be sufficiently strong compared to the thermal X-ray emission. This preferentially hap-
pens in short-period binaries, where the wind-wind interaction, and hence particle accel-
eration, takes place close to the stars and thus inside the radio photosphere, rather than in
long-period binaries, where the interaction is located further away, outside the radio photo-
sphere: the list of binary systems with non-thermal X-rays is thus expected to differ from
that of non-thermal radio emitters (De Becker, 2007). However, no convincing evidence
has yet been found for the presence of non-thermal X-ray emission: only two candidates
(HD 159176, De Becker et al 2004, and FO15, Albacete Colombo and Micela 2005) present
some weak indication of a possible non-thermal component intheir spectra. In addition, the
observed non-thermal emission of some binary systems stillappears problematic, like e.g.
for Cyg OB2 #8A (Rauw, 2008). Further work is thus needed to settle this question, and the
answer may have to wait for the advent of more sensitive instruments, especially in the hard
X-ray/soft gamma-ray range.

4.1.2 Temperatures

Except in the case of some peculiar objects (see Sects. 4.5, 4.6), the X-ray spectrum of
single hot stars appears overall quite soft. Fits to medium-resolution spectra with optically-
thin thermal plasma models in collisional ionization equilibrium (e.g.mekal, apec) always
favor main components with temperatures less than 1 keV. ForO stars, the best fits to good
quality data can usually be achieved by the sum of two thermalcomponents at about 0.3 and
0.7–1 keV (e.g. the O stars in the NGC 6231 cluster, Sana et al 2006, and in the Carina OB1
association, Antokhin et al 2008).

High-resolution spectroscopic data of 15 OB stars were analyzed in a homogeneous way
by Zhekov and Palla (2007) for the case of X-ray emitting regions distributed throughout
the wind (see Sect. 4.2 for details). The distribution of thedifferential emission measure
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Fig. 21 High-resolution X-ray spectra of a B star (θ Car, top, adapted from Nazé and Rauw 2008), an O-star
(ζ Pup, middle), and a WR star (θ Mus, bottom). (For the last two: data taken from the 2XMM database)

(DEM) as a function of temperature displays a broad peak centered on 0.1–0.4 keV (i.e. a
few MK, see also a similar result obtained for 9 OB stars by Wojdowski and Schulz 2005),
confirming the soft nature of the spectrum. A tail at high temperatures is sometimes present
but is always of reduced strength compared to the low-temperature component. The only
exceptions to this scheme are two magnetic objects (see Sect. 4.6) and the otherwise normal
O-type starζ Oph (kT ∼0.5–0.6 keV). In general, no absorbing column in addition tothe
interstellar contribution was needed in the fits, suggesting the absorption by the stellar wind
to be quite small (Zhekov and Palla 2007, see also Sana et al 2006).

4.1.3 LX/Lbol relation

Already at the time of the discovery, Harnden et al (1979) suggested that a correlation exists
between the X-ray and optical luminosities. Such a relationwas soon confirmed and slightly
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B stars

O stars

Fig. 22 LX − Lbol relations for OB stars in RASS, for OB stars in NGC 6231 and forO stars in Carina
OB1. Peculiar objects or problematic objects are shown as open symbols. (Figures based on data from
Berghöfer et al 1997; Sana et al 2006; Antokhin et al 2008)

revised to a scaling law between unabsorbed X-ray and bolometric luminosities3 of the
form Lunabs

X ∼ 10−7 ×Lbol (see e.g. Pallavicini et al 1981). Sciortino et al (1990) examined
the possibility of correlations with other properties of these hot stars but could not find any
evidence for relations with the rotation rate (contrary to late-type stars), the terminal wind
velocity nor the mass-loss rate (though combinations of velocity and mass-loss rates gave
good results, see below). More recently, Berghöfer et al (1997) re-evaluated this scaling law
using data from the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS). Their relation (see Table 4) presents
a large scatter (σ of 0.4 in logarithmic scale, or a factor 2.5) and flattens considerably below
Lbol ∼ 1038 erg s−1, i.e. for mid and late B stars.

With the advent of XMM-Newtonand CHANDRA, a more detailed investigation of
this so-called “canonical” relation became possible. Rather than conducting a survey, the
new studies rely on detailed observations of rich open clusters and associations, notably
NGC 6231 (XMM-Newton, Sana et al 2006), Carina OB1 (XMM-Newton, Antokhin et al
2008), Westerlund 2 (CHANDRA, Nazé et al 2008a), Cyg OB2 (CHANDRA, Albacete Colombo et al
2007). The derivedLX − Lbol relations are listed in Table 4. For NGC 6231 and Carina
OB1, the stellar content and reddening are well known, enabling a precise evaluation of
both the bolometric luminosity and the reddening correction to be applied to the observed
X-ray flux. In both cases, theLX − Lbol relation appears much tighter (dispersion of only
40%) than in the RASS analysis. For Westerlund 2 and Cyg OB2, the optical proper-
ties are less constrained, naturally leading to a larger scatter. In the latter case, hints of a
steeper relation were found for giant and supergiant stars compared to main-sequence ob-
jects (Albacete Colombo et al, 2007) but this needs to be confirmed.

The question arises about the actual origin of the difference between the RASS and
XMM -Newtonresults. Part of the answer lies in the differences between the datasets, and
differences in data handling. On the one hand, the RASS provides a large sample of hot stars,
covering all spectral types, but generally with only approximate knowledge of the optical
properties (spectral types taken from general catalogs, bolometric luminosities taken from
typical values for the considered spectral types). The X-ray luminosities were derived from
converting count rates using a single absorbing column and asingle temperature matching
the observed hardness ratios best. On the other hand, the chosen clusters provide a smaller
sample but have undergone an intensive optical spectroscopic monitoring, leading to a better
knowledge of their stellar content. In addition, the X-ray luminosities were derived from fits

3 Indeed, for stars of similar spectral type and interstellarabsorption, both relations are equivalent.
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Table 4 LX −Lbol relations for O-type stars from the literature

Region Relation Energy band Reference
RASS logLX=1.08logLbol–11.89 0.1–2.4 keV Berghöfer et al (1997)
NGC 6231 logLX=−6.912logLbol 0.5–10.0 keV Sana et al (2006)
NGC 6231 logLX=−7.011logLbol 0.5–1.0 keV Sana et al (2006)
NGC 6231 logLX=−7.578logLbol 1.0–2.5 keV Sana et al (2006)
Cyg OB2 logLX∼−7logLbol 0.5–8.0 keV Albacete Colombo et al (2007)
Carina OB1 logLX=−6.58logLbol 0.4–10.0 keV Antokhin et al (2008)
Carina OB1 logLX=−6.82logLbol 0.4–1.0 keV Antokhin et al (2008)
Carina OB1 logLX=−7.18logLbol 1.0–2.5 keV Antokhin et al (2008)

to the medium-resolution spectra. However, it remains to beseen whether the distinct data
analyses are sufficient to explain all the differences in thescatter. One additional distinction
between the datasets concerns the nature of the sample itself: clusters represent a homoge-
neous stellar population with respect to age, metallicity,and chemical composition, while
the RASS analysis mixed stars from different clusters as well as field stars. The RASS scatter
of theLX −Lbol relation could thus be partly real, and additional investigations, comparing
more clusters, are needed. Notably, the study of high- or low-metallicity stellar populations
would be of interest to better understand the X-ray emissionas a whole. A first step in
this direction was recently done by Chu et al. (in preparation). Their 300 ks observation of
the LMC giant HII region N11 revealed anLX −Lbol relation some 0.5 dex higher than in
NGC 6231. However, it is not yet clear if the observed OB starsare “normal”, single objects
or overluminous peculiar systems (see Sects. 4.5, 4.6).

It might also be worth to note that theLX −Lbol relation was investigated in different
energy bands (Sana et al, 2006; Antokhin et al, 2008). The tight correlation exists in both
soft (0.5–1 keV) and medium (1–2.5 keV) energy bands, but breaks down in the hard band
(2.5–10 keV). While the scatter due to a poorer statistics (lower number of counts) cannot
be excluded, it should be emphasized that the hard band is also more sensitive to additional,
peculiar phenomena whose emission is expected to be harder,such as non-thermal emission,
emission from magnetically-channeled winds (see Sect. 4.6), etc. Indeed, even if such phe-
nomena negligibly contribute to the overall level of X-ray emission, they could significantly
affect the hard band.

Although a well established observational fact, theLX − Lbol relation is still not fully
explained from the theoretical point-of-view. Qualitatively, it can of course be expected
that the X-ray luminosity scales with the stellar wind properties (density, momentum or
kinetic luminosity) if the X-ray emission arises in the wind(see Sect. 4.2). Since the wind
is actually radiatively driven, these quantities should depend on the global level of light
emission, i.e. onLbol. However, the exact form of the scaling relation is difficultto predict.
Owocki and Cohen (1999) made an attempt to explain the scaling law in the context of a
distributed X-ray source. Considering that the volume filling factor varies asrs, they found
thatLX scales as(Ṁ/v∞)1+s if the onset radius of the X-ray emission is below the radius of
optical depth unity (optically thick case), and(Ṁ/v∞)2 otherwise. Adding the dependence
of the wind parameters to the bolometric luminosity, one finally gets the observed scaling
for s values of−0.25 or−0.40 in the optically thick case. For less dense winds (optically
thin case),LX should be proportional toL2.7or 3.5

bol , i.e. the power law becomes steeper, as
possibly observed for early B stars (Owocki and Cohen, 1999,see however below). In this
context, it may be interesting to note that recent high-resolution observations ofζ Ori seem
to favor constant filling factors (i.e.s= 0 or f ∝ r0, Cohen et al 2006).
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Finally, recent studies have confirmed that the “canonical”LX −Lbol relation only ap-
plies forLbol > 1038 erg s−1, i.e. down to B0–1 stars. It then breaks down at lower luminosi-
ties, withLX/Lbol ratios two orders of magnitude smaller at B3 than at B1 (Cassinelli et al,
1994; Cohen et al, 1997). Some authors therefore questionedwhether B stars should emit at
all in the X-ray domain. Indeed, these stars lack both putative origins of X-ray emission (see
Sect. 4.2): strong stellar winds, except maybe for the earliest subtypes, and developed coro-
nae (because of the absence of a subsurface convective zone). However, when detected, the
X-ray emission from B stars appears to be related to their bolometric luminosity, although
with a shallower scaling law (see Fig. 22). This strongly suggests an intrinsic origin for
the high-energy emission, and would request a revision of the current models. On the other
hand, only a small fraction of these objects are detected: inthe RASS, the detection fraction
was less than 10% for B2 and later objects (Berghöfer et al, 1997); in NGC 6231, it is 24%
for B0–B4 stars but only 7% for B5 and later objects (Sana et al, 2006). Moreover, when
detected, their spectra are often quite hard (kT2 >1 keV) and many X-ray sources associated
with B stars present flares: these properties are more typical of pre main sequence (PMS)
objects, suggesting that the detected X-ray emission from Bstars actually corresponds to
that of a less massive, otherwise hidden PMS companion.

4.1.4 A relation with spectral types?

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy allowed Walborn (2008) to examine the metal lines in
search of systematic effects related to the spectral classification, as are well known in the
UV and optical domains. At first sight, the overall X-ray spectra seem to shift towards longer
wavelengths for later types, and ratios of neighbouring lines from the same element but at
different ionization stages (e.g. NeX/NeIX , Mg XII /Mg XI , SiXIV /SiXIII ) are seen to evolve
or even reverse. These trends clearly call for confirmation using a larger sample but, if real,
they would have to be explained by theoretical models.

4.2 Origin of the X-ray emission: insights from high-resolution spectroscopy

Different origins for the high-energy emission of hot starswere proposed in the first decades
after its discovery. Observational tests are indeed crucial to distinguish between the models.
Not surprisingly, the strongest constraints were derived only recently with the advent of
high-resolution spectroscopy. The new results lead to modifications of the original models,
which also affect other wavelength domains.

4.2.1 Proposed models and a priori predictions

The first proposed model to explain the X-ray emission from hot stars was a corona at the
base of the wind, analogous to what exists in low-mass stars (see e.g. Cassinelli and Olson
1979). However, several observational objections againstsuch models were soon raised.
First, while neutron stars in close high-mass X-ray binaries showed the presence of signif-
icant attenuation by the stellar wind of their companion, nostrong absorption was found
for the intrinsic X-ray emission of massive stars (Cassinelli and Swank, 1983). This sug-
gests that the source of the X-ray emission lies significantly above the photosphere, at sev-
eral stellar radii. Second, the coronal [FeXIV ] λ 5303Å line was never detected in hot stars
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spectra (Nordsieck et al, 1981; Baade and Lucy, 1987). Finally, the line profiles from “su-
perionized” species were incompatible with coronal models, unless the mass-loss rate was
drastically reduced (Macfarlane et al, 1993).

An alternative scenario relies on the intrinsic instability of the line-driving mechanism
(responsible for propulsing the stellar wind). Indeed, thevelocity in an unstable wind is
not the same everywhere: fast-moving parcels of material will overcome the slow-moving
material, generating shocks between them. This causes the formation of dense shells which
should be distributed throughout the whole wind. At first, strong forward shocks between
the fast cloudlets and the ambient, slower (“shadowed”) material were considered as the
most probable cause of the X-ray emission (Lucy and White, 1980). Subsequent hydrody-
namical simulations rather showed the presence of strongreverseshocks which decelerate
the fast, low density material (Owocki et al, 1988). However, the resulting X-ray emission
from such rarefied material is expected to be quite low and cannot account for the level
of X-ray flux observed in hot stars. Instead, Feldmeier et al (1997) proposed that mutual
collisions of dense, shock-compressed shells could lead tosubstantial X-ray emission (sim-
ulations yield values only a factor of 2–3 below the observations). In such a model, the
X-ray emission arises from a few (always<5, generally 1 or 2) shocks present at a few
stellar radii (<10R∗). Since these shocks fade and grow on short time scales, suchmodels
predict significant short-term variability, which is not observed. To reconcile the observa-
tions with their model, Feldmeier et al (1997) further suggested wind fragmentation, so that
individual X-ray fluctuations are smoothed out over the whole emitting volume, leading to
a rather constant X-ray output. At the end of the 20th century, this wind-shock scenario was
the most favored model amongst X-ray astronomers.

To get a better insight into the properties of the X-ray emission region, high-resolution
data were badly needed. Indeed, they provide crucial information. For example, the location
of the X-ray emitting plasma can be derived from the analysisof line ratios. The most
interesting lines to do so are triplets from He-like ions, which arise from transitions between
the ground state and the first excited levels (see Fig. 4). Theline associated with the1P1 →
1S0 transition is a resonance line (r), the one linked with the3S1 → 1S0 transition is forbidden
(f), and those associated with the3P1,2 → 1S0 transition are called intercombination lines (i),
hence the namefir triplets. It is important to note that the metastable3S1 level can also be
depleted by transitions to the3P level. Such transitions are either collisionally or radiatively
excited (see Sects. 2.3.3 and 3.6). Thef/i ratio (often notedR) therefore decreases when the
densityne is high or the photoionization rateφ is significant: as already mentioned in Sect.
3.6, a useful approximation is

R =
R0

1+φ/φc +ne/Nc
(17)

where the critical values of the photoexcitation rate and the density, notedφc andNc re-
spectively, are entirely determined by atomic parameters (Blumenthal et al, 1972, see also
Table 1). For hot stars, the density remains quite low, even close to the photosphere, and its
impact is therefore often neglected4; however, the UV flux responsible for the3S1 → 3P1,2

transition is not negligible in these stars (see Fig. 23). The UV radiation is diluted, as the
distance from the star increases, by a factor

w(r) = 0.5×
(

1−
√

1− (R∗/r)2

)

. (18)

4 Only the SiXIII triplet is marginally affected at very small radii (<0.05R∗) above the photosphere (see
Fig. 2 in Waldron and Cassinelli 2001).
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Fig. 23 Examples of observed He-like triplets (data taken from the Xatlas database and smoothed by a box of
4 pixels half width). Due to the presence of a strong UV flux, the forbidden line is nearly entirely suppressed
for the hot starδ Ori while it appears with full strength in the spectrum of thelate-type star Capella.

Hence, its influence on thef/i ratio decreases with radius5. For hot stars, the observation of
a givenf/i ratio will thus yield an estimate of the dilution factor and thereby of the position
in the wind of the X-ray emitting plasma. Leutenegger et al (2006) have further shown that
the f/i ratios could also be interpreted in the framework of a wind-shock model (i.e. with
X-ray emission regions distributed throughout the wind). In this case, the integratedf/i ra-
tio increases faster with radius than in the localized case.Furthermore, they predict slight
differences in the profiles of thefir lines: thei line should be stronger where the UV flux is
maximum, i.e. close to the star, and it should thus have weaker wings than thef line, which is
produced further away and should appear more flat-topped. Those subtle differences might
however not be easily detectable with current instrumentation. Finally, the(f+i)/r ratio (of-
ten notedG ) can also pinpoint the nature of the X-ray plasma. ForG values close to 4, the
plasma is dominated by photoionization; if close to 1, the collisions are preponderant. In
addition, the(f+i)/r ratio is a sensitive indicator of the temperature, as is the ratio of H-like
to He-like lines, although at very high densities ther line is affected by the collisional tran-
sition of 1S1 → 1P1. To help in the interpretation of high-resolution spectra,Porquet et al

5 It should be noted that the reasoning above applies only to single objects. For some hot binaries, strong
forbidden lines have been observed, while intercombination lines remain negligible (Pollock et al, 2005). This
is sometimes taken as a typical signature of X-rays arising in wind-wind interactions (see also Sect. 4.5). The
proposed explanation is twofold: first, the wind-wind interaction occurs far from the stellar surfaces, thereby
decreasing the impact of the UV flux; second, the forbidden line could be boosted by inner-shell ionization
of Li-like ions.
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(2001) performed extensive calculations ofR andG values for a large range of densities,
plasma temperatures and stellar temperatures in the case ofthe most abundant He-like ions
(C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si). These results, available at CDS, do not rely on the approximate
formula quoted above for thef/i ratio but take into account all atomic processes, notably
the blending offir lines with dielectronic satellite lines (whose exact contribution depends
on the assumed temperature and spectral resolution). On theother hand, they were calcu-
lated assuming the stellar flux to be a blackbody, whereas most other authors rather use the
approximate formula but rely on detailed atmosphere models(such as Kurucz or TLUSTY).

To go further in the interpretation of the new high-resolution data, Owocki and Cohen
(2001, see also the precursor works of Macfarlane et al 1991)presented detailed calculations
of the X-ray line profiles expected for hot stars, when assuming that the X-ray emitting
material follows the bulk motion of the wind. Such so-calledexospheric models depend on
four parameters. First, the exponentβ of the velocity law

v(r) = v∞

[

1−
R∗
r

]β
. (19)

Second, the exponentq involved in the radial dependence of the volume filling factor ( f [r ] ∝
r−q), which reflects variations with radius of the temperature or of the emission measure of
the X-ray emitting plasma. Third, a typical optical depthτ∗, which depends on the wind
properties:

τ∗ =
κṀ

4πv∞R∗
. (20)

Finally, the onset radiusR0, below which there is no production of X-rays. The last two
parameters were found to be the most critical ones: the blueshifts and line widths of the
line profiles clearly increase with increasingτ∗ and/orR0, while the profiles are much less
sensitive to changing values ofq or β . In this framework, a coronal model can be reproduced
by settingR0 = R∗ and choosing high values ofq, while a wind-shock model rather requires
lower values ofq and larger values ofR0. The former always produces narrow, symmetric
profiles, with little or no blueshift; the latter generates broad lines (generally FWHM∼ v∞)
whose exact shape depends on the opacity. In the optically thin case (τ∗ ∼ 0), the line profile
expected for a wind-shock model is flat-topped, unshifted and symmetric. For more absorbed
winds, the redshifted part of the line, arising from the backside of the star’s atmosphere,
suffers more absorption and is therefore suppressed: the line profile appears blueshifted and
skewed (see Fig. 24). In addition, there should be some wavelength dependence of the line
profiles since the absorption is strongly wavelength-dependent: the high-energy lines should
appear narrower (lower values ofτ∗ andR0), although this effect is often mitigated by the
larger instrumental broadening at these energies.

4.2.2 Results from high-resolution spectra

Before the advent of XMM-Newtonand CHANDRA, only low or medium-resolution spec-
tra were available to X-ray astronomers. These data led to the determination of four main
observables: the temperature(s) of the plasma, the degree of absorption, the temporal vari-
ability, and the overall flux level. The current X-ray facilities have indeed given some better
insights into these properties (see Sect. 4.1), but they have also provided high-resolution
spectra which permit to study the line ratios and the detailed shape of the line profiles for
the first time. Such observations (see example in Fig. 25) have resulted in new, strong con-
straints on the models.
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Fig. 24 Theoretical X-ray line profiles expected for an exospheric model with v∞ = 2300 km s−1, q = 0,
β = 1, R0 = 1.8R∗ and increasing opacitiesτ∗ (from 0 to 2 in steps of 0.5). (Figure courtesy of G. Rauw).

One of the first hot stars observed at high-resolution wasζ Pup (O4Ief), an early su-
pergiant which possesses a strong wind. Kahn et al (2001) andCassinelli et al (2001) report
on XMM-Newtonand CHANDRA observations, respectively. They found that the line pro-
files are blueward skewed and broad (HWHM∼1000 km s−1), as expected for a wind-shock
model. By estimating the emission measures (EMs) for each line
(EM = 4πd2Fline/Emissivity(Te), with d being the distance andFline the line flux), Kahn et al
(2001) further showed thatζ Pup displays a large overabundance in nitrogen and that onlya
small fraction of the wind emits X-rays (since the measured EMs are much smaller than the
EM available from the whole wind). Thefir triplets indicate line formation regions at a few
stellar radii, compatible with the radii of optical depth unity at the wavelengths considered.
These radii appear smaller for high nuclear charge ions (such as Si and S) than for lighter el-
ements (such as O, Ne, Mg, Cassinelli et al 2001). Finally, the NVII Lyα 24.79Å line seems
broader and either flat-topped (Cassinelli et al, 2001) or structured (Kahn et al, 2001), sug-
gesting a formation in more remote regions of the wind. However, this feature could rather be
explained by a blend of this line with NVI Heβ 24.90Å (Pollock, 2007). Overall, although
a qualitative agreement with the wind-shock model was readily found, a more detailed,
quantitative comparison awaited the work of Kramer et al (2003). These authors found that
profiles of the kind derived by Owocki and Cohen (2001) yield rather good fits, but they dis-
covered two intriguing problems. First, the good fits by a spherically symmetric wind model
were found for a wind attenuation about five times smaller than the one expected from the
known mass-loss rate (τexp

∗ = 4−30 vs.τobs
∗ = 0−5, see also Oskinova et al 2006). Second,

the derivedτ∗ appeared rather similar for all lines, i.e. it seemed independent of wavelength
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Fig. 25 Observed line profiles for OVIII λ18.97Å in a sample of bright OB objects and in the coronally
active late-type star Capella (where the line width is mostly instrumental). The vertical line corresponds to
the rest wavelength of the line; the normalized profiles havebeen shifted upwards by an arbitrary amount for
clarity (data taken from the Xatlas database and smoothed bya box of 4 pixels half width).

(Kramer et al, 2003), although the error bars were rather large. Cohen et al (2009) recently
re-investigated the CHANDRA spectrum ofζ Pup, by considering more lines and by using
the HEG data in addition to the MEG data. They now found a significant variation of the
optical depth with wavelength, compatible with the atomic opacity expected for a mass-loss
rate of∼3×10−6 M⊙ yr−1 (about three times lower than in the literature).

The situation at first appeared quite different for the O9.7Ib starζ Ori A. In Waldron and Cassinelli
(2001), the line profiles were reported as broad (HWHM= 850± 40 km s−1) but sym-
metric, unshifted and Gaussian rather than flat-topped. Again, as forζ Pup, emission from
high-energy ions seems to be produced closer to the stellar surface than for low-energy
ions (at 1.2±0.5R∗ for Si XIII , but at a few stellar radii for other elements). These results
were confirmed by Raassen et al (2008), but challenged by Leutenegger et al (2006) and
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Cohen et al (2006) - the latter two using the same CHANDRA data as Waldron and Cassinelli
(2001) - as well as by Pollock (2007), who relies on the same XMM-Newtondata as
Raassen et al (2008). Although they used different techniques, both Cohen et al (2006) and
Pollock (2007) detected slight asymmetries and blueshifts(up to−300 km s−1) in the line
profiles ofζ Ori A. Cohen et al (2006) also showed that wind profiles withτ∗ = 0.25−0.5,
R0 ∼ 1.5R∗ andq∼ 0 yield significantly better fits than simple Gaussians: somewind at-
tenuation is thus needed. However, as first found forζ Pup, the observed mean opacity is
smaller than expected (Cohen et al, 2006) and no clear trend of the opacity with wavelength
was detected. Cohen et al (2006) argue that, taking into account a reduced mass-loss rate
and the presence of numerous ionization edges, the opacity variations over the considered
wavelength range might be smaller than first thought albeit compatible with the data, within
uncertainties. As was done forζ Pup, Wollman et al. (2009, in preparation) re-analyzed the
CHANDRA data ofζ Ori: a significant, although small, trend in the optical depths is now
detected, which is compatible with the wind opacity if the mass-loss rate from literature is
decreased by a factor of 10.

The late-O starsδ Ori A (O9.5II+B0.5III) andζ Oph (O9.5Ve) both display symmetric
and broad X-ray lines, although they are much narrower than those ofζ Pup andζ Ori A
(HWHM = 430±60 km s−1, Miller et al 2002, and HWHM= 400±87 km s−1, Waldron
2005, respectively). On the basis of its mass-loss rate,δ Ori A should be an intermediate
case betweenζ Pup andζ Ori A: narrower profiles are therefore quite surprising. In addition,
the lines ofδ Ori A are unshifted (centroid at 0±50 km s−1) and thefir ratios indicate a
formation region one stellar radius above the photosphere (which is more in agreement with
a wind-shock model than a coronal model), at a position similar to that of optical depth
unity. However,δ Ori A is a binary and one may wonder whether peculiar effects such as
interacting winds could have an impact on its X-ray emission. This does not seem to be
the case since no phase-locked variations of the X-ray flux were ever reported for this object
(Miller et al, 2002) - it must be noted, though, that the changes might be quite subtle for such
late-type O+B systems, see e.g. the case of CPD−41◦7742 in Sect. 4.5. In contrast, the lines
of ζ Oph appear slightly blueshifted, their width might decrease for low-energy lines, and
the formation radii derived from thefir ratios differ from the radius of optical depth unity.
This star is a known variable, in the optical as well as in X-rays (see e.g. Oskinova et al,
2001), and Waldron (2005) reports a change in the formation radius derived from the MgXI

triplet between two CHANDRA observations separated by two days.

The narrowest profiles amongst O-type stars were found forσ Ori AB (O9.5V+B0.5V,
Skinner et al 2008a and Fig. 25): HWHM=264±80 km s−1, or 20% of the terminal velocity.
For this star, the X-ray lines again show no significant shiftand the most constrainingfir
ratios point to a formation region below 1.8R∗.

Since more observations are now available, some authors have undertaken a consistent,
homogeneous analysis of several objects. This indeed easesthe comparison between dif-
ferent objects but, as already seen above, the results sometimes disagree between different
teams. Using their “distributed”fir model, Leutenegger et al (2006) found onset radii of
1.25–1.67R∗ for ζ Pup,ζ Ori, ι Ori, andδ Ori A, without any large differences for high-
mass species such as SiXIII . Such a radius rules out a coronal model but can still be recon-
ciled with a wind-shock model. Leutenegger et al (2006) further explain their differences
with Waldron and Cassinelli (2001) by (1) calibration problems at the beginning of the
CHANDRA mission, and (2) different atmosphere models (TLUSTY vs Kurucz) which give
fluxes different by a factor of 2–3 shortward of the Lyman edge, at wavelengths responsible
for exciting the SiXIII transitions.
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Waldron and Cassinelli (2007, see errata in Waldron and Cassinelli 2008) examined the
high-resolution spectra of 17 OB stars. The sample contains2 known magnetic objects (see
Sect. 4.6) and 15 stars considered as “normal” by the authors- however, we note that 3 of
these, 9 Sgr and the stars in Cyg OB2, are well known binaries displaying wind-wind in-
teractions detected at X-ray energies (Rauw et al, 2002a, 2005; De Becker et al, 2006); this
likely explains the peculiar, deviant results sometimes found by the authors for these stars.
Overall, when the lines are analyzed by simple Gaussian profiles, 80% of their peaks ap-
pear within±250 km s−1 of the rest wavelength. The distribution of the line positions peaks
at 0 km s−1, but is heavily skewed (many more blueshifts than redshifts) and this asymme-
try increases with the star’s luminosity. The line HWHMs aredistributed between 0 and
1800 km s−1, i.e. they are always less than the terminal velocity and most of the time they
are less than half that value; there is a slight trend towardsnarrower lines (expressed as a
fraction of the terminal velocity) for main-sequence objects. These widths appear also larger
than the velocity expected at the position derived from thefir triplets (using a localized ap-
proach and Kurucz atmosphere models). Both width and shift seem to be independent of
wavelength (see however the results of new analyses mentioned above). Finally, the forma-
tion radii found from triplets of heavier ions are smaller than those of lighter ions and the
lower temperatures, derived from the ratios of lines from H and He-like ions, are only found
far from the photosphere.

Despite some discrepancies in the interpretations, as shown above, several conclusions
are now emerging from the analysis of high-resolution spectra:

1. Only a small fraction of the wind emits, as expected.
2. The X-ray lines are broad, although not as broad as predicted (HWHM= 0.2−0.8v∞).
3. The profiles are more symmetric than expected, without evidence for flat-topped shapes.
4. Except forζ Pup, the blueshifts are small or non-existent.
5. The opacities derived from fits to the profiles are lower than expected.
6. For a given star, the line profiles and fitted opacities are generally quite similar regardless

of the wavelength, although error bars are large and shallowtrends cannot be excluded
(indeed, some were found in a few cases).

7. From the analysis of thefir ratios, the (minimum) radius of the X-ray emitting region
appears rather close to the photosphere (often<2R∗ for the most stringent constraints),
although there is disagreement about the possibility of a formation at or very close
(r <1.1R∗) to the photosphere. The formation radius is generally compatible with the
radius of optical depth unity, which can be easily understood: the emissivity scales with
the square of the density, therefore the flux will always be dominated by the densest
regions that are observable; as the density decreases with radius, these regions are the
closest to the star, i.e. they are just above the “X-ray photosphere” (radius of optical
depth unity).

4.2.3 A new paradigm?

The characteristics of the X-ray lines enumerated above were not fully in agreement with
the expectations of the wind-shock model. Therefore, some adjustments of the models have
been proposed. They fall in five broad classes: resonance scattering, decrease of mass-loss
rate, porosity, combination corona+wind, and a complete change of concept.

In most cases, X-ray plasmas associated with hot stars are considered to be optically
thin, hence the use of optically-thin thermal plasma models. Ignace and Gayley (2002) rather
suggested that resonant scattering could play a significantrole, especially for the strongest
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lines. In fact, their detailed line profile modeling showed that an optically-thick line ap-
pears much more symmetric and less blueshifted than in the optically-thin case. This arises
from the fact that the Sobolev line interaction region is radially elongated and that X-rays
can thus escape more easily laterally than radially, reducing the strength of the blue/red
wings. Their calculations of line shift and width agreed well with those ofζ Pup, but the
line profiles ofζ Ori andθ1 Ori C were more difficult to reproduce. An evaluation of the
impact of resonance scattering for FeXVII in δ Ori A showed that some weak opacity effect
might affect the strongest X-ray lines but the optically-thin case was still well within the er-
ror bars (Miller et al, 2002). Leutenegger et al (2007) incorporated resonance scattering into
the models of Owocki and Cohen (2001). They showed that forζ Pup, including resonance
scattering provides a better fit, but that some discrepancies remain. In addition, they showed
that resonance scattering only has a significant effect for large filling factors (≫ 10−3),
which could be a problem for winds of massive stars (see below). Finally, it should be noted
that in the above calculations including resonance scattering, Leutenegger et al (2007) were
able to fit the line profiles without any large reduction of themass-loss rate.

Reducing the mass-loss rates can naturally solve many of thediscrepancies mentioned
above since it leads to more symmetric and less blueshifted line profiles (see Owocki and Cohen
2001) as well as reduced and less wavelength-dependent opacities. Cohen et al (2006) strongly
advocate in favor of that solution following their analysisof ζ Ori. The trends detected by
Cohen et al (2009) and Wollman et al. (2009, in preparation) again favor this scenario. Such
a reduction of the mass-loss rate was also envisaged from results at other wavelengths (UV,
optical), some authors even proposing a decrease by one or two orders of magnitude (e.g.
Fullerton et al, 2006, see however remarks in Oskinova et al 2007). However, such a drastic
reduction of the mass-loss rates might be in conflict with theabsorption values measured for
high-mass X-ray binaries. Notably, to explain the X-ray observations, Watanabe et al (2006)
need a mass-loss rate of 1.5–2.0×10−6M⊙ yr−1 for the B0.5Ib primary of Vela X-1. More
reasonable decreases by a factor of a few (2–10) are now commonly envisaged, especially in
the context of (micro)clumping (see below and the outcome ofthe 2007 Potsdam meeting),
and they are compatible with fits to the X-ray lines - at least for ζ Pup (Cohen et al, 2009,
and Fig. 26) andζ Ori (Wollman et al. 2009, in preparation).

Because of the unstable line-driving mechanism propellingthe wind, it is expected
that the wind is not smooth. Indeed, evidence for clumping has been found observation-
ally: stochastic variability of optical lines associated with the wind (e.g. Eversberg et al
1998; Markova et al 2005), model atmosphere fits of UV lines (Bouret et al, 2005), temporal
and/or spectral properties of some high-mass X-ray binaries (Sako et al, 2003; van der Meer et al,
2005). A wind composed of dense clumps in a rarefied gas has twointeresting consequences.
First, a reduction of the mass-loss rate by a factor

√
f , where f is the volume filling factor

of these clumps. This reduction amounts to less than 10 and isthus not as drastic as those
mentioned above. Second, the possibility of leakage, resulting in reduced opacity and more
symmetric profiles, in the case of optically-thick clumps (Fig. 27). In this case, X-rays can
avoid absorption by the dense clumps if the radiation passesin the (nearly) empty space be-
tween them. The wind is then said to be porous and the opacity is no more atomic in nature,
i.e. determined by the plasma physical properties, but is rather geometric, i.e. it depends
only on the clump size and interclump distance. Feldmeier etal (2003) and Oskinova et al
(2006) have envisaged the consequences of such a structuredwind. Their model uses a
wind composed of hot parcels emitting X-rays and cool dense fragments compressed ra-
dially and responsible for the absorption. The line profile is severely affected, being less
broad and less blueshifted as well as more symmetric than in the homogeneous wind case
of equivalent mass-loss rate (Fig. 27). For optically thickclumps, the resulting opacity is ef-
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Fig. 26 Variation with wavelength of the opacityτ∗ derived from line-profile models of Owocki and Cohen
(2001) for the starζ Pup. The observations correspond to the dots, the dash-dot line represents a constant
opacity, the dashed line the opacity variation expected from the literature mass-loss rate and the solid line the
opacity variation for a reduced mass-loss rate. (Figure courtesy of D. Cohen)

fectively grey, and the line profile should thus be independent of wavelength. As the clumps
become more and more optically thin, the differences with a homogeneous wind decrease
and finally disappear. Forζ Pup, Oskinova et al (2006) showed that using the strongly re-
duced mass-loss rate suggested by Fullerton et al (2006) causes the blueshift to be too small
compared to observations. However, a porous wind with only moderate reduction of the
mass-loss provides good fits. Porosity can thus greatly helpin reducing the opacity and
getting wavelength-independent properties without a drastic reduction of the mass-loss rate
which could potentially be problematic. However, the origin and consequence of poros-
ity have been questioned by Owocki and Cohen (2006). These authors showed that, for a
clumped wind, the opacity depends on the so-called porositylengthl/ f wherel is the size
of the clumps andf the volume filling factor. For optically-thick clumps, the most favorable
case, getting symmetric lines requestsl/ f & r : either the clumps have large scales, or the
filling factor is small (hence the clump compression is high), or a combination of both is
needed. However, hydrodynamic simulations show that the line-driven instability leads to
small-scale (typicallyl ∼ 0.01R∗) and moderately compressed (f ∼ 0.1) clumps. A poros-
ity in agreement with the observations would thus have another origin than the intrinsic
instabilities of the wind. In addition, large clumps separated by large distances might lead to
significant temporal variability in the X-ray light curve, which is not detected. Finally, the
grey opacity contradicts the shallow but non-zero wavelength-dependence observed at least
in ζ Pup andζ Ori (Cohen et al 2009 and Wollman et al. 2009, in preparation). Therefore,
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Fig. 27 Left: Sketch of a porous wind (see Feldmeier et al 2003). Right: X-ray lines expected in a homoge-
neous wind and winds with optically-thick clumps (the fragmentation frequencyn0 represents the number of
clumps passing through some reference radius per unit time -data courtesy L. Oskinova).

the presence of large, optically-thick clumps can most probably be discarded. However, we
cannot rule out that smaller, less opaque clumps exist in thestellar winds.

Waldron and Cassinelli (2007) and Waldron and Cassinelli (2009) rather advocated for a
partial return of the magnetic corona hypothesis. More precisely, they assumed a wind-shock
model in the outer wind regions, where lines associated withlow-mass ions arise, combined
with a coronal model close to the star, which would produce the lines from the highly-
ionized high-mass species. As support for their combined idea, Waldron and Cassinelli (2007)
emphasized three annoying facts. First, the formation radii derived fromfir triplets agree
quite well with radii of optical depth unity, as could have been expected. If a decrease of
the mass-loss rate is considered, then one would have to explain why the formation region
lies much above the X-ray photosphere. Second, the radii derived fromfir triplets indicate, at
least for SiXIII , formation regions very close to the photosphere. In some cases, the small es-
timated radii might even disagree with the typical onset radius, 0.5R∗ above photosphere, of
the wind-shock model. Third, the high-mass ions systematically display smaller formation
radii than their lower-mass counterparts. At these small radii, the wind velocity is too low
to get the observed broad lines and high post-shock temperatures. Waldron and Cassinelli
(2009) proposed a theoretical model where plasmoids produced by magnetic reconnection
events are rapidly accelerated; they emphasized that theseplasmoids are not clumps but
“isolated magnetic rarefactions”. However, as mentioned above, Leutenegger et al (2006),
Cohen et al (2006) and Oskinova et al (2006) have challenged their radius calculations. An-
other caveat can be noted: Waldron and Cassinelli (2007) rely on the wind opacity calculated
as in Waldron (1984); in that model, the wind is supposed to have a temperature of 0.8×Teff

at any position in the wind, which leads to a high ionization throughout the wind, thereby
strongly reducing the opacity at low energies. However, such high temperatures at any radii
might not be entirely physical (see e.g. Macfarlane et al 1993). In a different context, we
will come back to the impact of magnetic fields on stellar winds in Sect. 4.6.

A more radical shift in thought was proposed by Pollock (2007). Up to now, it was
considered that particle interactions in winds take place through long-range Coulomb in-
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teractions. This explained the redistribution of momentumfrom a minority of UV-driven
ions to the rest of the flow. However, it seems that the mean free path for ion-ion Coulomb
collisions is not small (Pollock, 2007): forζ Ori, it is 0.1R∗ at 3R∗ above the photosphere
and 1R∗ at 10R∗. Therefore, Pollock (2007) proposes the shocks to be collisionless, like in
SNRs. Any dissipation of energy would occur through other phenomena, probably linked
to magnetic fields. In addition, the time scale for post-shock equilibrium appears very long
(corresponding to a flow distance of a few stellar radii for electrons), thereby suggesting that
no full equilibrium is ever established. In this model, the X-ray lines would arise far from
the star, through ion-ion interactions such as ionization and charge exchange. Pollock (2007)
claims that this would explain the faint continuum emissionat X-ray wavelengths (the elec-
trons being too cold for a significant bremsstrahlung in thisdomain) and the observed line
profiles. As the author mentions in his paper, a more quantitative assessment of this idea
must await a detailed modeling. It is however worth noting that collisionless shocks and
non-equilibrium phenomena were also proposed, although ina different context, by Zhekov
(2007, see below).

At present, it is still difficult to assert which solution applies best, or which combination
of the above is closer to reality. Certainly, this will be a task for the next generation of X-ray
facilities.

4.3 The case of early B-stars

The previous section focused on results derived from observations of O-type stars. However,
a sample of early B-type stars was also observed at high resolution with the current facilities.
In their case too, surprises are common and the overall picture appears quite contrasted.

While the X-ray lines of the O-type stars often appear broad,especially for luminous
objects with strong winds, the X-ray lines of B-type stars were found to be particularly
narrow, except for the B0I supergiantε Ori (see Fig. 25 and Table 5). These narrow lines
were reported to be symmetric and unshifted, with the exception of a possible asymmetry in
β Cen (Raassen et al, 2005). Thefir triplets usually favored formation radii at distances of
1.5–5R∗ from the star.

The hardness of the spectrum and the overall emission level were found to vary from star
to star (see Table 5). On the one hand,τ Sco emits hard X-rays and displays a clear overlumi-
nosity (Mewe et al, 2003; Cohen et al, 2003). This seems also to be the case ofθ1 Ori A and
E (Schulz et al, 2003). Note however that the presence of a low-mass companion toθ1 Ori E
(Herbig and Griffin, 2006) might lead to a revision of the above results for this star.

On the other hand, the X-ray emission from the B-type starsε Ori, θ Car, β Cru A,
Spica,β Cen, andβ Cep appears much softer. For the first four stars, the distributions of the
differential emission measure (DEM) as a function of temperature display peaks centered on
0.2–0.3 keV, with FWHMs of 0.1–0.3 keV, and without hard tails (Zhekov and Palla, 2007;
Nazé and Rauw, 2008). Hottest thermal components (0.6 keV)were detected forβ Cen,
β Cep, andβ Cru A but they are clearly not dominant (the main component isat about
0.2 keV for these objects, Raassen et al 2005; Favata et al 2008; Cohen et al 2008). The X-
ray emission levels are also much more modest, withLX −Lbol ratios of about−7 dex (see
Table 5).

Amongst the investigated B-stars were three knownβ Cephei pulsators:β Cru A,β Cen,
andβ Cep (Cohen et al, 2008; Raassen et al, 2005; Favata et al, 2008). While no significant
variation of the flux was detected for the latter two objects,β Cru A displays some variability
of its hard emission at the primary and tertiary pulsation periods. However, as the maxima
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Table 5 Observed properties of the high-resolution X-ray spectra of early B-type stars. An asterisk indicates
unresolved lines.

Name Sp. Type HWHM kT log(LX References
(km s−1) (keV) /Lbol)

ε Ori B0I ∼1000 0.2–0.3 Zhekov and Palla (2007)
τ Sco B0.2V 200–450 1.7 −6.3 Mewe et al (2003)

Cohen et al (2003)
θ Car B0.2V+late <400∗ 0.2 −7.0 Nazé and Rauw (2008)
β Cru A B0.5III+B2V 140 0.2 −7.7 Cohen et al (2008)
θ 1 Ori A B0.5V+A0 <160∗ >1.3a −6b Schulz et al (2003)

+lateB Stelzer et al (2005)
β Cep B1V <450∗ 0.2 −7.2 Favata et al (2008)
β Cen B1III <440∗ 0.2 −7.2 Raassen et al (2008)
Spica B1III-IV 0.2–0.3 Zhekov and Palla (2007)

a 70% of the X-ray flux come from hot plasma (i.e. withT >1.5×107 K (Schulz et al, 2003).
b Note that the flux values of Stelzer et al (2005) do not agree with those of Schulz et al (2003).

of the optical and X-ray light curves appear phase-shifted by a quarter of a period and as
the variability is of very modest amplitude, these changes need to be confirmed. The blue
stragglerθ Car, which is not a known pulsator, displays some variability but only on long-
term ranges (between ROSAT, Einstein and XMM-Newtonobservations, Nazé and Rauw
2008).

While the soft character of the X-ray emission and the valuesof the formation radii are
compatible with the wind-whock model described in Sect. 4.2, the narrow lines clearly con-
stitute a challenge for this scenario. Hard X-ray emission is also a problem in such objects
since they possess much weaker winds than O stars. The exact origin of the X-ray emission
of these B-type stars therefore remains a mystery up to now (see, e.g., the extensive discus-
sion in Cohen et al 2008) but some proposed explanations relyon the possible impact of a
magnetic field (see Sect. 4.6).

To conclude this section, a last comment on the peculiar caseof Be stars should be
made. One such star was studied in detail with CHANDRA: γ Cas (B0.5IV, Smith et al,
2004).γ Cas appears particularly bright in X-rays, although it is less luminous than X-ray
binaries. Its X-ray emission consists of a strong continuum(a bremsstrahlung withkT =
11−12 keV), some broad (HWHM∼600 km s−1) and symmetric X-ray lines from ionized
metals (an optically thin plasma with 4 components, with temperatures ranging from 0.15
to 12 keV), and fluorescence K features from iron and silicon.For the photoionized plasma,
different iron abundances were found for the hot and the warmcomponent, which might
indicate the presence of the FIP effect and at least point towards different emission sites.
In addition, while the warm and most of the hot components display similar absorption,
part of the hot component appears more strongly absorbed. Smith et al (2004) suggest that
these hard X-rays are seen through the dense regions of the Bedisk, while most of the X-
ray emission (warm+most of the hot plasma) is only absorbed by the stellar wind or the
outer, less dense regions of the disk. The presence of fluorescence features indeed suggests
that some cold gas is present close to the X-ray emission regions. Li et al (2008) further
presented models for generating X-rays in Be stars. According to these authors, the collision
of the magnetically channeled wind (see Sect. 4.6) with Be disks could explain the emission
of B-stars down to types B8 without the need for a companion.
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4.4 Do Wolf-Rayet stars emit X-rays?

Wolf-Rayet stars (WRs) are the evolved descendants of O-type stars. They come in three
“flavors”, WN, WC, and WO, which refer to spectra dominated bynitrogen, carbon, or oxy-
gen lines, respectively. In the evolutionary sequence of hot stars, WC and WO objects are
expected to correspond to later stages than WN stars, explaining their metal-rich composi-
tion. Both types display mass-loss rates on average ten times larger than for their O-type
progenitors. These winds, denser and enriched in metals, are much more opaque to X-rays
than those of O stars, especially in the WC case. One may thus naively expect WRs stars to
be less X-ray bright than O stars.

The first X-ray observations of WRs indeed provided results quite in contrast with those
of O-type stars. The detection fraction was much smaller forWRs and noLX − Lbol re-
lation was found for the detected objects (Wessolowski, 1996), although the latter fact
could be explained theoretically by assuming a particular relation of the X-ray flux on the
wind properties, and by taking into account the absorption by the dense, enriched winds
(Ignace and Oskinova, 1999). An overall view of the situation ten years ago was presented
by Pollock (1995) and Pollock et al (1995): only 20 WRs were clearly detected by ROSAT
(i.e. detection statisticλ >10), which corresponds to about 10% of the WRs listed in the
VIIth catalog of Galactic WRs (van der Hucht, 2001). Using this catalog, it appears that 7
of these stars belonged to the WC category, 12 were WN and 1 WN/WC; 6 of these were
supposedly single (4WN+1WC6+1WN/WC7), 4 were candidate binaries (3WN+1WC), and
10 were known binaries (5WN+5WC) at that time. As for O-type stars, WR binaries appear
brighter than single objects, most probably because of wind-wind interactions (see Sect.
4.5). In addition, WN stars were found to be on average four times brighter than WC stars.

With so few WRs detected, small number statistics could biasthe results; investigations
with higher sensitivity were thus crucially needed in orderto settle the question about the
intrinsic strength of the WR X-ray emission. About 20% of thepresumably single WCs
were observed using ASCA, XMM-Newton, or CHANDRA: WR60, 111, 114, 118, 121, 144
(Oskinova et al, 2003) and WR5, 57, 90, 135 (Skinner et al, 2006a). These studies now place
stringent constraints on the intrinsic emission of WC objects, with limits on log[LX/Lbol] be-
tween−7.4 and−9.1 (Table 6). This suggests that either there is no intrinsic X-ray emission
in WRs of WC type, which would be surprising because of the presence of radiatively-driven
winds similar to O-stars (see Sect. 4.2), or that the emission takes place deep in the wind
and is then completely absorbed.

The case of single WN stars is less clear-cut (Table 6). On theone hand, a few putatively
single WN-type objects were found to be clear X-ray emittersin recent observations. WR6
and WR110 are rather bright (Lunabs

X ∼ 5× 1032 erg s−1) and display two main thermal
components at 0.5 and>3 keV (Skinner et al, 2002b,a). For WR46, 3 temperatures provide
the best fit: 0.15, 0.6 and 2–3 keV (Gosset et al. 2009, in preparation). The high temperature
is quite unusual for single objects and is not predicted by shocked wind models - it is rather
reminiscent of X-ray emission from interacting winds. The observed variations in the optical
(WR6 and WR46) or in X-rays (WR46 and WR110) also suggest a possible binary nature
for these stars. However, WR147 displays hints of a non-zeroX-ray emission associated
with the WR component (Pittard et al, 2002) and WR1 presents asoft spectrum, with little
emission above 4 keV, in contrast to the three previous objects (Ignace et al, 2003). In the

6 This object is WR111, whose clear detection was subsequently challenged (Oskinova et al, 2003). It now
appears that this old detection was a false alarm.

7 This object is WR20a, subsequently found to be a very massivebinary of type WN6ha+WN6ha
(Rauw et al, 2004).
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Table 6 X-ray properties of suspected single Wolf-Rayet stars in our Galaxy. Quoted luminosities correspond
to observed values, i.e. without dereddening, for detectedobjects and to upper limits for undetected stars.
The letters H and P in the remarks column indicate the presence of a hard tail (or hot component) and
of periodicities (either in optical, X-rays, or both), respectively. Note that the quoted limits correspond to
different significance levels (e.g. conservative estimatefrom Gosset et al 2005 vs 1-σ in Oskinova et al 2003).

Name Sp. Type LX (erg s−1) log(LX/Lbol) Remarks References

Detected Wolf-Rayet stars (XMM-Newton and CHANDRA)
WR1 WN4 2.0×1032 −6.6 P Ignace et al (2003)
WR3 WN3 2.5×1032 −6.8 Oskinova (2005)
WR6 WN4 1.7×1032 −6.6 HP Skinner et al (2002b)
WR20b WN6 1.6×1033 −6.2 H Nazé et al (2008a)
WR42d WN5 4.0×1032 −6.7 Oskinova (2005)
WR44a WN5 1.6×1031 −8.1 Oskinova (2005)
WR46 WN3 2.4×1032 −7.0 P Gosset et al., in prep.
WR110 WN5 7.2×1031 −7.1 HP Skinner et al (2002a)
WR136 WN6 7.9×1030 −8.8 Oskinova (2005)
WR152 WN3 3.2×1031 −7.3 Oskinova (2005)
Other detected Wolf-Rayet stars (ROSAT)
WR2a WN2 7.9×1031 −7.3 Oskinova (2005)
WR7 WN4 2.0×1032 −6.6 Oskinova (2005)
WR18 WN5 2.5×1032 −6.9 Oskinova (2005)
WR78 WN7 1.3×1031 −8.7 Oskinova (2005)
WR79a WN9 7.9×1031 −7.7 Oskinova (2005)
Undetected Wolf-Rayet stars
WR5 WC6 < 9.3×1030 < −7.7 Skinner et al (2006a)
WR16 WN8 < 1.0×1030 < −8.9 Oskinova (2005)
WR40 WN8 < 4.0×1031 < −7.6 Gosset et al (2005)
WR57 WC8 < 8.9×1030 < −8.1 Skinner et al (2006a)
WR60 WC8 < −8.2 Oskinova et al (2003)
WR61 WN5 < 5.0×1030 < −8.1 Oskinova (2005)
WR90 WC7 < 1.9×1030 < −8.7 Skinner et al (2006a)
WR111 WC5 < −7.8 Oskinova et al (2003)
WR114 WC5 < −9.2 Oskinova et al (2003)
WR118 WC9 < −7.4 Oskinova et al (2003)
WR121 WC9 < −7.4 Oskinova et al (2003)
WR124 WN8 < 2.0×1032 < −6.6 P Oskinova (2005)
WR135 WC8 < 6.6×1029 < −9.1 Skinner et al (2006a)
WR144 WC4 < −7.4 Oskinova et al (2003)
WR157 WN5 < 4.0×1031 < −7.9 Oskinova (2005)

a In a recent poster, Skinner et al (2008b) presented the first results from CHANDRA observations of WR2
(LX =1.3×1032 erg s−1, log[LX/Lbol]=−6.9), but also of WR24 (WN6,LX =9.5×1032 erg s−1, log[LX/Lbol]=−7.0),
and WR134 (WN6,LX =2.7×1032 erg s−1, log[LX/Lbol]=−6.8). As these authors consider their analysis preliminary, we
prefer to include it only in a note.

latter case, the possible presence of an absorption edge dueto ionized sulfur further indicates
absorption unrelated to the neutral ISM and rather linked tothe hot wind: the X-ray emission
would thus occur at some depth inside the wind. Ignace et al (2003) therefore proposed that
the X-ray emission of WR1 would be typical of single WN objects and could explain the
soft part of the spectra of WR6 and 110. On the other hand, WR40remained undetected
in a 20ks XMM-Newtonobservation (Gosset et al, 2005). This was quite surprisingsince
this object is strongly variable in the optical domain and the changes are attributed to the
unstable stellar wind: on the basis of the wind-shock model,WR40 was thus expected to be a
moderate X-ray emitter. However, its non-detection yieldsa (very) conservative upper limit
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on its log[LX/Lbol] of −7.6, about one order of magnitude below that of O-type stars and
similar to the limits found for WCs. To reconcile the detection of WR1 and the invisibility
of WR40, one might have to consider the structure of their winds in detail. The ratioṀ/v∞,
which intervenes in the estimation of the wind density, is 13times larger for WR40; this
difference is however slightly attenuated by the larger radius of WR40. In addition, WR1
presents an earlier spectral type, and its wind is consequently more ionized, i.e. less opaque.
Indeed, WR1 and WR40 are not similar objects, as far as their wind and stellar properties
are concerned, and their X-ray emission could thus well differ. Finally, differences in wind
porosity/clumping might also impact the detection level ofWRs. Contrary to WCs, whose
winds invariably present large optical depths, the WN starsdisplay a wider variety, in the
visible as well as in X-rays: individual modeling is thus probably necessary for each case.

The first detection of a WO star, WR142, revealed a rather faint source with an inferred
LX/Lbol ratio of only 10−8 (e.g. similar to the upper limits on non-detections of otherWRs,
see above and Oskinova et al, 2009). The faintness of the source prevented any detailed
spectral analysis but the hardness ratio clearly indicatesa high temperature for the X-ray
source which cannot be explained by the wind-shock model. This puzzling result might
require to consider magnetic activity as a source of X-rays in WRs (Oskinova et al, 2009).

While most of the studies have been performed for galactic objects, Guerrero and Chu
(2008a,b) as well as Guerrero et al (2008) presented a first analysis of the X-ray emission of
WRs belonging to the LMC. From the available ROSAT, CHANDRA, and XMM-Newton
observations, which cover more than 90% of the known WRs in the LMC, only 32 objects
(out of 125) were detected. They are mostly binaries: about half of the known WR bina-
ries were observed as X-ray sources whereas the detection rate is only 10% for supposedly
single objects. Many similarities with the Galactic case were found: non-detection of single
WC stars, preferential detection of binaries. However, some clear differences were also dis-
covered: larger values for the X-ray luminosities andLX/Lbol ratios. While more sensitive
data are certainly needed to confirm these trends, it remainsto be seen whether these obser-
vations could be linked to the lower opacity of the winds in the low-metallicity environment
of the LMC.

4.5 Interacting winds in hot binaries

It is well established that hot massive stars possess strongstellar winds. Therefore, if two
such stars form a close pair, an interaction between the winds can be expected. The inter-
action region is likely to be planar if the winds are of equal strength or it will rather appear
cone-like if the winds are different (with the weaker wind inside the cone, Fig. 28). As the
winds flow at tremendous speeds before colliding, the gas is heated to high temperatures:
kT = (3/16)mv2, which is about 4.7 keV assuming a wind of solar composition and a typi-
cal wind velocity of 2000 km s−1 (Stevens et al, 1992). Plasma with such temperatures can
only be observed in the high-energy domain, and X-rays thus constitute the best means to
study this phenomenon. It must be noted that before the advent of sensitive X-ray facilities,
only a handful of wind-wind interactions had been investigated in depth.

Theoretically, the wind-wind interactions introduced above can be separated in two
classes, depending on the importance of cooling in the post-shock gas. To quantify this,
one introduces the cooling parameterχ , defined as the ratio between the cooling time of the
post-shock gas and the typical escape time from the shock region. It can be expressed as
χ = v4D/Ṁ where the wind velocityv is in units of 1000 km s−1, the distanceD from the
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Fig. 28 Shape of the wind-wind interaction region derived from pressure equilibrium, for different wind
momentum ratiosR. For two winds of equal strengths (R= 1), the equilibrium occurs in a plane in-between
the two stars; when the winds differ, the interaction regiontakes a more conical shape and begins to fold
around the star with the weaker wind.

star to the shock8 in 107 km, and the mass-loss ratėM in 10−7 M⊙ yr−1. For χ ≪ 1, the
gas cools rapidly and the collision is to be considered as radiative. This situation generally
occurs in short-period binaries. In this case, hydrodynamic models predict that instabilities
arise in the interaction region, making the collision quiteturbulent, and the X-ray luminosity
then follows a relation of the formLX ∝ Ṁv2 (Stevens et al, 1992). Forχ ≥ 1, the collision
is adiabatic, the interaction thus appears smoother and theX-ray luminosity rather scales as
LX ∝ Ṁ2v−3/2D−1. This behaviour is preferentially expected for long-period binaries.

According to the above considerations, several observational hints for the presence of a
wind-wind interaction can be expected. First, this phenomenon provides an additional source
of X-rays, on top of the intrinsic stellar contributions: such systems should thus appear over-
luminous. Indeed, the first X-ray observations showed that hot binaries are on average more
luminous than single stars (e.g. Pollock 1987; Chlebowski and Garmany 1991). There are
indications that this overluminosity might increase with the combined bolometric luminos-
ity of the system (Linder et al, 2006). This could be readily explained if one considers that
the winds are radiatively-driven: larger luminosities mean stronger winds, hence stronger
wind-wind interactions. Second, because of the high speedsof these winds which are collid-
ing face-on, the X-ray emission should appear harder than the typical emission from O-type

8 This distance can be found by considering the ram pressure equilibrium between the two flows. Con-
sidering the wind properties of the two stars (noted 1 and 2 inthe following for the primary and secondary,
respectively), the ratio of the separations between the shock and the star, measured along the binary axis, is
D1
D2

=
√

Ṁ1v1
Ṁ2v2

= R (the wind momentum ratio, see Fig. 28, Stevens et al, 1992).
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stars (kT of 1–10 keV vs 0.3–0.7 keV). However, it should be noted that these first two cri-
teria are not sufficient for ascertaining the presence of a wind-wind interaction in a given
system, as other phenomena also produce additional hard X-ray emission (e.g. magnetically
channeled winds, see Sect. 4.6). Finally, further evidencefor the presence of a wind-wind
interaction comes from the detection of modulations of the high-energy emission with or-
bital phase. These phase-locked variations are produced bychanging absorption along the
line-of-sight and/or changing separation in eccentric binaries.

Absorption changes occur as the interaction region is alternatively observed through the
wind of one or the other star. These variations are indeed best seen in systems containing
two very different winds, e.g. WR+O binaries. The most famous system in this category is
definitelyγ2Vel (WC8+O7.5III,P=78.5 d). Willis et al (1995) reported on multiple ROSAT
observations of the system: they observed a recurrent strong increase of the observed X-
ray emission when the O-type companion was in front of the WR star. This increase was
detected in the “hard” ROSAT band, i.e. 0.5–2.5 keV9, and was interpreted as due to re-
duced absorption when the interaction region is seen through the less dense and less metal-
rich (thus less opaque) O-star wind. The width of the light-curve peak was further related
to an opening angle of about 50◦ for the shock cone. Short-term variations, detected by
ASCA (Stevens et al, 1996), provide evidence for instabilities linked to the interaction re-
gion. Using high-resolution spectra, Schild et al (2004) and Henley et al (2005) showed that
the X-ray emission was produced far from the UV sources (broad lines, largef/i ratio). The
spectrum of the hot plasma was fitted with 3 temperatures, interpreted as coming from dif-
ferent regions (Schild et al, 2004): 0.25 keV (with constantabsorption, this flux should be
emitted far in the winds), 0.65 and 1.8 keV (both along the shock cone, the observed absorp-
tion decreasing when the line-of-sight lies inside the shock cone). For the latter components,
reproducing exactly the change in the absorbing column proved rather difficult: either a de-
crease of a factor of four in the mass-loss rate is needed (microclumping, porosity?), or a
change in the abundances (hints of a neon enrichment, suggesting a mix of O and WR ma-
terial for the emitting plasma). Regarding the overall properties of the spectra, it must be
noted that different metals sometimes yield different plasma temperatures, suggesting that
non-equilibrium ionization could be present inγ2Vel (Henley et al, 2005).

Similar effects are seen in a few other systems. In the eccentric system WR22 (WN+O7-
9, P=80.3 d), no emission is present at soft energies, but the fluxat medium energies (0.7–
2 keV) varies strongly due to changes in absorption (Gosset et al. 2009, submitted). The
minimum absorption occurs when the O-type star is in front ofthe WR: as forγ2Vel, the
interaction region is then seen through the less opaque windof the companion. The be-
haviour of the absorption at other phases can be qualitatively understood if one considers
the interaction region to dive deeper and deeper inside the WR wind, as seen from Earth.
Outside our Galaxy, a similar phenomenon might occur in the peculiar system HD 5980
(WR+WR, Nazé et al 2007a). Binaries composed of two O stars can also undergo similar
absorption changes, although of smaller amplitude. The small decrease of the soft X-ray
flux of Plaskett’s star (O7.5I+O6I,P = 14.4 d) and HD 93403 (O5.5I+O7V,P = 15.1 d)
can be explained by the optically thicker wind of the primarystar obscuring our view to
the interaction region (Linder et al 2006; Rauw et al 2002b, respectively). Absorption ef-
fects have also been proposed for HD 165052 (O6.5V+O6.5V, Corcoran, 1996) and 29
CMa (O8.5I+O9.7V, Berghöfer and Schmitt 1995 - although inthis case it should concern

9 Quite surprisingly, very soft (0.1–0.5 keV) emission was also detected inγ2Vel but, as it seems stable
with phase, it must be produced quite far in the winds, where the absorption is low. Since no single WC star
was ever detected in X-rays (see Sect. 4.4), this soft flux canprobably not be considered as intrinsic to the
WR star.
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Minimum
Separation

WR in front

Fig. 29 Left: X-ray light curves of WR 25 in different energy bands. At minimum separation (φ=0) the hard
and medium fluxes are maximum, while the soft flux is minimum (or the absorption is maximum) when the
Wolf-Rayet star is in front. Right: The observed hard X-ray flux as a function of the inverse of the relative
separation between the stars (r divided by the semi-major axisa). Figures adapted from Gosset (2007), which
rely on XMM-Newtondata.

the intrinsic emission of the stars, since there is apparently no overluminosity typical of an
interacting region).

A changing separation in eccentric systems can also be responsible for a phase-locked
modulation of the wind-wind X-ray emission. In adiabatic situations (whereLX ∝ Ṁ2v−3/2D−1),
the stars are rather distant from one another and the stellarwinds have plenty of time to reach
their terminal velocity before interacting. Therefore, novariation in the wind speed is ex-
pected and changes in the X-ray luminosity can be attributedto the varying distance between
the stars and the shock zone. As theory predicts a 1/D effect (see equation above), the intrin-
sic X-ray flux is expected to be maximum at periastron, where the plasma density is higher.
Such a variation has now been observed in several systems: WR25 (WN+O4,P= 208 d, see
Fig. 29, Gosset 2007), HD 93205 (O3.5V+O8V,P= 6.1 d, Antokhin et al 2003), HD 93403
(O5.5I+O7V,P = 15.1 d, Rauw et al 2002b). However, it must be noted that in other ec-
centric systems, likeγ2Vel and WR22, the hard X-ray flux is found to be constant, without
evidence for a 1/D variation (Rauw et al 2000, Gosset et al. 2009, submitted). The flux of
the long-period binary WR140 (WC7+O4–5,P= 7.94 yr,e= 0.88) rises towards periastron
but then decreases suddenly as the WR star passes in front of the O-type star and its dense
wind occults both the companion and the wind-wind interaction (Corcoran, 2003). However,
the flux does not follow perfectly the expected 1/D variation (Pollock et al, 2002), maybe
because the collision becomes radiative near pariastron orbecause of the energy lost to ac-
celerate non-thermal particles at that time (Pittard and Dougherty, 2006). Interestingly, this
system is one of the few where changes of the profiles of the X-ray lines have been detected.
Pollock et al (2005) report broad and blueshifted (−600 km s−1) lines before periastron and
even wider but slightly redshifted lines just after periastron. Such line profile changes clearly
deserve an in-depth study: future X-ray facilities might help detect them for a wide range of
interacting wind systems and the observations might then becompared to model predictions,
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see e.g. those of Henley et al (2003). It is worth noting that hints of a collisionless nature
of the wind-wind shock as well as evidence for non-equilibrium ionization were reported
for WR140 by Pollock et al (2005) and Zhekov and Skinner (2000). Similar clues were also
found for WR147 (Zhekov, 2007).

In the case of a radiative interaction (LX ∝ Ṁv2), the stars are closer to each other and
the stellar winds are still in the acceleration zone when they interact. Therefore, the interac-
tion occurs at lower speeds at periastron than at apastron: following the equation above, the
X-ray flux should thus be minimum at periastron. A good example of this case is Cyg OB2
#8A (O6If+O5.5III(f), P= 21.9 d, De Becker et al 2006) where the flux and plasma temper-
ature present a minimum close to periastron. This is probably also the case of HD 152248
(O7.5III(f)+O7III(f), P = 5.8 d, Sana et al 2004). Note that this idea can be applied on a
more global scale, with longer-period systems permitting more acceleration for the wind
thereby explaining their larger X-ray overluminosities (Linder et al, 2006) - of course, this
is valid only in the radiative regime (i.e. up toP ∼ 10–20 d): for longer periods, the 1/D
effect dominates.

A last case of wind interaction occurs when one of the star haslittle, if any, mass-loss
rate. In this case, the wind of one star crashes onto the photosphere of its companion (or
close to it): the X-ray emitting region thus roughly corresponds to the hemisphere facing the
primary star. Such a possibility was envisaged to explain the peculiar shape of the light curve
of CPD−41◦7742 (O9V+B1-1.5V,P = 2.4 d, Sana et al 2005). From a non-zero value, the
count rate smoothly increases during a quarter of the orbit;this is followed by an equally
smooth decrease during the next quarter of the orbit; when the maximum flux should be
reached, a narrow dip makes the light curve come back to its original level. This level cor-
responds to the intrinsic emission of the two stars; the broad peak occurs when the X-ray
emitting hemisphere comes slowly into view as the system rotates (an effect analogous to
the lunar phases); the narrow drop corresponds to an X-ray eclipse when the primary occults
the secondary (with an inclination of 77◦, the system is seen nearly edge-on). Such a phe-
nomenon can be expected for other O+B systems, but has not yetbeen specifically searched
for.

Further evidence for X-rays associated with a wind-wind interaction is the spatial ex-
tension of the high-energy source. Indeed, the X-ray emission is not point-like but occurs in
an extended region close to the stagnation point (the intersection of the shock with the bi-
nary axis). Unfortunately, spatial resolution is still limited and one did not expect any direct
evidence of this extension to be found with either XMM-Newtonor CHANDRA. However,
an indirect signature for the source extension was detectedin a few systems. For example,
in WR22, it is necessary to take extension into account to closely model the absorption at
the most absorbed phase (Gosset et al. 2009, submitted). Such an effect could also help for
a better modeling of absorption inγ2Vel (Schild et al, 2004). In the very massive eclipsing
binary WR20a (WN6ha+WN6ha,P=3.7 d, Nazé et al 2008a), the X-ray emission brightens
during the optical eclipse: the lack of an X-ray eclipse is directly related to a non-zero ex-
tension of the X-ray emission; furthermore, the brightening requires the collision zone to
be rather opaque when seen edge-on (which happens a quarter of phase after/before the
eclipse). Finally,directevidence for source extension was found in CHANDRA observations
of WR147 (WN8+OB, see Pittard et al 2002 and Fig. 30). This second closest WR system
(the closest one beingγ2Vel) has been resolved at both radio and IR wavelengths: the non-
thermal radio source corresponding to the wind-wind interaction lies 0.58′′ north of the WR
star and the OB companion is located 0.06” further away. The size of the observed X-ray
emission is about 70% larger than the CHANDRA point spread function and its position does
not correspond to that of the WR star. No other possibility than wind-wind collision can
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Fig. 30 The emission from WR147, with X-ray contours (thick lines) superimposed on radio contours (thin
lines, figure reprinted from Pittard et al 2002). The two crosses give the positions of the stars: the WR star
is to the south, the O star to the north. The WR star is associated with the southern radio source, while the
elongated radio source to the north is non-thermal radio emission from the wind-wind collision. The X-ray
emission, which is extended, is not co-spatial with the WR star but is likely associated with the wind-wind
interaction.

explain such observations and these data thus constitute important evidence showing the
reality of the phenomenon. It should be noted that the best fitto the observations considers
a main component associated with the extended interaction zone plus weaker contributions
from the point-like stars: in this case, the WR star should thus have intrinsic, non-zero X-ray
emission (see Sect. 4.4 for further discussion on this subject).

A strange feature discovered in two interacting systems of type WC+O (γ2 Vel, Schild et al
2004, andθ Mus, Sugawara et al 2008) must also be mentioned: the presence of narrow ra-
diative recombination continua (RRC) associated with highly ionized carbon. It indicates
that cool gas (kT = a few eV) is present not far from the X-ray sources. Its originis not
yet clear: because of the lack of phase-locked variations, Schild et al (2004) favor recombi-
nation occurring far in the winds or far out in the post-collision flow while Sugawara et al
(2008) suggest that the RRC feature displays a similar shiftas the X-ray lines arising from
the hot plasma of the wind-wind interaction.
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Once that clear evidence was found for wind-wind interactions, a better modeling was at-
tempted. Indeed, when well understood, such interactions can help probe the stellar wind pa-
rameters, which are notoriously difficult to estimate (e.g.Antokhin et al 2004; De Becker et al
2006). However, one should not forget that there is more thanjust one interaction in the sys-
tem: there are the stars. This has two consequences. First, for a meaningful comparison,
the modeled wind-wind contribution should always be added to the stars’ intrinsic high-
energy emissions. Indeed, the predicted changes are generally larger than the observed ones
since the stellar X-rays dilute the variations of the interaction emission (e.g. HD 152248,
Sana et al 2004). Second, wind acceleration needs to be cautiously modeled. Indeed, in hot
stars, the winds are accelerated by UV radiation; in hot binaries, there are two sources of UV
photons: along the binary axis, the stellar winds might hence not be accelerated to their full
strength (a process called radiative inhibition) and, in asymmetric systems (e.g. WR+O), the
strongest wind might even suddenly decelerate as it approaches the companion (a process
called sudden radiative braking). Such braking effects alter the wind velocity, hence the X-
ray emission: the flux and plasma temperature will be lower than expected. Observational
evidence for that process is still quite elusive in the X-raydomain. Forγ2Vel, Henley et al
(2005) used a geometrical model (with X-ray emission along acone revolving with the
orbital period) to reproduce the observed unshifted line profiles: they found that the latter
could only be fitted with a half-opening angle of 85◦, i.e. much more than the 25◦ expected
on the basis of the shape of the X-ray light curve. This resultwas interpreted as a possible
consequence of sudden radiative braking close to the O star.

Finally, a last remark must be made: not all hot binaries display X-ray bright interactions
and this is not solely due to the type of performed observations (a short snapshot prohibiting
the production of light curves, contrary to a dedicated monitoring). In NGC 6231, only
HD 152248 and CPD−41◦7742 present a clear overluminosity in theLX − Lbol diagram,
although several other binary systems exist in the cluster (Sana et al, 2006). In the case of
ι Orionis (Pittard et al, 2000), no significant variation of the X-ray emission was detected
between periastron and apastron observations, although they were eagerly expected. The
reasons for these differences are unclear, and definitely require more investigation.

4.6 Hot magnetic objects

Up to recent years, magnetic fields were quite an elusive subject for hot stars. Indeed, hot
stars lack outer convection zones, and there seemed to be no correlation between X-ray
emission and rotation rate (as seen in cool stars). However,magnetism had been proposed
to explain the variability of some peculiar objects, e.g.θ1 Ori C, and it was also needed for
producing the non-thermal radio emission observed in a few hot systems. Direct evidence
for its presence is difficult to find as the broadening of the stellar lines in the spectra of
hot stars prevents the direct observation of Zeeman splitting. However, the Zeeman effect
also induces polarization of light and it was finally throughspectropolarimetric studies that
magnetic fields were first detected in 2002 (θ1 Ori C, Donati et al 2002). More efforts to
search for magnetic fields are currently under way (Bouret etal, 2008; Hubrig et al, 2008;
Petit et al, 2008; Schnerr et al, 2008). Table 7 summarizes the current status of magnetic
field detections in hot stars.

To study the impact of a magnetic field on the stellar winds, hydrodynamical model-
ing was undertaken (ud-Doula and Owocki, 2002). It revealedthat the crucial factor is the
importance of magnetic energy relative to the kinetic energy of the wind, better evaluated
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Table 7 Properties of magnetic stars earlier than B1 (a ’+’ in the spectral type indicates the presence of companions). The dipolar field strength is quoted when available; if
absent, the values ofη were calculated by assuming the observed field strength to bethe dipolar one. Quoted X-ray temperatures correspond to the main component.

Name Sp. Type Bobs Bdip vsini v∞ R∗ Ṁ kT HWHM log(LX η Ref.
(G) (G) (km s−1) (R⊙) (M⊙ yr−1) (keV) (km s−1) /Lbol)

9 Sgr O4V+ 211±57 128 2950 16.0 2.4×10−6 0.26 500–1600 −6.4 0.3 1,2
HD 148937 O5.5f?p −276±88 45 2600 15.0 . 10−7 0.2 873 −6.0 13 2,3
θ 1 Ori C † O5.5V+ 1060±90 24 2980 8.3 1.4×10−6 2.5–3 300 −6.0 3.6 4

O7V+ 2760 9.1 5.5×10−7 12
HD 191612 O6.5f?p– 1500 45 2700 14.5 1.6×10−6 0.2–0.3 900 −6.1..2 21 5

–O8fp+
HD 36879 O7V 180±52 163 2170–2400 10 4×10−7 0.6–0.7 6
HD 155806 O7.5Ve −115±37 91 2390 8.9 2×10−7 soft −6.7∗ 0.4 7
HD 152408 O8I −89±29 85 955–2200 31 5–12×10−6 < −7.3∗ 0.05–0.3 8
ζ Ori A O9.7I 61±10 110 2100 25.0 1.4–1.9×10−6 0.2 850 −7.1 0.11–0.15 9
τ Sco B0.2V 300 everywhere 5 2000 5.2 2×10−8 0.6 200–450 −6.5 12 10
NU Ori B0.5V+ 650±200 225 0.2 −6.7 55 ‡ 11
ξ 1 CMa B0.5-1III 306 20 1518 7.1 1.9×10−8 0.3∗ −6.6∗ 31 12
β Cep B1V+ 360±40 27 800–1500 6.9 10−9 0.2 <450 −7.2 790–1481 13

∗ ROSAT observations (from Berghöfer et al 1996).
† The two lines correspond respectively to the hot and cool models of Gagné et al (2005b).
‡ Assuming the same values of radius, mass-loss rate and terminal velocity as forτ Sco.
References: (1) Rauw et al (2002a), (2) Hubrig et al (2008), (3) Nazé et al (2008b,c), (4) Donati et al (2002), Gagné et al(2005b), (5) Donati et al (2006a), Nazé et al
(2007b, 2008b), Howarth et al (2007), (6) Hubrig et al (2008), Prinja et al (1990), Vilkoviskii and Tambovtseva (1992), (7) Hubrig et al (2008), Prinja et al (1990),
Chlebowski and Garmany (1991), Berghöfer et al (1996), Martins et al (2005), (8) Hubrig et al (2008), Prinja et al (1990), Vilkoviskii and Tambovtseva (1992),
Chlebowski and Garmany (1991), Berghöfer et al (1996), (9)Raassen et al (2008), Bouret et al (2008), (10) Mewe et al (2003), Cohen et al (2003), Donati et al (2006b),
(11) Stelzer et al (2005), Petit et al (2008), (12) Cassinelli et al (1994), Hubrig et al (2006), (13) Henrichs et al (2000), Favata et al (2008)
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through the use of a wind confinement parameter

η =
B2

eqR
2
∗

Ṁv∞
. (21)

If η ≪1, the field is weak and the outflowing wind remains rather unaltered; ifη >1, the
field is strong enough to channel the wind towards the stellarequator. In the latter case, it
must be noted that no stable disk forms. The head-on collision of the two channeled wind
streams at the equator heats the gas to high temperatures: asfor interacting wind binaries,
hard X-ray emission should thus be produced. In addition, since the phenomenon occurs
quite close to the photosphere, in shocked plasma with little radial velocity, the lines of the
emitting hot plasma are expected to be narrow (σ <250 km s−1) and only slightly blueshifted
(−100 to 0 km s−1, Gagné et al 2005b). Finally, if the magnetic and rotational axes differ, a
periodic modulation of the X-ray emission should be observed, as the region of magnetically
confined wind is alternatively observed edge-on/face-on (though this modulation can be of
limited amplitude depending on the characteristics of the system, see e.g. Favata et al 2008).

θ1 Ori C was observed at four phases with CHANDRA gratings and also at medium reso-
lution in the framework of the COUP campaign (Gagné et al 2005b, see errata in Gagné et al
2005a). The observed spectrum is indeed quite hard, with a dominant temperature at 2.5–
3 keV, and a second, much weaker component at 0.7 keV. Flux variations of about 30% are
detected, with a simultaneous maximum of X-ray and Hα emissions when the “disk” is
seen face-on; a slightly larger absorption column is also observed when the “disk” is seen
edge-on. Most X-ray lines are narrow (350 km s−1, slightly larger than predicted) but the
broader lines (e.g. OVIII ) correspond to a cooler plasma and their formation could thus
be explained by the “usual” wind-shock model. Moreover, theline centroids are on aver-
age close to 0 km s−1, though slightly variable (from a small blueshift of−75 km s−1 when
seen face-on to a redshift of+125 km s−1when edge-on). Finally, the comparison of the line
triplets from He-like ions suggests a formation region veryclose to the stellar surface, at
radial distancesr = 1.6− 2.1R∗. All in all, the case ofθ1 Ori C is well explained by the
hydrodynamical models.

This is also the case forτ Sco, whose magnetic field was detected by Donati et al (2006b)
shortly after high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy had revealed its striking similarities to
θ1 Ori C: narrow (HWHM of 200–450 km s−1) and unshifted lines, hard emission (strong
component atkT = 1.7 keV), clear overluminosity, X-ray formation region atr=1–3R∗
(Mewe et al, 2003; Cohen et al, 2003). The magnetic field geometry is however much more
complex than a simple dipole, and MHD simulations still needto be performed to check if
the agreement is also quantitative.

One can now easily imagine a whole continuum of magnetic effects in massive stars.
On the one hand, strong magnetic confinement (η ≫ 1) will produce hard X-rays, narrow
lines, a large overluminosity, and a clear periodic modulation, as exemplified byθ1 Ori C.
On the other hand, small magnetic confinement will not affectthe X-ray emission, which
keeps its usual properties from the wind-shock model (soft X-rays, broader lines, constant
emission, and log[LX/Lbol] ∼ −7, see Sect. 4.2). This other extreme would be represented
by ζ Ori A, whose magnetic field is very weak (Bouret et al, 2008) and which displays a
“normal” X-ray emission (see Sect. 4.2.2). In between thosetwo extreme cases, a whole
range of possibilities opens up, which still needs to be tested.

In view of the surprising spectra of early B-type stars, which cannot be explained by
the current wind-shock model (see Sect. 4.3), magnetic fields are often seen as a potential
solution. Indeed, B-type stars possess weaker stellar winds than O-stars and even small mag-
netic fields can produce large magnetic confinements, as exemplified by β Cep (Table 7 and
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Favata et al 2008). Magnetically channeled winds naturallyproduce the observed narrow
X-ray lines and the observed formation radii are compatiblewith this scenario. However,
detailed MHD simulations are still missing, as well as sensitive polarimetric observations
of problematic B-stars (θ Car,β Cru). It remains to be seen if the variety of temperatures
and luminosities can also be reproduced by such models, e.g.hard and bright X-rays for
τ Sco (withη ∼ 10) vs. soft emission without overluminosity forβ Cep (which has a larger
η ∼ 1000).

The magnetic models were, however, less successful in some cases. For example, the
non-thermal radio emitter 9 Sgr, discussed above, displaysa high-resolution X-ray spec-
trum quite typical of “normal” O-type stars (lowkT, broad and slightly blueshifted lines,
see Rauw et al 2002a) although its magnetic field is significant (Hubrig et al, 2008). In-
deed, wind-wind interactions most probably play a role in this system, and a full modeling
taking into account both magnetic fields and colliding windsshould help understand the
high-energy characteristics of 9 Sgr. The problems are morecritical for the Of?p stars. This
category gathers at least three peculiar Galactic stars: HD108, HD 191612, and HD 148937
(Walborn, 1972, 1973). To explain their cyclic variabilityin the optical domain, a mag-
netic oblique rotator model was proposed. Indeed, a magnetic field has been detected for
HD 191612 (Donati et al, 2006a) and HD 148937 (Hubrig et al, 2008), and the derived con-
finement parameters are large, with values similar to or larger than forθ1 Ori C (Table 7).
In the X-ray domain, all three stars present similar spectrabut their properties do not fully
agree with the predictions of the magnetic models (Nazé et al, 2004, 2007a, 2008b,c). On
the positive side, two similarities withθ1 Ori C can be underlined: a large overluminosity
(an order of magnitude compared to the “canonical” relation) and the flux variations of
HD 191612, in phase with those of the optical emissions. In addition, although the overall
flux is soft, a second thermal component at 1–3 keV is present but it is of reduced intensity
(it only accounts for 30% of the intrinsic flux) and it can certainly not explain the overlumi-
nosity. On the negative side, these stars display soft spectra with a dominant component at
0.2–0.3 keV, as expected for “typical” O-type stars (see Sect. 4.1.2), and broad X-ray lines
(HWHM ∼ 900 km s−1). For these Of?p stars, it thus seems that an additional phenomenon
must be at work to explain the characteristics observed at X-ray energies.

As spectropolarimetric analyses are still on-going, it is difficult to assess at the present
time the overall validity of the magnetically-channeled wind model at high-energies. Sen-
sitive magnetic detections and high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy of OB-stars need first to
be accumulated. Once definitive values for the physical properties of the magnetic systems
will become available, statistical analyses will be performed to test whether significant dif-
ferences between magnetic and non-magnetic systems exist and detailed modeling will be
able to check if their X-ray emission follows the expectations or not. Until then, hard X-ray
emission with narrow unshifted lines might certainly be considered as a typical signature
of strong magnetic fields. This result, at least valid forτ Sco andθ1 Ori C, was also used
to explain the observations of numerous X-ray bright O-typestars in very young clusters.
Following some authors (e.g. Schulz et al, 2003), the numberof bright, hard sources as-
sociated with O-type objects increases as the cluster age decreases. This result was linked
to observational hints that magnetic field strength decreases with age (Donati et al, 2006a).
However, the impact of binarity (and associated interacting wind emission) was not fully
assessed. In this context, it should be remembered that young clusters still harbor the most
massive stars: these objects, displaying the strongest winds, are the most susceptible to pro-
duce strong wind-wind interactions. Decreasing magnetic field might thus not be the only
cause for the smaller number of X-ray bright sources observed in older clusters.
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5 Conclusions

XMM -Newtonand CHANDRA have provided entirely new views of stellar X-rays, in par-
ticular through high-resolution grating spectroscopy offering a resolving power of several
hundred. Stellar X-ray sources are rich in emission lines from which information on physical
conditions and processes can be extracted.

Coronae of cool stars reveal standard thermal spectra that have, nevertheless, offered a
number of surprises, such as previously unknown systematics of element abundances. Subtle
effects related to line broadening, optical depths, resonant scattering, and fluorescence have
been crucial to develop models of the emitting sources or irradiated surfaces. Much attention
has also been paid to the unique methodology of measuring average coronal densities that
are pivotal for the construction of coronal models.

Density measurements were at the origin of new hypotheses related to pre-main se-
quence stars. Soft X-ray emission revealing very high densities has been interpreted as a
signature of accretion shocks near the stellar surface. Outflows or jets are also X-ray sources,
perhaps related to the same physical mechanisms also operating in winds of massive stars.

The current X-ray observatories have also clearly providedbetter insight into the proper-
ties of hot, massive stars. In particular, high-resolutionspectra have proved a crucial tool to
test the proposed models in detail: the new observations do not fully agree with expectations
and require a change of paradigm.

Continuing investigations in the domain of high-resolution spectroscopy are clearly
needed. The higher-sensitivity facilities of the next generation should notably be able to
resolve the profile variations of X-ray lines, which are expected in various contexts (wind-
wind interaction in binaries, channeled wind in magnetic objects, and even in winds of single
stars, rotating coronal plasma, plasma flows in magnetic fields, etc). Studies of X-ray emis-
sion in different metallicity environments, e.g. the Magellanic Clouds, should also provide
crucial information since the stellar wind strength and absorption depend on the metal con-
tent. In this context, it must be noted that high sensitivityand high spectral resolution must
be complemented by a high spatial resolution - it is of littleinterest to get a well-exposed
spectrum of a whole cluster!
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